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Abstract: Research on scientific problem-solving emphasizes the importance of 
problem solving and scientific inquiry as central components of the twenty-first century 
skills. Research has shown that open-ended serious games can facilitate students’ 
development of specific skills and improve learning performance through scientific 
problem-solving. However, understanding how students learn these complex skills in a 
game environment is a major challenge, as much research depends on typical paper-and-
pencil assessments and self-reported surveys or other traditional observational and 
quantitative methods.  
The participants of the study were 237 sixth graders from two middle schools in 
the Southwestern area of the United States. The students used an open-ended serious 
game called Alien Rescue as their science curriculum for three weeks. The purpose of this 
study is, first, to identify students’ navigation behavior patterns in cognitive processes 
between at-risk and non-at-risk students within Alien Rescue. To accomplish this 
purpose, this study intends to use gameplay data by incorporating the integrated method 
of lag sequential analysis and sequential pattern mining together with a statistical 
 vi 
analysis. The findings confirmed that the integrated method helped to explore students’ 
latent navigation behaviors as well as discover the differences of problem-solving 
processes between non-at-risk and at-risk students.  
The second purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between students’ 
learning performance and their scientific inquiry behaviors, which emerged as students 
engaged with Probe Design Center in this serious game. The results showed that the 
game metrics developed in Probe Design Center improved the predictions of both in-
game and after-game performance. The cluster analyses with game metrics confirmed 
four unique groups regarding students’ scientific inquiry behaviors in Probe Design 
Center. This study concluded that the integrated methods of serious games analytics 
enabled researchers to investigate in-depth cognitive processes and scientific inquiry 
behaviors within a specific cognitive tool, Probe Design Center, and discover unique 
behavior groups across different school settings. The researcher identified the challenges 
of at-risk students in their cognitive processes and highlighted the support needs for these 
students. Consequently, this study proposed an interactive dashboard using the data-
driven evidences to provide teachers just-in-time information to support students’ 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
The launch of Sputnik 1, the world's first artificial satellite, prompted policy 
makers to devise educational reform related to science curricula; that is, science literacy 
including both content knowledge and inquiry skills among academically diverse students 
(Barrow, 2006; Perkins, 1986; Stokes, 1997). Resultant post-Sputnik era instruction 
placed great importance on developing innovative science instruction that specifically 
emphasized science processes such as observation, classification, and inference (DeBoer, 
1991). More recently, policy makers stressed the importance of twenty-first century 
skills—such as critical thinking and problem-solving—for academic or future 
employment success; this emphasis is reflected in various policy reform efforts 
(American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993; National Research 
Council (NRC), 1997, 2012). Over the past few decades, policy reform documents show 
that scientific inquiry is another central skill for science literacy. The notion of scientific 
inquiry is considered to be a variety of activities involving scientific thinking and 
investigation such as making observation, examining any existing knowledge, 
interpreting data, and making predictions (NRC, 1996). Research on scientific problem-
solving emphasizes students’ need to possess both scientific inquiry as conceptual 
knowledge and problem-solving as procedural knowledge, both important components of 
twenty-first century skills (Clark-Midura, Dede, & Norton, 2011; Gott, Duggan, & 
Roberts, 2008; Lederman et al., 2014; Wecker et al., 2013). However, these complex 
skills can be difficult for students to learn (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007; 
Hmelo-Silver & Azevedo, 2006). Lederman et al. (2014) recently asserted that a lack of 
research exists about improving students’ understanding of scientific inquiry.  
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Expertise is as a key factor impacting students’ scientific problem-solving 
processes and strategies (Jonassen, 2000; Wiley, 1998; Zimmerman, 2000). Researchers, 
therefore, have examined the components of expertise that indicate to teachers the 
individual differences in students’ learning processes. However, research asserts that a 
great challenge in understanding students’ learning processes is the use of traditional 
paper-and-pencil assessments such as pretest and posttest. Researchers specifically 
pointed out the poor alignment of traditional assessments with science content standards 
and the high cost of alternate assessments like hands-on performance tests (Clarke-
Midura et al., 2011; Gobert, Sao Pedro, Raziuddin, & Baker, 2013).  
Advanced technologies such as virtual worlds (e.g., Barab, Sadler, Heiselt, 
Hickey, & Zuiker, 2007; Kamarainen et al., 2013), the intelligent tutoring system (e.g., 
Gobert, Kim, Sao Pedro, Kennedy, & Betts, 2015), and serious games (e.g., Sawyer & 
Rejeski, 2002) facilitate students’ development of these twenty-first century skills 
involved in problem-solving and scientific inquiry. For example, a serious game embeds 
several attributes such as goals and challenges for students to learn certain skills, develop 
mastery, and enhance learning performance in the process of problem-solving 
(Foundation of American Scientists, 2006; Loh, Sheng, & Ifenthaler, 2015a). Researchers 
have employed traditional methodologies using traditional educational assessments (e.g., 
pre- and post-tests, self-reported surveys) to investigate the impact of serious games on 
learner engagement or the effectiveness on learner performance. However, recent 
research has raised some concerns that the use of traditional assessments is challenging to 
investigate learners’ skill-building in serious games. In particular, students can take 
diverse ways of problem-solving in open-ended serious games (Squire, 2008). Due to the 
complex systems, students’ cognitive processes are difficult to examine. 
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Serious games analytics has enabled researchers to examine learners’ behaviors 
by tracking their learning processes (Loh, 2012; Wallner & Kriglstein, 2013). The use of 
in situ gameplay data—students’ in-game actions traced in situ—helps researchers to 
investigate diverse student groups’ (e.g., expertise, at-risk factor) in-game behaviors in a 
serious game. First, research on the use of technology have reported the difficulties 
students placed at-risk experience particularly with the complex nature of problem-
solving (Darling-Hammond, Zielezinski, & Goldman, 2014; Samsonov, Pedersen, & Hill, 
2006). Darling-Hammond et al. (2014) strengthened the key factors of computer-based 
learning environment for at-risk students such as interactive attributes, technologies for 
content creation and exploration, and teacher and peer supports. However, little is known 
about how at-risk students experience of learning complex skills in computer-based 
learning environments.  
Second, several game metrics indicate different areas of expertise such as “time-
to-task-completion rate, … mental representations of knowledge, … specific gaze 
patterns in scanning for information” (Loh & Sheng, 2014, p. 324). Additionally, 
researchers have devised new game metrics to measure these components of expertise 
within a serious game environment. According to Loh and Sheng (2015b), similarity/dis-
similarity metrics measure different navigational sequences between novices and experts. 
However, there are limited empirical findings to suggest potential meanings in dynamic 
gameplay data and appropriate game metrics for specific learning behaviors (e.g., metrics 
for expertise) in a game context.  
Since serious games analytics can provide more opportunities to measure, assess, 
or improve students’ learning performance, researchers have developed a systemized 
analysis procedure that explains how to capture, analyze, and subsequently visualize a 
student’s behavior (Loh, 2006; Romero, Ventura, Pechenizkiy, & Baker, 2010). Scholars 
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have attempted to develop learner behavioral profiles and measure learning performance 
via supervised or unsupervised learning techniques, types of machine learning. 
Supervised learning techniques are mainly used to develop a model with data from 
known labels to predict future data labels (data with unknown labels) such as predicting 
students’ dropout based on their past activities in the learning management system. Two 
general categories in supervised learning techniques are classification and regression. 
Unsupervised learning is mainly used to glean hidden labels or group memberships from 
unlabeled data. The most common method is cluster analysis.  
Diverse data mining techniques have been employed to serious games analytics. 
However, researchers have raised issues of the limitations of these techniques, which are 
not directed by theoretical principles in educational contexts (Clark, Martinez-Garza, 
Biswas, Luecht, & Sengupta, 2012; Gobert et al., 2015; Zhou, Xu, Nesbit, & Winne, 
2010). There is still a lack of empirical studies of these techniques to inform educational 
pedagogy. In addition, little research has reported the relationship between learners’ in-
game behaviors and learning performance in serious games. Investigating in-game 
behaviors is critical to provide key evidences of different learning performance, which 
ultimately enhance different problem-solving strategies of students with diverse 
characteristics such as novice-to-expert and at-risk/non-at-risk.  
Through the emerging technology of data visualization, researchers examine and 
visually present gameplay data to understand differences among individuals and 
demographic groups, discover patterns, and understand how these patterns relate to 
students’ learning performance in a serious game context (Wallner & Kriglstein, 2015). A 
variety of visualization techniques address the challenges of interpretations derived from 
large amounts of data. For example, Liu, Kang, Lee, Winzeler, and Liu (2015) 
investigated tool usage patterns among different groups of students. The researchers used 
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action shapes to represent multivariate data using a variation of multiple parallel 
coordinates (Scarlatos & Scarlatos, 2010); they confirmed that visualization could reveal 
findings not easily detected using traditional methods. However, researchers are 
concerned about the complexities of representing high dimensional data, such as spatial-
temporal data and difficulties in interpreting visualizations (e.g., node-link diagram) 
(Andrienko & Andrienko, 2008; Wallner & Kriglstein, 2013). Therefore, research 
combining traditional statistics with gameplay data analysis incorporating visualization 
techniques is needed to provide a holistic view of learners’ behaviors and the relationship 
between behaviors and learning performance. 
Essentially, scanty empirical research exists on students’ scientific thinking 
processes via problem-solving and scientific inquiry skills usage within open-ended 
serious game environments. The use of traditional educational assessments and data 
mining techniques without consideration of educational theoretical principles is difficult 
to provide in-depth understanding of students’ complex skills development in complex 
learning environments. Therefore, this study intended to explore different data mining 
techniques using in situ gameplay data in combination with ex situ data (i.e. science 
knowledge test) to investigate students’ cognitive processes, identify in-game behaviors, 
and understand the relationship between students’ in-game behaviors and learning 
performance. 
This study is built upon extant studies using Alien Rescue to investigate students’ 
cognitive process patterns. Prior studies on students’ cognitive process patterns in Alien 
Rescue mostly employed statistical analysis with limited metrics such as frequency and 
duration of tool use. This study expands on previous research by incorporating the 
combination of statistical analysis with data mining and visualization techniques in an 
investigation of learning processes among diverse students to identify any meaningful 
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patterns. An exploration of different gameplay data analyses and visualizations to 
discover useful patterns with data mining techniques will enhance understanding of 
diverse learning methods in an open-ended serious game. This research will help inform 
the indicators of different students’ scientific problem-solving to ensure success for all 
students.  
 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to understand how students solve a central problem 
through the examination of learning behavior patterns in an open-ended serious game 
using statistical analysis in combination with data mining techniques and visualization 
methods. Specifically, this study seeks to investigate sixth-grade students’ problem-
solving and scientific inquiry skills as cognitive processes of scientific thinking while 
they interact with various cognitive tools in an open-ended serious game designed for 
middle school science. This game is known as Alien Rescue. This study intends to 
employ both statistical methods and unsupervised learning techniques (e.g., sequential 
pattern mining, k-medoids cluster analysis) via a combination of in situ data (i.e. user-
generated data from using the cognitive tools, solution texts) with ex situ data (i.e. 
science knowledge test).  
Alien Rescue engages students in scientific investigations aimed at finding 
solutions to a complex problem (i.e. finding an appropriate home in our solar system for 
six alien species displaced from their home planets). Alien Rescue also provides a variety 
of cognitive tools to support students’ problem-solving processes. Students with varying 
skill levels or differing characteristics can approach problems in various ways in Alien 
Rescue. Given the challenges of understanding learning processes in a serious game 
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environment, this study intends to employ different methods beyond statistical analysis to 
identify learning behavior patterns as captured by the students’ in situ gameplay data. 
Two types of behavior patterns are expected to be identified in this study: navigation 
patterns derived from each student’s sequence of different cognitive tool use and 
scientific inquiry patterns derived from students’ Probe Design Center activities. Probe 
Design Center is one of the cognitive tools built into Alien Rescue, and is designed to 
support the scientific inquiry process by allowing students to generate and refine 
hypotheses and design their probes. Therefore, to investigate students’ scientific inquiry 
patterns, five different scientific inquiry skills in Probe Design Center—defined as game 
metrics for measuring scientific inquiry skills in this research—were: (a) number of 
launched probes, (b) number of repeated trials, (c) amount of new information, (d) 
amount of redundant information, and (e) number of errors. Specifically, sequential 
pattern mining, lag sequential analysis, and k-medoids cluster analysis were performed to 
identify these patterns. Using statistical methods in combination with visualization 
techniques, this study then investigated students’ behavior patterns and the relationship 
among patterns and learning performance.  
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This study seeks to investigate the following research questions: 
1) Does the average posttest score significantly differ between at-risk and non-at-
risk groups?  
2) What differences exist between at-risk and non-at-risk students’ navigational 
behaviors as they interact with various in-game tools? 
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3) What is the relationship between students’ scientific inquiry behaviors in 
Probe Design Center and their learning performance?  
4) What scientific inquiry behavior patterns emerge as students engage with 
Probe Design Center? 
5) How can visualizations help to illustrate data-driven evidences of students’ in-
game behaviors to provide teachers just-in-time support? 
TERM IDENTIFICATION 
Problem-solving. Problem-solving refers to individuals’ attempts to attain a goal 
for which the individuals may possess multiple solutions or no solution. In this study, 
problem-solving as a central cognitive process is considered as domain-general strategies 
required in scientific thinking and investigation.  
Scientific inquiry. Scientific inquiry refers to the general practices that students 
investigate certain aspects of the natural world followed by subsequent activities such as 
observations, experimentations, or predictions along with scientific content and critical 
thinking. In this research, scientific inquiry as another integral cognitive process is 
considered as domain-specific knowledge required during scientific thinking and 
investigation.  
Serious games. Serious games refer to games that are not for fun, enjoyment, or 
entertainment, but primarily a serious purpose. In contrast to commercial games created 
for entertainment use, serious games are meant to improve skills and learning 
performance through training and instruction (e.g., decision-making skills, combat 
performance).  
Open-ended serious games. Open-ended serious game in this study is defined as 
serious games with multiple solution paths within complex functional spaces (Harpstead 
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et al., 2015). This study uses the concept of functional space wherein a game really takes 
place (Schell, 2008). A functional space is different from a physical space. Monopoly has 
a two-dimensional physical board (i.e. one paper board with a list of 40 real estate 
properties printed); however, it has only a one-dimensional space in terms of the 
function—a single line of 40 discrete points that links to each other in one loop.   
Serious games analytics. Given the definition of serious games, researchers have 
concerns about how to measure improving skills and learning performance in serious 
games. Serious games analytics has been emerged to meet the needs of various 
stakeholders; discovering useful metrics for performance measurement, identifying 
significant predictors of expertise, designing better learning experience, and so forth. In 
short, serious games analytics refers to analytics or insights converted from gameplay 
data within a serious game for the purpose of performance measurement, assessment, or 
improvement.  
Supervised learning. Supervised learning is one type of machine learning 
technique that is used for predicting future data labels such as high- or low-performing 
class. There are two broad categories of supervised learning techniques: classification 
when input data label is discrete; and regression when the label is continuous. Using both 
methods, a model learns from observations (i.e. input data) and improves its classification 
accuracy when more observations (i.e. new input data) are added, and then the model can 
make predictions of labels/classes of future data. The most common methods are decision 
trees, Bayesian networks, Linear Discriminant Analysis, K-nearest neighbor classifiers, 
and regression analysis. 
Unsupervised learning. Another type of machine learning technique is 
unsupervised learning, which is mainly used for exploratory data analysis, in which 
researchers can find hidden patterns or group memberships from unlabeled data. The 
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most common method of unsupervised learning is cluster analysis, which is useful to 
separate learners into a certain number of groups/clusters when there are no predefined 
classification labels.  
In situ data. In situ data are derived directly from learners’ actions within the 
system. Typically, multiple parameters such as the number of clicks and duration of 
interaction are stored as logs in situ. These user-generated logs can then be used for 
understanding how an individual learner performs within a game environment, 
identifying any frequent navigation patterns across groups of learners, and visualizing the 
patterns 
Ex situ data. Ex situ data are collected outside a system. The most common 
examples are user-surveys, pretest/posttest, talk-aloud, and interview.  Both the user-
surveys in a self-reported format and the pretest/posttest consider the game environment 
as a black box; that is, the data are collected only before or after learners interact with the 
game environment. Therefore, with ex situ data, researchers cannot easily assess how 












Chapter 2: Review of Literature 
The purpose of the literature review is to provide theoretical foundation that 
guides this study including integral cognitive processes of scientific thinking such as 
problem-solving and scientific inquiry skills in serious games and the possibility and 
applicability of serious games analytics. The first section discusses scientific thinking 
through problem-solving and scientific inquiry skills. Relevant definitions of the 
problem-solving skills and research on expert-novice differences on the problem-solving 
process are discussed. Scientific inquiry skills and its historical background in 
conjunction with the policy reform documents are discussed. Both problem-solving as a 
procedural knowledge and scientific inquiry as a conceptual knowledge are discussed as 
important aspects of scientific investigation. The later section discusses the origins of 
open-ended serious games and serious games analytics. Advanced technologies including 
new game metrics adapted in serious games are reviewed in regard to tracing cognitive 
learning processes and measuring learning performance. Relevant research on at-risk and 
expertise are discussed. Lastly, different methods and visualization techniques applied to 
serious games analytics are discussed as integral to understand scientific thinking 
processes in an open-ended serious game.  
 
COGNITIVE LEARNING PROCESSES 
Problem-solving 
What is a problem? 
Jonassen (2004) defined a problem with two essential attributes; first, a problem 
as an unknown entity in some context representing the difference between a learner’s 
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initial state and a goal state, and second, the learner perceives solving for the unknown as 
a worthwhile activity that has social, cultural, and intellectual value. Problems can vary in 
structuredness, complexity, dynamicity, and domain specificity or abstractness.  
Specifically, problems can differ in how well structured they are—from well-
structured problems to ill-structured problems (Jonnassen, 2004). Well-structured 
problems are often found in school systems, which demonstrate every component of the 
problem with a clearly defined initial and goal state and understandable solutions. 
Compared to a well-structured problem, ill-structured problems have unknown elements 
and have multiple solutions. There are no absolute or systematic criteria for assessing the 
solutions; therefore, learners need to describe their own thoughts or beliefs about the 
solution. Recent studies show differences in learning processes or performances between 
well-structured problems and ill-structured problems (e.g., Cho & Jonassen, 2002; 
Jonassen & Kwon, 2001; Schraw, Dunkle, & Bendixen, 1995).  
In addition to the structuredness, problems vary in their complexity in terms of the 
related number of issues, functions, or variables, and dynamicity. For example, well-
structured problems may have only a few variables, and in contrast, ill-structured 
problems possess many variables that can erratically interact with each other and in turn 
increase the difficulty of the problem (English, 1998). Well-structured problems are more 
stable, while ill-structured problems tend to be more dynamic (Jonnassen, 2004). For 
example, factors of a complex problem may keep changing over time. 
Jonnassen (2004) lastly noted that problems are situated within a domain or 
context where individuals solve the problems differently relying on cognitive operations 
related to the specific domain or context. That is, individuals in different domains learn 
each form of reasoning skills related to the domain by solving the problems. Therefore, 
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problems can be described in terms of different levels of structuredness, complexity, and 
dynamicity within a specific domain.  
Problem-solving 
A problem exists in a situation, in which a learner attempts to reach some goals 
and to find out how to approach the goals (Chi & Glaser, 1985). Therefore, problem-
solving refers to individuals’ attempts to attain a goal for which the individuals may 
possess multiple solutions or no solution (Shunck, 2016). “Any goal-directed sequence of 
cognitive operations” (Anderson, 1980, p. 257) is referred to as problem-solving. 
Jonnassen (2004) described two critical aspects of the cognitive operations. First, 
problem-solving requires individual learners to build a mental model—known as the 
problem space. A mental model is composed of different kinds of knowledge: the 
structure of the problem, how to perform learning activities, and the appropriate use of 
procedures (De Kleer & Brown, 1981). Second, an individual actively manipulates and 
tests the mental model. Similarly, an information-processing model of problem-solving 
(Newell & Simon, 1972) includes a problem space, which consists of a beginning stage, a 
goal state, and solution paths. Learners construct a mental model of the problem and 
attempt to decrease a gap between the initial and goal states through the application of 
operations.   
There are two historical perspectives on problem-solving: the trial-and-error 
approach, and intuitive knowledge or insight. Thorndike (1913) perceived problem-
solving as trial-and-error and used cats’ problem-solving ability to describe this process. 
Throndike found that the more that the cat tried, the less time the cat spent solving the 
problem; therefore, the cat learned through trial-and-error. There are many drawbacks to 
the trial-and-error approach such that it is often unreliable and not effective. For example, 
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repeated trials can waste time and not produce a plausible solution. Another perspective 
is involved in insight. Wallas (1926) formulated a four-stage model: 
(1) Preparation: A time to learn about the problem and gather information 
that might be relevant to its solution. 
(2) Incubation: A period of thinking about the problem, which may also 
include putting the problem aside for a time. 
(3) Illumination: A period of insight when a potential solution suddenly 
comes into awareness. 
(4) Verification: A time to test the proposed solution to ascertain whether 
it is correct. (cited in Shunck, 2006, p. 260) 
Based on this four-stage model, Helie and Sun (2010) proposed a unified framework for 
understanding creative problem-solving including a more detailed conceptualization of 
the incubation and illumination stages. Although much research supports the existence of 
insight in problem-solving (e.g., Duncker, 1945; Durso, Rea, & Dayton, 1994; Kohler, 
1925), there is a lack of research examining how learners develop and use insight, and 
more importantly, how teachers might implement an insight-learning framework in the 
classroom. Different types of problem-solving strategy have been investigated, with 
which learners can develop insight in problem-solving. 
 
Problem-solving strategies 
There are two types of problem-solving strategies: general strategies and specific 
strategies (Shunck, 2016). General strategies can be useful in different domains while 
specific strategies can be applicable to problems in a certain domain. Problem-solving 
strategies can either be general or specific; for example, analyzing subgoals in a given 
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problem can be useful in any domain. In addition, general strategies may not be useful 
with a familiar problem. There are two typical useful general strategies: generate-and-test 
and means-ends analysis. 
According to Resnick (1985), the generate-and-test strategy can be used to test 
fewer solutions to show whether or not a learner achieves a goal. Learners use both prior 
knowledge to build the relative importance of all possible solutions, and current 
knowledge to select the most likely solution. In the means-ends analysis, an individual 
compares a goal and a current situation and identifies the difference between them to 
determine the best strategy for achieving the goal. Newell and Simon (1972) noted that 
people often used the means-ends-analysis to solve problems. Using the means-ends-
analysis, they proposed a computer program, General Problem Solver (GPS), which was 
designed to provide essential processes that can be applied to solve various types of 
problems. Basically, the GPS algorithm assumes a goal is attained in a certain sequence, 
in which there are several subsequent goals for humans to attempt to achieve each. Then, 
the GPS transforms one into another and uses operations to eliminate the difference. 
There are two different types of means-ends analysis: working forward (i.e. from an 
initial state to a goal) and working backward (i.e. from a goal to an initial state). 
 
Scientific Inquiry  
There are some historical views of scientific inquiry. Dewey (1910) first 
introduced the notion of inquiry as a teaching strategy for K-12 science teachers. His 
strategy consisted of “sensing perplexing situations, clarifying the problem, formulating a 
tentative hypothesis, testing the hypothesis, revising with rigorous tests, and acting on the 
solution” (Barrow, 2006, p. 266). Dewey (1938/1977) also encouraged students to be 
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actively involved in learning by adding their personal knowledge of science and 
searching for answers. Later, Dewey (1944) modified his earlier interpretation of 
scientific methods by adding the concept of reflective thinking and suggesting these 
steps: “presentation of the problem, formation of a hypothesis, collecting data during the 
experiment, and formulation of a conclusion” (Barrow, 2006, p. 266).  
The launching of Sputnik I in 1957 provided educators and policymakers the 
opportunity to examine the quality of science instruction in schools in the United States. 
As noted in Perkins (1986), the post-Sputnik era instruction put emphasis on science 
literacy including scientific knowledge, inquiry skills, and understanding of the nature of 
science. The National Science Foundation funded the development of an innovative 
science curricula that included biology, chemistry, physics, and earth science (e.g., 
Physics Science Study Committee, 1960). It specifically emphasized “thinking like a 
scientist” (DeBoer, 1991) and scientific reasoning processes such as observing, 
classifying, inferring, or controlling variables. Schwab (1966) also asserted that students 
should always consider science as a series of conceptual structures that can be modified 
where any new information or evidence is discovered.  
As reported by Project Synthesis (Harms & Yager, 1981) including a review of 
the 1955-1975 literature and the 1977 national survey, most of the research on inquiry 
studied the content and strategy used by science teachers. Welch, Klopfer, Aikenhead, 
and Robinson (1981) described the reasons why teachers did not implement inquiry into 
classrooms due to the lack of materials, support, and teacher preparation. More recently, 
Anderson (2002) synthesized the literature on inquiry in science education, and he 
emphasized educators would integrate inquiry into their classrooms based on their beliefs 
and values about students and purposes of teaching. Anderson described the technical 
challenges (e.g., barriers presented by state assessments), political challenges (e.g., 
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conflicts between science teachers or parents of how to teach science), and cultural 
challenges (e.g., different views of assessments). 
The modern view of scientific inquiry combined with both historical (e.g., Dewey 
and Schwab) and recent perspectives were reflected in policy documents. The NRC 
(1996) described the notion of scientific inquiry as:  
a multifaceted activity that involves making observations; posing questions; 
examining books and other sources of information to see what is already known; 
planning investigations; reviewing what is already known in light of experimental 
evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret data; proposing answers, 
explanations, and predictions; and communicating the results. Inquiry requires 
identification of assumptions, use of critical and logical thinking, and 
consideration of alternative explanations. (p. 23).  
The NRC (1996) also identified six categories of inquiry to help students 
understand how and why scientific knowledge modifies and improves when new 
evidence, methods, or explanations occur in a scientific community:  
1. conceptual principles and knowledge that guide scientific inquiries; 
2. investigations undertaken for a wide variety of reasons—to discover new 
aspects, explain new phenomena, test conclusions of previous investigations, or 
test predictions of theories; 
3. use of technology to enhance the gathering and analysis of data to result in 
greater accuracy and precision of the data; 
4. use of mathematics and its tools and models for improving the questions, 
gathering data, constructing explanations, and communicating results; 
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5. scientific explanations that follow accepted criteria of logically consistent 
explanation, follow rules of evidence, are open to question and modification, and 
are based upon historical and current science knowledge; and 
6. different types of investigations and results involving public communication 
within the science community. (To defend their results, scientists use logical 
arguments that identify connections between phenomena, previous investigations, 
and historical scientific knowledge; these reports must include clearly described 
procedures so other scientists can replicate or lead to future research) (as cited in 
Barrow, 2006, p. 270-271). 
The Atlas of Scientific Literacy (AAAS, 2001) described scientific inquiry as 
comprising three categories: evidence and reasoning, scientific investigations, and 
scientific theories. In the book, Inquiry and the National Science Education Standards, 
the NRC (2000) described five essential features of inquiry for all grade levels including 
the following:  
1. Learner engages in scientifically oriented questions; 2. Learner gives priority to 
evidence in responding to questions; 3. Learner formulates explanations from 
evidence; 4. Learner connects explanations to scientific knowledge; and 5. 
Learner communicates and justifies explanation (p. 29).  
More recently, policymakers are emphatic about the need for 21st century skills. 
For example, the NRC’s framework (2010) includes cognitive skills, interpersonal skills, 
and intrapersonal skills. The Partnership for 21st Century Skills’ framework (2007) 
includes learning and innovation skills, life and career skills, and information, media and 
technology skills. Although the terms of skills are different in each framework, individual 
skills are similar across the frameworks (e.g., critical thinking, complex communication, 
problem-solving, self-regulation, and social skills). 
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There are many variations of inquiry learning and teaching in science education 
such as project-based science, problem-based learning, or model-based inquiry. 
According to Crawford (2014), all different cases should possess a central question that 
requires investigation and exploration. For example, problem-based learning (PBL) 
includes a complex real-world problem to encourage learning in science classrooms, in 
which students learn science concepts through understanding real-world problems, 
collecting scientific information they need, and reflecting on experiences in an active and 
collaborative learning environment. Regardless of the variations, the main facets of 
inquiry in science classrooms are to encourage students to learn scientific concepts as 
well as scientific explorations. 
 There have been many attempts to characterize scientific inquiry and integrate 
scientific inquiry with the concepts of particular domains of science over the past several 
decades, and this focus is reflected in a variety of policy reform documents. There is 
overall consensus that scientific inquiry refers to the general practices that students 
investigate certain aspects of the natural world followed by subsequent activities such as 
observations, experimentations, or predictions along with scientific content and critical 
thinking.      
   
Inquiry and Assessment  
While policy makers and educators paid strong attention to the notion of inquiry 
within the area of science teaching and learning for the last half of the 20th century, there 
were some challenges of implementing the inquiry instruction and learning in a 
classroom setting due to issues related to state assessments (Anderson, 2002; DeBoer et 
al., 2008). For example, as discussed in DeBoer et al. (2008), only eleven states provided 
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assessments strongly linked to content standards, and many educators claimed poorly 
written assessments did not properly align with the content standards.  
There have been many attempts to address these challenges. In the 1990s, 
Maryland applied hands-on performance assessments in their science classrooms. Hands-
on assessments help teachers to understand students’ learning achievement (Clarke-
Midura et al., 2011). However, as reported in many studies, students performed 
differently on similar tasks on various occasions, and these hands-on assessments are cost 
prohibitive and have limited validity compared to multiple-choice tests (Cronbach Linn, 
Brennan, & Haertel, 1997; Stecher & Klein, 1997). 
Another attempt is the Project2061—a long-term initiative of the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS)—which has developed assessment items for middle- and early-high 
school science that are align with core ideas in national and state content standards and 
provide effective measures of students’ understanding of science learning goals (AAAS 
Project 2061, n.d.). However, their tests are implemented using multiple-choice items, 
which are limited to standardized achievement tests that are traditionally implemented 
using paper-and-pencil formats and multiple-choice items. Specifically, multiple-choice 
tests are insufficient for reflecting complex science knowledge and understanding the 
nature of the students’ critical thinking involved in the science inquiry process, but rather 
beneficial for determining a level of proficiency (Clarke-Midura et al., 2011). In sum, the 
limitations of these tests are due to the poor alignment with content standards, the cost of 
alternate assessments, and the insufficient format such as a paper-and-pencil format.  
More recently computer-based environments have been designed to understand 
students’ learning such as what they know and how they use their current knowledge and 
assess their process and strategies as an alternative way to the traditional assessments 
(e.g., Gobert et al., 2013; Quellmalz, Timms, & Schneider, 2009). These environments 
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can capture what an individual student is doing in the environments, that is, track the 
student’s learning process in situ and use the captured data to assess their inquiry process 
and the final products they create, to measure their learning performance. A later section 
will discuss different data types involved in a computer-based environment, specifically 
in serious games.  
 
Scientific Thinking through Problem-Solving and Inquiry 
According to Zimmerman (2000), the general notion of scientific thinking or 
investigation relates to various activities such as “asking questions, hypothesizing, 
designing experiments, using apparatus, observing, measuring, predicting, recording and 
interpreting data, evaluating evidence, performing statistical calculations, making 
inferences, and formulating theories or models” (p. 102). Therefore, there have been 
attempts to view the scientific investigation as either conceptual (i.e. domain-specific 
knowledge) or procedural (i.e. domain-general strategies) aspects of scientific reasoning. 
In the domain-specific approach, learners investigate concepts using their current 
conceptual understanding and experiences with scientific phenomenon without 
conducting an experiment or investigating the results. On the other hand, the domain-
general approach involves domain-general reasoning and problem-solving strategies; 
specifically, learners design an experiment and evaluate the findings from the 
experiment.  
Research on scientific problem-solving involves the role of domain knowledge 
(Mayer, 2013), and all knowledge associated with scientific reasoning is either 
procedural or conceptual (Gott, Duggan, & Roberts, 2008; Gott & Murphy, 1987). Klahr 
and Dunbar (1988) emphasized the importance of both conceptual and procedural 
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knowledge and proposed an integrated model by incorporating domain-general strategies 
with domain-specific knowledge—known as the scientific discovery as dual search 
(SDDS) framework. SDSS as a cognitive process framework is based on the assumption 
that scientific discovery is a type of problem-solving where there are two problem spaces: 
hypothesis space and experiment space. SDSS includes three major components: 
searching the hypothesis space, searching the experiment space, and evaluating evidence. 
In this framework, learners can use prior knowledge to refine the search or they must 
carry out experiments in advance of developing an initial hypothesis. Wiley (1998) noted 
the organization of domain knowledge—how “accessible, proceduralized, integrated, and 
principled” (p. 716) the organization is—helps learners engage in problem-solving tasks. 
According to Mayer (2008), it is essential for a problem solver to recognize that the 
previous conceptual understanding of scientific phenomena is wrong and thereby needs 
to be changed, in other words, conceptual change is always involved in learning scientific 
problem-solving. For example, Chen and Klahr (1999) noted that direct instruction in 
designing controlled experiments—known as the Control of Variables Strategy (CVS)—
can help learners engage in the scientific reasoning process of testing hypotheses. Using 
this strategy, a learner changes only one variable in the experiment to see the effects of 
the variable. Therefore, the learner should be able to understand the procedures and 
concepts of the controlled experiment.  
Gobert et al. (2015) noted that students have difficulties when designing 
controlled experiments. Gobert and her colleagues observed that students might collect 
limited evidence to test their own hypotheses, attempt only one trial or repeated trials 
with the same condition (e.g., same variables), or revise too many variables. Students 
have difficulties with complex systems such as with multiple independent variables that 
interact with each other. In that case, students need to be careful about which variable 
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they change, since results can be influenced by the interaction. Hmelo-Silver and 
Azevedo (2006) asserted a challenge of measuring younger students’ inquiry strategies, 
specifically in middle schools, since they have more difficulties to understand these 
complexities of system and scientific inquiry process. Lederman et al. (2014) asserted a 
lack of research on improving students’ understandings of scientific inquiry in K-12 
science education. They specifically emphasized that conducting inquiry would not result 
in developing scientific inquiry process knowledge. In addition, since scientific inquiry 
especially involves critical and logical thinking, traditional assessments such as science 
achievement tests do not demonstrate students’ conceptual knowledge and procedural 
knowledge related to inquiry (Clarke-Midura et al., 2011; Gobert et al., 2013; NRC, 
1996; Quellmalz et al., 2009).   
 
Summary 
Scientific problem-solving research shows that learning to solve scientific 
problems involves a conceptual change only achieved when students possess both 
conceptual and procedural knowledge—central components of twenty-first century skills. 
However, students often face challenges in conducting inquiry within complex systems 
and understanding the processes involved in scientific inquiry. Extant research also 
highlights the limitation of typical school assessments’ ability to measure student inquiry 
strategies.  
Overall, the policy reform documents over the past century acknowledge that 
problem-solving and scientific inquiry skills—central cognitive processes during 
learning. Although different perspectives exist regarding scientific thinking or 
investigation, the consensus holds that all knowledge associated with scientific thinking 
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is either procedural or conceptual. Specifically, in science literacy education, problem-
solving skills as domain-general strategies are integrated with scientific inquiry skills as 
domain-specific knowledge, which together support students’ scientific thinking and 
investigation.  
Comprehension of the processes involved in scientific problem-solving and 
inquiry is a central, albeit difficult skill for students to learn and for educators to assess. 
Research highlights the importance expertise has on students’ scientific problem-solving 
processes and strategies; findings provide teachers with specific advice about how 
different students can develop their own strategies. However, also research documents 
the difficulty in assessing these processes via traditional educational assessments.  
There has been research interest in the use of advanced technology such as 
simulations, 3D virtual learning environments, or serious games to support students’ 
scientific thinking and assess students’ scientific inquiry process skills, which will be 
discussed in the next section.   
   
 
SERIOUS GAMES ANALYTICS 
Educational Games to Serious Games 
During the past decades, different terms of digital games for education have 
emerged such as digital game-based learning and serious games. The Oregon Trail game 
was the first popular learning tool to teach students about the realities of pioneer life in 
schools between the mid-1980s and mid-2000s. The game was designed for challenging 
learners in a fun way, but not assessing performance. During that period, educators also 
began to develop their own games using emerging authoring tools such as Flash or 
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Authorware (Loh et al., 2015a). The purpose of computer-based instruction is teaching 
specific skills or complex concepts in a certain domain. Similar to The Oregon Trail, 
these early educational games do not assess students’ learning performances. However, 
these games led people to become interested in edutainment—combining education and 
entertainment. As a result, it contributed to enhancing students’ engagement by adding 
fun and motivating features to traditional learning materials. More recently, the term, 
digital game-based learning (DGBL), became popular by the renowned works of Prensky 
(2001) and Gee (2003). Prensky noted the emergence of DGBL and argued that students 
in the last decades of the 20th century—surrounded by technologies, defined as digital 
natives—were different from their ancestors in terms of how to think and process 
information. Therefore, implementing DGBL as a learning tool in a classroom can 
address the gap. Gee (2003) considered a video game as a good teaching tool that can 
foster creative thinking and identified the list of learning principles commonly found in a 
good game (e.g., identity development, well-ordered problems, performance 
encouragement before competence) and discussed how these games affect how people 
learn.   
In the early 2000’s, there were two major incidents that eventually led to greater 
interest in using serious games for learning: a detailed report on improving public policy 
through game-based learning and simulation (Sawyer & Rejeski, 2002) and a first well-
known serious game, America’s Army. The term “Serious Games” first appeared in the 
book “Serious Games,” and in contrast to entertainment, “these games have an explicit 
and carefully thought-out educational purpose;” however, Abt added, “this does not mean 
that serious games are not, or should not be, entertaining” (Abt, 1970, p. 9). More 
recently, several researchers attempted to define serious games as games that are not for 
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fun, enjoyment, or entertainment, but primarily a serious purpose (Michael & Chen, 
2006; Sawyer, 2009; Zyda, 2005).  
Loh et al. (2015a) noted that the definition of serious games—that is, any digital 
games not for entertainment—is way too broad. Instead, they suggested considering 
serious games with different characteristics such as the essential game attributes 
identified in the National Summit on Educational Games (Foundation of American 
Scientists, 2006): for example, “clear goals, repeatable tasks (to build mastery), … , 
encouraging increased time on task (through motivation),” (p. 8-9). Along with these 
attributes, learners should be able to learn and improve different skills and the processes 
such as problem-solving or decision-making. 
In sum, although serious games can have an entertaining element, they are 
primarily designed for learning and training a variety of audiences (e.g., professionals, 
consumers, students) for real-world situations (e.g., Djaouti, Alvarez, Jessel, & 
Rampnoux, 2011; Zyda, 2005). The field of serious games has grown and involved with 
various domains and subject areas; therefore, different game structures have been 
considered to cover complex learning goals such as fostering problem-solving skills 
(Harpstead et al., 2015). The following section explores specific attempts of 
conceptualizing serious games with open-ended environments. 
Open-Ended Serious Games 
There have been different views on the notion of open-ended serious games. 
Squire (2008) identified “open-ended games” as possessing a strong potential for 
developing students’ problem-solving, productive and digital technologies literacy. 
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Typically, learning occurs throughout the process of understanding the game system, 
conducting experiments, and communicating with other learners. Squire proposed a 
framework that distinguishes between game genres using several key variables such as 
time to completion, timescale, open-endedness, and modes of creative expression. For 
example, targeted (e.g., puzzles) or linear games (e.g., Ninja Gaiden) take a few hours to 
a month to complete with low open-endedness. Open-ended games can take a few months 
to years with high open-endedness. Squire identified two different types of open-ended 
games: massively multiplayer online (MMO) games (i.e. persistent worlds) and open-
ended simulation games. For instance, both River City (Nelson et al., 2007) and Quest 
Atlantis (Barab et al., 1999) are examples of persistent worlds that include key features of 
MMOs such as multiple avatars and a 3D virtual world that invites exploration along with 
interactive features. The main feature of another type, open-ended simulation games, is 
multiple solution paths, where each learner develops their own learning spaces for 
knowledge creation or discovery.  
Similarly, Spring and Pellegrino (2011) noted that open games typically have 
multiple pathways in a less guided learning environment. Their major learning goals are 
conceptual learning and science process skills, which involves a variety of processes such 
as learning through practice or failure (Gee, 2003; Squire, 2008). For example, learners 
are allowed to test multiple solution paths throughout the game although some penalties 
might be incurred. As a result, this complexity enhances learners’ curiosity and 
replayability, but also challenges designers and researchers to assess their learning. 
Harpstead et al. (2015) considered a game structure as a primary key feature of 
open-ended games. They defined open-ended games using the concept of functional 
game spaces wherein a game actually takes place (Schell, 2008). Schell (2008) used 
several games (e.g., Monopoly, Twenty questions) to describe the concept. Monopoly has 
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a two-dimensional physical board (i.e. one paper board with a list of 40 real estate 
properties printed); however, it has only a one-dimensional space in terms of the 
function—a single line of 40 discrete points that links to each other in one loop. Twenty 
questions is a game in which one player can ask twenty questions to guess what another 
player is thinking in mind. There is no physical space in the game; however, Schell 
suggested this game has three spaces as “Mind of the answerer,” “Conversation space,” 
and “Mind of the questioner” (p. 135, see Figure 1). From this perspective, the functional 
solution space in a game determines its open-endedness (Harpstead et al., 2015). If a 
game has a simple functional space (e.g., Monopoly), it is less open-ended. In an open-
ended serious game with complex solution spaces, it can be challenging to understand 
learner behavior in the game and guide learners even minimally how to approach a goal. 
Schell (2008) asserted that taking these things into consideration is essential for a game 
designer. 
 
Figure 1: Game space in “Twenty questions” 
 Combining these prior attempts of defining an open-ended serious game, this 
study defines an open-ended serious game as a serious game with multiple solution paths 






discussed to address the challenge of understanding learner behaviors in an open-ended 
serious game.  
 
Serious Games Analytics 
As the field of serious games has grown, researchers have paid more attention to 
the area of serious games analytics. Loh et al. (2015a) described serious games analytics 
as:  
actionable metrics developed through problem definition in training/learning 
scenarios and the application of statistical models, metrics, and analysis for skills 
and human performance improvement and assessment, using serious games as 
primary tools for training (p. 23).  
The major interests of researchers are to understand what learners do in serious games 
and investigate the effectiveness of games by tracing user-generated data. Therefore, 
researchers can inform educators and developers of these insights to support better 
learning design and improve skills and performance of students. 
Serious games analytics has created possibilities of tracing users’ behaviors in a 
game beyond the traditional performance assessment (Loh, 2012; Wallner & Kriglstein, 
2013). Recent research has focused on users’ behavior captured within the game 
environment in-situ as evidences of users’ learning performance (Loh & Sheng, 2014; 
Schmidt & Lee, 2011). Traditional data methods such as surveys or pretest and posttest 
study designs often cannot capture a user’s intermediate learning process or changes in 
learning performance (Bellotti, Kapralos, Lee, Moreno-Ger, & Berta, 2013; Gobert et al., 
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2013; Loh et al., 2015a). Serious games analytics, on the other hand, can capture users’ 
learning comprehension while highlighting their learning process and performance 
improvement (van Barneveld, Arnold, & Campbell, 2012). To address these issues, 
different types of user-generated data driven from serious games and types of metrics that 
can be used to measure learning in a game will be discussed in the following sections. 
User-Generated Data: Ex Situ Data vs. In Situ Data 
Two different types of user-generated data—ex situ and in situ data—measure 
what learners do in a game-based learning environment and can be used to assess 
performance. The most common examples of ex situ data are user-surveys, 
pretest/posttest, talk-aloud, and interview, which are collected “outside the system” (Loh 
et al., 2015a, p. 16). Both the user-surveys in a self-reported format (Fan et al., 2006) and 
the pretest/posttest consider the game environment as a black box; that is, the data are 
collected only before or after learners interact with the game environment. Therefore, 
with ex situ data, researchers cannot easily assess how learners interact with the 
environment and this affects students’ overall performance. Despite the limitations of ex 
situ data, recent research has shown that user-surveys, pretest/posttest, and questionnaires 
are the most prevalent techniques (Bellotti et al., 2013; Smith, Blackmore, & Nesbitt, 
2015). Loh and Sheng (2015a) noted that researchers who lack programming skill favor a 
qualitative approach such as talking aloud, focus group interviews, or video recordings 
during the game sessions.   
In comparison, in situ data are derived directly from learners’ actions within the 
system. Typically, multiple parameters such as the number of clicks and duration of 
interaction are stored as logs in situ. These user-generated logs can then be used for 
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understanding how an individual learner performs within the environment, identifying 
any frequent navigation patterns across groups of learners, and visualizing the patterns 
(Scarlatos & Scarlatos, 2010, see the details in the visualization section). Limitations of 
in situ data include the inability of providing context such as why a learner is doing 
something or if a learner is having fun or not. (Wallner & Kriglstein, 2013). Therefore, 
scholars have attempted to identify potential meanings for the parameters. Linek, Öttl, 
and Albert. (2010) emphasized that each parameter can be considered a specific behavior 
indicator which includes subjective meaning. As user gameplay data becomes a prevalent 
feature in serious game environments (Loh & Sheng, 2014), serious games analytics can 
track users’ decision-making processes to further support personalization of instruction 
(Linek et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2015; Loh, 2012; Reese, Tabachnick, & Kosko, 2015). 
Therefore, in comparison to ex situ data, with in situ data researchers can consider the 
game environment as a white box (Loh et al., 2015a). That is, in situ data, which is 
collected without interrupting the learners, collects information on such as how many and 
how fast a task is completed. Compared to ex situ data obtained by human data-input, in 
situ data are less subjective and erroneous (Fan et al., 2006; Loh et al., 2015a; Quellmalz 
et al., 2009).  
One of the most prevalent techniques of in situ data collection is telemetry. 
Telemetry has been used in various fields such as computer science, ecology, or 
biology—with which any computer or mobile applications transmit user-generated data 
to a remote server for storage or further analysis. The logs generated during this 
process—usually in a plain text format—are available to use for the analysis after 
preprocessing the logs. In addition, an online database combined with telemetry enables 
real-time analytics, which allows researchers to collect gameplay data remotely, and 
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instead, the system transmits user-generated data to a server for storage and analysis 
(Loh, 2006; Loh & Sheng, 2015a).  
 
Game Metrics 
How to collect in situ user-generated data (i.e. gameplay data) is a great concern 
for researchers and designers in the serious games analytics field. Researchers can 
interpret learners’ repeated actions as behaviors, and therefore, they can discover a 
pattern or trend (Loh et al., 2015a; Wallner & Kriglstein, 2013). It is also essential for 
researchers to understand what type of learner actions or behaviors can lead to better 
learning performance.  
Metrics that could appropriately measure learner performance would vary 
depending on the purpose of the game. There are some general metrics that can be useful 
regardless of the differences in purpose; for example, time to completion is one of the 
prevalent performance metrics in serious games research (Canossa & Drachen, 2009; Loh 
& Sheng, 2015a). Many game-based learning environments apply time to completion as a 
criterion for evaluating learning performance. According to Loh and Sheng (2015a), the 
time to completion metric can be interpreted differently depending on the situation; for 
example, fast speed can be considered as an indicator of a positive learning outcome or a 
negative learning behavior (e.g., rash decision). Therefore, appropriate game metrics in a 
variety of situations is needed to evaluate learners’ skills or performance improvement. 
Research on At-risk Students  
Since U.S. Department of Education (1983) first defined the term at-risk, 
researchers used the term to describe students with various characteristics (Hammons-
Bryner, 1995). For example, at-risk students can be defined as students who show a lack 
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of interest, motivation, or self-direction in learning; negative attitude toward teachers; 
boredom at schools (Ponticell, 2001). There is a growing number of at-risk students (Barr 
& Parrett, 2001). Throughout educational reforms that are concentrating strategies to 
close academic achievement gap, educators and policymakers have sought solutions 
regarding the uses of innovative technologies for at-risk students (Darling-Hammond, 
Zielezinski, & Goldman, 2014).  
Darling-Hammond et al. (2014) highlighted three primary factors of success in 
learning for at-risk students who are particularly learning new skills in a technology-
enhanced environment: interactive attributes, technologies for content creation and 
exploration, and teacher and peer supports. Research on interactive learning found that at-
risk students learned quadratic functions using an interactive learning environment 
significantly more than other students in a traditional classroom setting using lecture, 
note taking, drill, and practice (Bos, 2007). This study highlighted the needs of 
developing an interactive environment that involves all levels of students in higher-order 
thinking skills. A number of studies have found that students show stronger engagement 
and skill development when they work with teachers and interact with other students. 
Kim and Lee (2011) evaluated online learning satisfaction of underprivileged students 
and illustrated the needs of teacher assistance in online learning. Particularly, students 
reported the just-in-time support and encouragement from the teachers played a critical 
role in increasing their academic standing.  
Researchers have raised concerns over the effectiveness of computer-based 
learning particularly with student-centered pedagogy for students placed at-risk. 
Samsonov et al. (2006) examined the effectiveness of computer-based PBL with at-risk 
students and identified the at-risk factors related to performance in the PBL environment. 
The results revealed that most of at-risk students showed the feeling of boredom at the 
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beginning of the activity due to a lack of structure and metacognition, or confusion. The 
authors also highlighted prior academic performance as a critical at-risk factor in 
explaining different performance in the environment. For example, students with above 
average prior academic performance became more strategic in their problem-solving 
compared with the students with lower performance. However, the authors suggested that 
a computer-based PBL can be effective for students who are lower average academically 
with peer support; that is, collaboration with higher performing students. 
A student-centered approach in PBL enhances students’ thinking skills and self-
direction, and a well-designed PBL task enables students to acquire inquiry and reasoning 
skills. To positively effect on students’ knowledge building, the learning environment 
must provide structured information that can track students’ problem-solving processes at 
any times (Gijbels, Dochy, Van den Bossche, & Segers, 2005; Hmelo-Silver, 2004) 
However, little is known about the at-risk students’ learning processes or challenges in 
computer-based environments that requires higher-order thinking skills such as reasoning 
through problem-solving. In addition, the majority of studies largely depend on students’ 
self-reported surveys, pre-and post-tests, or observations, which are limited in their 
understanding of how at-risk students use a computer-based learning environment such as 
serious games. Many existing studies on learning analytics were limited to use a 
frequency or duration as a metric to measure learners’ behaviors within an environment. 
In addition to limited data sources and metrics, the majority of research used typical 
statistical methods such as ANOVA or descriptive analysis, which cannot account for in-
depth learning processes of individual learners in computer-based environments. To help 
close this gap, the concepts of serious games analytics must be applied, wherein 
appropriate features/metrics can be determined and various techniques beyond traditional 
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statistical methods can be employed to better understand how differently diverse learners 
play a serious game.  
Research on Expertise 
The game metrics of particular interest to this study are metrics for expertise. 
Research on the behavioral and cognitive differences of individuals such as experts, 
skilled individuals, and novices have been well studied since the twentieth century (e.g., 
Bryan & Harter, 1899). As discussed earlier, the difference between experts and novices 
during problem-solving processes is a well-known phenomenon (Dreyfus, 2004; Dreyfus 
& Dreyfus, 2005; Jonassen, 2000; van Merriënboer, 2013; Wiley, 1998). Learners can 
overcome their limited working memory by consciously practicing a given task and 
eventually improving their expertise over time. For example, novices first tend to follow 
rules without thinking carefully; eventually, they learn how to apply rules correctly over 
time as well as attain more competency. Rule application and competency are a 
measurable change found in learners’ action sequences during the problem-solving 
process (Dreyfus, 2004). Dreyfus determined five ordered stages of skill acquisition: 
novice, competence, proficiency, expertise, and mastery.  
Several well-known indicators of expert-novice performance differences exist: 
“time-to-task-completion, mental representations, dynamic decision-making, gaze 
patterns, neural/perceptual responses” (Loh, Sheng, & Li, 2015b, p. 148). These have 
been proven with different learner behaviors through observance of various learner 
actions or errors (e.g., frequency, types) over a certain time period. In a recent study, 
researchers considered learners’ action sequences (e.g., navigational sequence {Place A, 
Place B, Place C, Place A, Place F}) to be an important indicator for performance 
measurement and suggested various similarity/dis-similarity metrics (e.g., Jaccard 
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coefficient, Loh & Sheng, 2014) to view how similar or dissimilar novices’ action 
sequences are from experts. For example, two players’ action sequences can be compared 
using a Jaccard coefficient. A Jaccard coefficient 1 indicates that the two players’ 
sequences are identical—that is, if one player is an expert, another player is “likely-
experts” (p. 149); a coefficient 0 indicates that the two sets are totally different—that is, 
another player is a novice.  
Game designers and researchers should consider using these attempts to devise 
new metrics when measuring a specific learning skill required in a certain scenario. 
Therefore, comprehending the nature of in situ data, the diverse types of game metrics, 
and the proper use of each to assess learning outcomes will facilitate better learning 
performance. The following section examines a number of techniques suitable for serious 
games analytics, such as profiling learner behaviors and measuring learning performance.  
  
Methods towards Serious Games Analytics 
There are different types of analytics such as Game Analytics, Learning 
Analytics, and Serious Games Analytics as to their primary purposes. Game Analytics is 
meant to develop monetization strategies by improving game design (e.g., Seif El-Nasr, 
Drachen, & Canossa, 2013). Learning Analytics is purposed to provide dynamic 
educational information to optimize learning and the environments such as Learning 
Management System and Intelligent Tutoring System (e.g., Siemens, 2013), in which 
serious games might be included. Serious Games Analytics supports knowledge 
acquisition or skill development (e.g., Bellotti et al., 2013). There are general metrics that 
can be used across these fields such as time of completion; however, it is worth noting 
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that different sets of metrics should be considered and developed for achieving the goal 
of each field (Loh et al., 2015a).  
Since Serious Games Analytics and Learning Analytics are still new fields, both 
groups mostly use methods commonly found in the field of Game Analytics. Obviously, 
there is a similar intention to understand users (i.e. learners or game players) among 
Game Analytics, Serious Games Analytics, and Learning Analytics groups; that is, the 
groups share the idea of classification such as classifying users’ knowledge, motivation, 
or behavior (Hämäläinen & Vinni, 2010). Specifically, researchers in the Serious Games 
field can develop learner behavioral profiles or assess learning performance using 
supervised or unsupervised learning techniques.  
First, unsupervised learning techniques are mainly used for exploratory data 
analysis, in which researchers can find hidden patterns or group memberships. The most 
common method of unsupervised learning is cluster analysis, which is useful to separate 
learners into a certain number of groups/clusters when there are no predefined 
classification labels. The groups are determined by measuring similarity defined by a 
metric such as Euclidian or probabilistic distance. There are several common clustering 
algorithms such as Hierarchical clustering, k-Means clustering, and Gaussian mixture 
models. It is an exploratory process first to identify the best solution for a given task 
(including from selecting a number of clusters or an appropriate clustering algorithm to 
evaluating the result), and second, to interpret the result using domain knowledge. 
Therefore, it is essential to understand the strengths and weaknesses of each approach to 
obtain meaningful patterns from user-generated data (Drachen, Thurau, Togelius, 
Yannakakis, & Bauckhage, 2013). 
Supervised learning techniques are used for predicting future data labels such as 
high- or low-performing class. There are two broad categories of supervised learning 
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techniques: classification when input data label is discrete; and regression when the label 
is continuous. Using both methods, a model learns from observations (i.e. input data) and 
improves its classification accuracy when more observations (i.e. new input data) are 
added, and then the model can make predictions of labels/classes of future data. The most 
common methods are decision trees, Bayesian networks, Linear Discriminant Analysis, 
K-nearest neighbor classifiers, and regression analysis. Once a classification method is 
selected, researchers need to prepare for a sample dataset with known labels and divide 
the dataset into two sub-sets—a training set and a test set. First, the classifier is run with 
the training set and then tested with the test set, which their classes are hidden, to see how 
accurately the classifier classifies the cases in the test set. If the classification accuracy is 
too low, we can either modify the data to search for a better model, change the algorithm, 
or switch to another classification method. Hämäläinen and Vinni (2010) compared 
different classification methods using several criteria such as a form of class boundaries 
(i.e. linear, non-linear), accuracy on small data sets, working with incomplete data, 
supporting mixed variables (e.g., numeric, categorical), and computational efficiency (p. 





















+a (+) + + + + - 
Small 
datasets 
- + +/- - - + + 
Incomplete 
data 
- + + + + - - 
Mixed 
variables 
+ + + - + - - 
Natural 
interpretation 
+ + + - (+) - + 
Efficient 
reasoning 
+ + + + - + + 
Efficient 
learning 
+/- + - - +/- + + 
Efficient 
updating 
- + + + + - + 
Note. a “+” indicates the method supports the property, - that it does not. (FFNN: Feed-
forward neural network, SVM: Support vector machine, KNN: K-nearest neighbor) 
Table 1: Comparison of Classification Methods 
Serious games enable researchers to understand in-depth learners’ behaviors by 
tracking the information of locations and times of learners’ actions (Loh & Sheng, 
2015a). However, not all methods can be used for understanding spatial-temporal user 
behaviors. One of the most common methods, Bayesian Network, cannot measure 
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spatial-temporal nature of the data; therefore, it is not possible to track when or where 
individual users complete a specific goal within a game. Therefore, it is essential to seek 
for a more appropriate method that can account for spatial-temporal data for serious game 
analytics.  
There are many attempts to deal with spatial-temporal data. Map & Analyze 
Patterns & Structures Across Time (MAPSAT, Frick, Myers, Thompson, & York, 2008) 
can analyze temporal or structural patterns/relations of educational data instead of 
mathematical relations (i.e. linear function). There are two approaches in MAPSAT: 
Analysis of Patterns in Time (APT) that maps temporal relations (e.g., Event A proceeds 
Event B, Event A co-occurs with Event B) and Analysis of Patterns in Configuration 
(APC) that maps structural relations (e.g., Event A affects-relation Event B) (Frick et al, 
2011). Myers and Frick (2015) proposed APT could be used to assess the learning 
trajectory of an individual learner within a serious game. MAPSAT measures temporal 
and structural patterns by observing empirical phenomena; however, it does not provide 
statistical significance of a specific pattern, but instead conditional probabilities of 
patterns. Therefore, a linear model approach can be employed in addition to the patterns 
identified by MAPSAT for the generalization purpose.  
Sequential pattern mining (Agrawal & Srikant, 1995) is another technique to 
examine students’ sequential behavior patterns in a computer-based learning 
environment. Sequential pattern mining was first introduced to identify customer 
purchase sequences from a large database of customer transactions. This discovers a list 
of frequent sequences with a certain condition that the occurrence of the sequences must 
be greater than a certain user-specific minimum support. For example, researchers can 
specify a certain percentage of total students need to support a frequent sequential 
pattern. Researchers have raised some concerns of sequential pattern mining (Zhou et al., 
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2010). Researchers might not be interested in certain actions; therefore, they need to filter 
out non-meaningful actions recorded in logged data. In general, computer-based learning 
environments record students’ every single action including mouse clicks generated by 
students’ inexperienced keyboard or mouse use. Therefore, translating raw logged data to 
meaningful actions is critical to extract relevant behavior patterns. In addition, a 
sequential analysis is unable to identify an exact timing of a sequence (Clark, Martinez-
Garza, Biswas, Luecht, & Sengupta, 2012). Thus, seeking for an appropriate way of 
analyzing spatial-temporal data is a critical factor to deal with diverse researchers’ 
interests and concerns. 
Another issue of pattern mining is ignoring quantity information included in 
mined patterns that can provide insights to user behavior (Kim, Lim, Ng, & Shim, 2007). 
For example, a basic sequential pattern is a <s1, s2, s3, …sm>, where sj = {ij,1, … ij,nj} is an 
itemset. Kim and his colleagues pointed out that these sequential patterns only show their 
qualitative nature without quantitative information of each item ij,k, while actual 
applications record quantitative information in their logs. For example, the sequential 
pattern, ([pants, 3]), ([jacket, 2], [sweater, 4])—often found in any marketing datasets—
shows customers frequently purchase three pants first and two jackets and four sweaters 
later together. Therefore, the researchers proposed the techniques called SQUIRE 
(Sequential pattern mining with quantities) to identify quantitative sequential patterns. 
However, this technique is not developed for educational applications. As asserted by 
Zhou et al. (2010), when employing the sequential pattern analysis algorithms, 
researchers need to apply domain knowledge to find an appropriate way to filter out 
numerous meaningless patterns. 
Lag sequential analysis (LSA)—sequential hypothesis testing—is based on 
sequential data, in which researchers assume continuity between items or actions. Once 
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transitional frequencies between items in a contingency table are calculated, standard 
statistical techniques can be used to determine certain transitions significantly occurred 
more often than others (Bakeman & Quera, 2011). More specifically, LSA yields a series 
of sequential analysis matrix calculations: transitional frequency matrix, transitional 
probability matrix, and adjusted residuals table (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). Adjusted 
residuals (i.e., z-scores) of each transition were calculated to determine if the transitional 
probabilities deviated significantly from the expected value. For instance, a z-score above 
1.96 denotes the behavioral transition from an action to another action in a certain group 
of users reaches a significant level of 0.05 (p < .05), that is, the transition occurs at the 
frequency greater than chance.    
LSA has shown to be useful for understanding human computer interaction 
behaviors (Chung & Baker, 2003; Hou, 2015; Pohl, Wallner, & Kriglstein, 2016). 
Through sequential structure of users’ interaction with computers, their use of technology 
and adaptation to various situations within a system such as how users solve a problem 
can be revealed (Sanderson & Fisher, 1994). Research on interaction processes with 
visualization systems found interactions patterns and cognitive processes that occur with 
a higher probability than others by conducting LSA (Pohl et al., 2016). The authors 
indicated the findings of interaction processes can be used to make inferences about 
users’ reasoning processes. Chung and Baker (2003) performed LSA using users’ logged 
actions in an interactive learning environment and found these sequential actions can be 
used as a measure of problem-solving processes.  
Serious games, in contrast to commercial games, are meant to improve skills and 
learning performance. Serious game can be used as a tool for investigating learning 
behavior and measuring performance with in situ data. The recent research highlighted 
the importance of understanding the nature of in situ data and devising new game metrics 
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to understand individual differences in learning behavior and identify components of 
expertise in-game to facilitate better learning performance. However, there is a lack of 
research concerning game metrics that are applicable in different scenarios, especially, in 
the educational domain. There have been several attempts to identify spatial and temporal 
learning trajectories by using various data mining techniques, however, there is a strong 
need to apply domain knowledge to gameplay data and interpret results. Given the 
difficulties of understanding dynamic gameplay data, various graphical representation 
techniques have emerged to support researchers in understanding dynamic data and 
interpreting the complex patterns in the educational domain. 
 
Visualization Techniques 
Various graphical representation methods have been used to assist serious games 
analytics in the recent literature. There have been several attempts to find standardized 
analysis procedures to track learning processes and then visualize the results (Loh, 2006, 
Romero et al., 2010; Romero & Ventura, 2013). Wallner and Kriglstein (2013) reviewed 
several techniques and tools to visualize the large amount of multi-dimensional temporal-
spatial data to understand learner behavior in a game context (Wallner & Kriglstein, 
2013). More recently, Wallner and Kriglstein (2015) discussed the benefits of 
visualizations for various stakeholders. Specifically, researchers can assess game design 
and pedagogical effectiveness, teachers can provide just-in-time feedback by monitoring 
students’ progress, and learners can monitor their learning progress for self-reflection and 
collaboration with others. 
Scarlatos and Scarlatos (2010) identified multiple representation techniques such 
as glyph-based techniques and parallel coordinates to support systematic analysis to 
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discover behavioral patterns. Wallner and Kriglstein (2013) identified five categories of 
the most common representation techniques: chart and diagram, heatmap, movement 
visualization, self-organizing map, and node-link approach.  
The most prevalent representation techniques are charts and diagrams, with which 
researchers can represent simple game metrics such as individual students’ time to 
completion rates and the number of completed tasks. Scarlatos and Scarlatos (2010) 
further applied the concepts of charts and diagrams to visualize different learners’ 
behaviors, in which they proposed the idea of action shapes to represent multivariate data 
using a variation of multiple parallel coordinates. The results show behavioral differences 
between different groups of learners such as experts versus novices. A heatmap uses a 
color gradient to visualize spatial learner behaviors. For example, heatmaps can be used 
to visualize how long an individual user stayed at a certain location in a two-dimensional 
space. Drachen and Canossa (2009) further used the concept of heatmaps by overlaying 
multiple layers of different behaviors.  
There are also attempts to represent high-dimensional data including both spatial 
and temporal information through node-link diagrams and movement visualizations. 
Using node-link representations, multiple variables from gameplay data can be mapped to 
different components of the diagram and then projected onto a two-dimensional space. 
Since movement visualization can provide a detailed learning path, it is often used to test 
usability during the game development phase. However, some pitfalls of a node-link 
diagram and movement representations have been reported such that a number of states 
or nodes might provide a cluttered visualization (Wallner & Kriglstein, 2013; G. 





(a) Winners (left) and losers (right) at the same 
game state. (p. 3, Anderson, Liu, Apter, 
Boucher-Genesse, & Popović, 2010). 
(b) Six different player behavior 
patterns: (a) pirouette (b) fluster (c) 
jumper (d) emergent behavior (e) 
learning. (p. 4, Dixit & Youngblood, 
2008) 
Figure 2: Example of Node-link Diagram and Movement Visualization 
More recently, Wallner and Kriglstein (2015) discussed the common design 
strategies useful for comparative data analysis to discover the similarities and 
dissimilarities of individual differences of learning behaviors in serious games: 
juxtaposition, superposition, and explicit encoding. These strategies were initially 
categorized by Gleicher et al. (2011). Using the juxtaposition strategy (see Figure 3), 
researchers can compare multiple visualizations side-by-side while the superposition 
strategy overlays the visualizations in a same coordinate system. In contrast, the explicit 
encoding strategy visualizes any relationships among different data sets such as 
differences or correlations. Therefore, the explicit encoding helps readers to determine 
relationships from the visualizations. However, these researchers warned there could be 
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some challenges for readers such as difficulties with understanding the relationships 
caused by a lack of prior knowledge of the datasets (Gleicher et al., 2011). 
 
 
Figure 3: Example of Juxtaposition Strategy (p. 171, Wallner & Kriglstein, 2015) 
These various techniques have different purposes and applicability. Kuosa et al. 
(2016) emphasized that a good visualization can support users to understand data, assure 
their prior knowledge of a learning environment, and acquire insights for the data. This 
study intends to explore visualization techniques to illustrate data-driven evidences of 
students’ in-game behaviors, and to develop visualizations that can provide teachers 
actionable insights by allowing them to track students’ actions over time and identify 
students who may be fallen behind. The findings of this study will support teachers in 
obtaining an increased practical value that can be applied to facilitate student 
participation in the context of serious games.  
 
Previous Research on Navigation Patterns in Alien Rescue 
Research studies have examined students’ patterns and usage of cognitive tools in 
the serious game environment, Alien Rescue, through statistical analytics such as 
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descriptive analysis and cluster analysis. Liu and Bera (2005) investigate the use of 
cognitive tools across five contextual problem-solving stages (i.e. initial exploring, 
background research, hypothesis generation, hypothesis testing, and solution generation) 
through cluster analysis. Results show that students were strategic in their tool usage over 
each stage. For example, in early stages, students used the tools sharing cognitive process 
and tools sharing cognitive load more than other tools, which students used more in later 
stages. Specifically, the students concurrently accessed multiple tools in the later stages. 
Results indicate that these cognitive tools support students’ cognitive skills and facilitate 
their information processing. The researchers also investigated the relationship between 
students’ use of tools and learning performance and explain that high-performing 
students tended to use tools in more productive ways than other groups of students. Liu et 
al. (2009) conducted another study with undergraduate students who played Alien Rescue 
in a laboratory setting. Each student’s activities in the environment were observed, and an 
interview was conducted to determine students’ cognitive processes at a specific 
problem-solving stage. The results support the findings of the previous study—strategic 
use of cognitive tools throughout the different stages. In comparison to the previous 
study, this study did not show evidence of different tool usage patterns between high and 
low performing groups. 
Bogard et al. (2013) conducted the descriptive analysis (i.e., cross cluster 
analysis) using stimulated recall, think-aloud, and direct observation to address how 
students’ application and frequency of cognitive processes and behaviors contributed to 
differences in performance outcomes and mental model development. The findings 
revealed that students with consistent self-regulation—the most expert-like learners—
kept their cognitive processes on carrying out operations in each threshold of knowledge 
development: 1) Building a procedural model, 2) building a structural model, 3) building 
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an executive model, and 4) building arguments. The students developed their mental 
models through each threshold and thereby focused on the most relevant aspects of the 
problem solutions. That is, highly self-regulated students tended to evaluate outcomes 
and readjust their strategies to discover knowledge constraints and build a dynamic 
mental model of the problem. Therefore, the authors highlighted the role of self-
regulation to solve a complex problem and the needs of support for novices’ knowledge 
development.  
Liu et al. (2015) applied data visualization techniques to discover sixth graders’ 
usage patterns and identify any contributing factors to student variations. The researchers 
analyzed students’ gameplay data in combination with traditional measures (i.e. self-
reported survey of goal-orientation, students’ performance score) using the visualization 
tool Tableau (tabluausoftware.com, Computer software, Seattle, WA). Tableau 
specifically represents multidimensional data in a single view. Results indicated different 
tool usage patterns between different groups of students; for example, high performing 
and mastery goal-oriented students tended to use the appropriate tools relative to each 
problem-solving stage.  
Overall, existing research confirms the premise that Alien Rescue improves 
students’ problem-solving skills and learning and this can be determined via the 
combination of in situ gameplay data with traditional statistical methods (e.g., descriptive 
analysis, correlation analysis, and cluster analysis) and visualization techniques. Beyond 
these traditional statistical methods, various data mining techniques hold the promise for 
discovering meaningful patterns within this open-ended serious game. Further, little is 
known about the potential meanings of each parameter of in situ data as a behavior 




This review of literature highlights the relevant theories, issues, methods, and 
research studies related to serious games environments. Of particular interest is 
comprehending students’ scientific thinking through problem-solving and inquiry as a 
scientific process within open-ended serious games. Twenty-first century skills, such as 
critical thinking and problem-solving, are proven to be critical factors for academic or 
future employment achievements. Advanced technologies with open-endedness in serious 
game environments facilitate student development of these skills in diverse ways. 
Attempts to understand how diverse learners (e.g., at-risk and non-at-risk groups or a 
different level of expertise groups) learn through playing serious games have been made. 
Serious games analytics increase opportunities for measuring, assessing, and improving 
students’ diverse performance with serious games. Different data mining methods (e.g., 
k-means cluster analysis, sequential data mining) have been applied to serious games 
analytics. Data visualization researchers have attempted to understand the differences 
among individuals using multiple visualization techniques to address interpretive 
challenges of information derived from the large amount of data.  
In reviewing the literature, many issues have been identified that require further 
investigation. Research stresses that the use of traditional educational assessments is a 
great challenge in understanding how students learn complex skills through solving 
scientific problems within open-ended serious game environments. Although open-
endedness of a serious game engages students’ scientific problem-solving process, their 
diverse behavior is harder to study because of a game’s overall complex system. 
Therefore, research indicates the importance of using gameplay data (i.e. in situ data) and 
game metrics to better understand individuals’ learning behaviors and performances in 
different contexts. However, extant research is based on traditional assessments such as 
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pre- and posttests or self-reported surveys in combination with general analytics metrics 
such as frequency and time-to-completion rate. Particularly within educational contexts, 
general data mining and visualization techniques must be directed by the theoretical 
principles about complex learning skills. In addition, insufficient empirical studies have 
addressed how these techniques can inform pedagogy and inquiry assessment, 
specifically in an open-ended serious game environment.  
A series of studies have examined students’ use of cognitive tools in the serious 
game environment, Alien Rescue, and revealed that the cognitive tools within the game 
support students’ cognitive skills and facilitate their information processing. However, 
we still need to find appropriate metrics that serve to indicate specific skills (such as 
scientific inquiry) and various techniques of data mining and visualization to assist 
interpretation of statistical analytics. 
Given the challenges of understanding scientific problem-solving processes in 
open-ended serious games, this study used user-generated data (in situ data) in 
combination with traditional data (ex situ data) to understand diverse students’ learning 
behaviors and performances throughout scientific problem-solving in an open-ended 
serious game environment. In particular, the researcher intends to investigate learning 
processes among students with at-risk and non-at-risk to identify emergent meaningful 
patterns by conducting the integrated method of sequential pattern mining and lag 
sequential analysis. Specific game metrics as an indicator of the scientific inquiry process 
were used with a data mining technique—k-medoids clustering—to identify the patterns 
and also the relationship between the patterns and learning performance. In addition, 
diverse visualization techniques such as charts, diagrams, and heatmaps using a 
juxtaposition strategy were used to support better representation and interpretation of 
behavior differences to inform teachers just-in-time information of students’ in-game 
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behaviors. The next chapter describes the specific methods employed to further the 






















Chapter 3: Methodology 
Open-ended serious games have the potential to develop students’ scientific 
thinking skills and identify the challenges of understanding students’ behaviors because 
of the complex game systems. Past research has highlighted the importance of using in 
situ gameplay data to examine students’ diverse in-game learning behaviors through data 
mining and visualization techniques. Insufficient empirical studies have addressed how 
data mining and visualization techniques can be used to investigate students’ scientific 
thinking processes within open-ended serious game environments.  
This study seeks to employ statistical methods in combination with data mining 
and visualization techniques to understand how students solve a problem as they interact 
with different cognitive tools in an open-ended serious game designed for middle-school 
science. This study intends, first, to identify learning behavior patterns—as captured by 
the students’ gameplay data—between at-risk and non-at-risk students within the serious 
game. Then, the study seeks to examine the relationship between students’ learning 
performance and their scientific inquiry behaviors, which emerged as students engaged 
with Probe Design Center in this serious game. Lastly, this study seeks to explore 
visualization techniques that can illustrate data-driven evidences of students’ in-game 
behaviors to provide teachers just-in-time support. 
This chapter will describe Alien Rescue, the research context for this study, the 





The primary purpose of this study is to investigate sixth-grade students’ scientific 
thinking processes in a three-week space science unit with an open-ended serious game 
environment through using statistical methods in combination with data mining and 
visualization techniques. This study seeks to investigate the following research questions: 
1) Does the average posttest score significantly differ between at-risk and non-at-
risk groups?  
2) What differences exist between at-risk and non-at-risk students’ navigational 
behaviors as they interact with various in-game tools? 
3) What is the relationship between students’ scientific inquiry behaviors in 
Probe Design Center and their learning performance?  
4) What scientific inquiry behavior patterns emerge as students engage with 
Probe Design Center? 
5) How can visualizations help to illustrate data-driven evidences of students’ in-
game behaviors to provide teachers just-in-time support? 
 
PARTICIPANTS 
Participants included a convenience sample of 196 sixth graders from a middle 
school (School A) in the Southwestern area of the United States. The school had used 
Alien Rescue as part of their sixth-grade science curriculum for the past several years. 
The participants in this study used Alien Rescue for six days over three weeks 
(approximately a total of 500 minutes) on an individual computer; however, the work 
space encouraged group work. The student demographics were as follows: 13.4% African 
American, 53.1% Hispanic, 26.1% White, 0.2% Native American, 2.1% Asian, 0.5% 
Pacific Islander, and 4.7% Two or more races (see Table 2). Gifted and talented students 
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comprised 6.7% of the populations, 17.3% were enrolled in Special Education, and 
15.6% were bilingual/ESL. At-risk students comprised 52.5% of the sample. At-risk 
students were identified as being at-risk of dropping out of a school based on the state-
defined criteria such as low-performance on an assessment instrument and limited 
English proficiency (Texas Education Agency, 2017). 
The teachers provided the students a project checklist presenting each step of 
problem-solving processes: (1) solar system research, (2) alien species research, (3) 
elimination chart, (4) probe prototype, (5) probe design, (6) probe launch, (7) probe 
results, and (8) recommendation. The students filled out a paper-based worksheet for 
each step that must be approved by the teacher before the students proceeded to next step. 
The classroom observation revealed more than half of the students spent their time for 
researching about our solar system during the whole gameplay period; therefore, these 
students did not make much use of any Probe Design related activities (i.e., Probe Design 
Center, Mission Control Center). The gameplay data also revealed that only 84 students 
(42.85%) of School A accessed Probe Design Center. The purpose of the third and fourth 
research questions is to see the extent to which game metrics generated in Probe Design 
Center can predict learning performance as being representative of key indicators of 
students’ scientific inquiry behavior in this game context. Due to the lack of sample size 
and their limited use of Probe Design Center of School A, the researcher included an 
additional sample of 51 sixth graders from another middle school (School B) in the 
Southwestern area of the United States to understand students’ scientific inquiry 
behaviors in Probe Design Center across schools and build a model controlling for a 
school.  
School B used Alien Rescue as their science curriculum for thirteen days over 
three weeks (approximately a total of 600 minutes) on an individual computer. The 
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student demographics were as follows: 3.1% African American, 20.1% Hispanic, 64.2% 
White, 0.1% Native American, 8.3% Asian, 0.1% Pacific Islander, and 4.1% Two or 
more races (see Table 2). Gifted and talented students comprised 28.3% of the 
populations, 12.4% were enrolled in Special Education, and 1.5% were bilingual/ESL.  
 
 School A School B 
Ethnicity   
African American 13.4% 3.1% 
Hispanic 53.1% 20.1% 
White 26.1% 64.2% 
Native American 0.2%  0.1% 
Asian 2.1%  8.3%  
Pacific Islander 0.5% 0.1%  
Two or more races 4.7% 4.1% 
Risk Factors   
At-risk 52.5% 28.5% 
Economically disadvantaged  60.5 %   7.4% 
Limited English proficiency  15.6 % 1.5% 
Enrollment by the program   
Bilingual/ESL  15.6% 1.5 %   
Gifted and Talented  6.7% 28.3 % 
Special Education  17.3% 12.4 % 
Table 2: Demographic Information 
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To conduct the study, the approvals from the research site, the parents of the 
participants, the participants, and the University of Texas at Austin's Institutional Review 
Board were obtained. The principal of each school confirmed the approval of the research 
site. Based on the principal's approval, the letter was submitted to the Institutional 
Review Board. An IRB application was submitted to the Review Board, which consisted 
of a research proposal, consent letter, assent letter, site approval, and all the surveys to be 
administered in the study. Approval for all the research participants was obtained, based 
on the IRB regulations. 
 
RESEARCH CONTEXTS 
The open-ended serious game, Alien Rescue (http://alienrescue.edb.utexas.edu), 
was developed by a research group consisting of both faculty and graduate students in the 
Learning Technologies Program at The University of Texas at Austin. Guided by a 
design-based research framework, this group aspired to generate new theories and 
improve educational practices using iterative design, development, implementation, and 
analysis within an authentic real-world setting (Brown, 1992; Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, 
Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003; Wang & Hannafin, 2005). During the past decade, Alien 
Rescue has been used as part of the science curriculum by over a dozen middle schools in 
Central Texas, as well as by schools in at least twenty-nine states and four countries.  
Alien Rescue integrates multiple attributes of open-ended serious games along 
with problem-based learning pedagogy, in which students with different levels of 
performance use various approaches to solving problems (Glaser, 1991). Authenticity is 
achieved by placing students in the role of young scientists who are asked to join a 
United Nations rescue operation to save a group of six distressed aliens displaced from a 
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distant galaxy because their home planets have been destroyed. Students are engaged in 
scientific investigations aimed at the clear goal of finding a suitable home in our solar 
system in which to relocate each alien species. While students find a solution for each 
species, they are encouraged to repeat tasks to build a mastery. The central problem of 
finding the aliens suitable homes is complex, and students are not provided explicit 
instructions for problem-solving steps. Since this central problem is ill-structured and 
there are multiple ways to find suitable homes, students need to justify a solution by 
providing a rationale and evidence. Students explore the multiple functional spaces for 
supporting cognitive processes, activities, and hypotheses testing, and the affordances of 
the multiple spaces to develop strategies for utilizing different tools (see Figure 4). 
Through this open-ended serious game, students experience cognitive processes akin to 
real-world scientific inquiry and practice high-level cognitive skills such as goal setting, 




(a) Alien Database (b) Solar System Database 
  
(c) Probe Design Center (d) Comunication Center  
Figure 4: Screenshots of Alien Rescue Environment 
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Cognitive Tools 
To support students’ problem-solving processes, Alien Rescue provides 10 
cognitive tools, each of which have been categorized based on Lajoie's four types of 
cognitive tool functions (1993; see Table 3): (a) share cognitive load, (b) support 
cognitive and meta cognitive processes, (c) support cognitive activities that would 
otherwise be out of reach, and (d) support hypothesis generation and testing. Since each 
alien has unique needs and characteristics, Students are challenged to gather information 
embedded in different cognitive tools and integrate this information to solve a complex 
and ill-structured problem for each alien. Therefore, strategic use of these cognitive tools 
is essential to complete the students’ task. Ten cognitive tools are accessed through a 
two-layer interface. The first layer consists of four primary tools found in the space 
station Paloma, including Alien Database, Probe Design Center, Mission Control Center, 
and Communication Center. The second layer consists of the rest of six tools including 
Solar System Database, Missions Database, Concepts Database, Spectra, Periodic Table, 











Table 3: Descriptions of Cognitive Tools Provided in Alien Rescue 
Tool categories Tool functions 
Tools sharing 
cognitive load 
Alien Database  Provides descriptions of six aliens’ home planets 




Provides (incomplete) information on our solar 
system that allows students to collect information 
such as species’ habitat. 
 Missions 
Database 
Provides information on past NASA missions, 




Provides instructional modules on selected 
scientific concepts using interactive animations and 
simulations designed to facilitate conceptual 
understanding. 
 Spectra Provides information to help students interpret 
spectra found in the Alien Database.  




Notebook Allows students to take notes during problem-







Provides an interactive tool for students to design 
probes that they will send to gather information 






Allows students to review data from launched 




Provides students with a way to submit their 
solution for each alien species. Students must also 
use the form to provide a rationale for their choice 
of alien habitat. Teachers can review and critique 
these solutions. 
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Tools sharing cognitive load 
The Alien Database presents the descriptions of the aliens’ journey from their 
home planets to our solar system, and the needs and characteristics of each of the six 
alien species. This tool provides 3D models of each alien species, their habitats, dietary 
needs, and technologies. The Solar System Database provides data on selected planets 
and moons in our solar system; however, this tool is intentionally incomplete and ill-
structured, as it does not provide sufficient information to solve the game’s problem 
without further work on the student’s part. Therefore, along with the Alien Database, this 
tool facilitates students’ cognitive processes by providing preliminary information with 
which students generate initial hypotheses and use to iteratively refine their hypotheses as 
they continue with gameplay. The Missions Database provides information about 
previous NASA space exploration missions (e.g., Apollo, Galileo space missions). Since 
this tool provides the purpose, history, and data on scientific instruments of each mission, 
students use this tool to understand the significance of space missions and how to design 
a probe. The Concepts Database provides supplemental scientific concepts—
atmospheres, temperature, gravity, and supernova—needed during gameplay in an 
interactive multimedia environment. Therefore, students can use this tool whenever they 
come across unfamiliar concepts. Lastly, the Spectra tool and Periodic Table support 
students’ interpretations of data found elsewhere in Paloma. For example, students can 
open the Spectra tool to identify specific elements presented in a spectrum of the aliens’ 
habitats.  
Tools supporting cognitive process 
The Notebook tool supports students’ cognitive processes by allowing students a 
space to organize and compile information from multiple sources while they are working 
to solve a problem. This tool provides a basic level of scaffolding such as an initial 
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categorization of note (e.g., a note for aliens, planets, or other information) and specific 
sub-categories such as atmosphere, temperature, and elements.  
Tools supporting otherwise out-of-reach activities 
The Probe Design Center helps students to build probes with authentic space 
exploration technology. This tool particularly provides a novel experience and supports 
students’ authentic scientific inquiry process: to generate and test a hypothesis by 
building a probe. Students first design a new probe by selecting one or multiple 
destinations and providing objectives of a mission. Considering the self-identified 
mission justification, students need to choose a specific probe type among the three 
options: flyby, orbiter, and orbiter with a lander. Then, students select the power 
source(s), communication tool(s), and multiple scientific instruments necessary for the 
probe to gather the desired information. During this process, students are given a limited 
budget. Therefore, students must be strategic in managing their budget when designing 
and launching probes. Specifically, certain combinations of instruments, probe types, 
and/or destinations will produce malfunction errors. It is up to the student to conclude 
that a specific instrument does not work with a certain probe type or a certain destination. 
After considering each factor that occurs after a malfunction, the student can revise and 
retest the hypothesis and probe design. Alien Rescue allows students to discover that their 
choices will impact the data they receive and challenges them to learn from their mistakes 
and operate strategically. Though the budget limit is not so small that this process is 
inhibited, if the probe design and launch budget is depleted, funds may be added at the 
discretion of the teacher.    
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Tools supporting hypothesis testing 
The Mission Control Center allows students to view the data from the chosen 
launched probe. This tool provides authentic scientific data as graphs or images. Students 
need to interpret the data to integrate potential information and complete the game’s 
mission. At Paloma’s Communication Center, students will receive a message from the 
Interstellar Relocation Commission Director and submit problem solutions—relocation 
recommendations for each alien—through the Message Tool.  
 
Findings of Pilot Studies 
Previous research examined students’ patterns and usage of cognitive tools in the 
serious game environment, Alien Rescue, through statistical analytics and revealed that 
the cognitive tools within Alien Rescue support students’ cognitive skills and facilitate 
their information processing. However, research must continue to seek appropriate 
metrics as an indicator of a specific skill (e.g., scientific inquiry) and various techniques 
of data mining and visualization to assist interpretation of statistical analytics. 
Research about students’ tool usage patterns through data visualization (Liu et al., 
2015) used a tool, Tableau, with gameplay data in combination with traditional measures 
(i.e. self-reported survey) to represent multidimensional data in a single view. The study 
focused on visualizing overall tool usage patterns among different groups by using the 
average frequency or average total duration of tool use. The findings also brought another 
attention to an individual’s sequence of tool use and sought techniques to visualize the 
students’ learning paths. As a follow-up study, Kang, Liu, and Liu (2017) suggested a 
visualization technique using D3 (d3js.org), which are more flexible in terms of a variety 
of ways of graphical representations, but more intensive in terms of technical skill 
requirements. The researchers first developed a partition algorithm in Python to examine 
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sixth-grade students’ learning paths of six predominant cognitive tools in Alien Rescue 
(i.e. Alien Database, Solar System Database, Probe Design Center, Probe Launch Center, 
Mission Control Center, and Notebook). Then, the students were divided into seven 
groups based on their solution scores (e.g., 0-6). In Figure 5, different solution groups are 
listed inside of the circle. Within each group, a set of bars in an outward direction 
represents the 50 most frequent tools that students in the group sequentially accessed. 
Each horizontal bar indicates each tool with its own color. Overall, this visualization 
showed diverse tool use patterns by different score groups. For instance, the low score 
groups (i.e., 0-2 score groups) mostly accessed Probe Design and Mission Control, while 
the high score groups (i.e., 5-6 score groups) used tools relevant to cognitive load and 
processing at the beginning and then concurrently switched tools. All in all, this findings 
supported prior research, which indicated different tool use patterns among differently-
performing students. 
 
Figure 5: Learning Path of Each Score Group (Kang et al., 2017) 
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A correlation analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between 
different metrics from the students’ gameplay data (e.g., frequency of each tool use, 
duration of each tool use) and their learning performance (0-7 score). Results showed two 
positive behavior indicators of student academic performance: the frequency of Alien 
Database use, and the time spent on Alien Database. This study confirmed the potential 
of using two metrics, frequency and duration of tool use, as indicators of learning 
performance. It also suggested the value of exploring diverse visualization techniques 
along with multidimensional data since this supports a comprehensive interpretation of 
the relationships between multiple variables.  
Although the frequency and duration metrics showed the potential of the previous 
studies, other game metrics must be devised as indicators of specific learning behaviors. 
Another pilot study (Kang & Liu, 2016) was conducted to examine new game metrics, 
measuring in particular students’ scientific inquiry behavior in Alien Rescue. This study 
first examined students’ scientific inquiry process patterns in a specific tool, Probe 
Design Center, which supports students’ overall scientific inquiry process by integrating 
new information and testing a hypothesis via probe design. To measure the inquiry skill, 
the researchers developed new game metrics: (a) number of launched probes, (b) number 
of repeated trials, (c) amount of new information, (d) amount of redundant information, 
and (e) number of errors. The researchers performed cluster analysis to identify scientific 
inquiry process patterns. The findings of cluster analyses indicated that most of the 
students—in the bigger cluster—made fewer mistakes toward the later stages. This 
indicates that the students used a trial-and-error approach during the early stages, but 
eventually improved their scientific inquiry skills as they approached the final stage. 
Ordinal logistic regression was performed for each problem-solving stage to 
investigate the relationship between learning behaviors and performance. The variables 
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consisted of the five inquiry skill metrics, the number of a student accessed each tool, and 
the amount of student usage per each tool as independent variables, and students’ 
submitted solution scores as a dependent variable. The findings revealed a decrease in the 
numbers of predictors as students approached the final stage. During the early stages, the 
high performing students tended to devote more time to the tools sharing cognitive load 
(i.e. Alien Database, Solar System Database). During the later stages, the frequent use of 
the Probe Design Activities supported their scientific inquiry process of integrating new 
information and evaluating their own hypotheses. In this study, the researchers developed 
the logic of each game metric by first observing students’ gameplay data and then 
manually calculating the number of each game metric. To ensure inter-rater reliability, 
two researchers randomly selected twenty students’ gameplay data generated in Probe 
Design Center and calculated the game metrics of each student to ensure that the same 
criteria was applied during calculation. During this process, the researchers continuously 
revised the logic of each game metric until two researchers reached consensus on all 
logics.  
In summary, previous research on Alien Rescue has begun to use multiple data 
sources including in situ gameplay data combined with traditional statistical methods 
(e.g., descriptive analysis, correlation analysis, and cluster analysis) and visualization 
techniques to understand how students’ use of cognitive tools corresponds with different 
problem solving stages. Although these statistical methods revealed students’ behavior 
patterns in the game, they may not be the optimal methods for discovering meaningful 
patterns of students’ learning processes within this open-ended serious game. Little is 
known about potential meanings of game metrics driven from in situ data as a behavior 
indicator within this serious game context. Although the pilot study developed new game 
metrics, the metrics was manually calculated in the study, which highlighted the need of 
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automated system such as data processing and programming. Thus, built upon the 
preliminary findings from the pilot studies, this study includes additional techniques to 
explore new ways of understanding students’ learning behaviors and processes. 
 
DATA SOURCES 
In this study, the researcher investigated students’ problem-solving and inquiry as 
a scientific thinking process within an open-ended serious game. To address this, the 
study intends to employ both statistical analytics and unsupervised learning techniques 
(sequential pattern mining, k-means cluster analysis) by using in situ data (i.e. user-
generated data from the cognitive tools, solution texts) in combination with ex situ data 
(i.e. science knowledge test). The following sections outline each data source. 
 
In Situ User-Generated Data 
Navigation Data 
The overall navigation data—that is, the user-generated data from all cognitive 
tools—was used to identify students’ behavior patterns as they engaged in Alien Rescue. 
The game records every action as each student interacts with the environment. Data 
contains a student identifier, a cognitive tool that a student accesses, a type of action a 
student is taking (e.g., open or close), any additional notes on the student's interactions, 
and a timestamp for each action (see an example in Table 4).  
This raw gameplay data makes it possible to determine students’ activities in-
game such as sequence, frequency, and duration of cognitive tool use. Each tool 
generates different actions based on its function. For example, students can zoom in and 
out of 3D models of each alien species in Alien Database, which is not an available 
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feature in other cognitive tools. Therefore, to determine each student’s sequential 
cognitive tool use, the researcher only included an open action, which was required to 
determine a sequence and frequency of in-game tool use. For instance, the sequence of 
cognitive tool use for the student with the 147893 identifier in Table 4 is {Probe Design 
Center, Probe Design Center, Alien Database}. The frequency of Probe Design Center is 
2 based on the student’s open actions.   
Student ID Tool Action Timestamp Notes 
147893 probe design open 5/24/16 14:34  
147893 probe design close 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 probe design open 5/24/16 14:36  
147893 probe design open probe 5/24/16 14:36  
147893 probe design close 5/24/16 14:39  
147893 alien database open 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 alien database close 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 spectra open 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 periodic open 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 spectra close 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 spectra open 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 alien database open 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 solar system open 5/24/16 14:35  
147893 solar system click 5/24/16 14:36 Jupiter System 
147893 solar system click 5/24/16 14:36 Io 
147893 solar system click 5/24/16 14:38 Europa 
Table 4: Example of Navigation Data 
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Data was cleaned by including only meaningful gameplay data. First, the 
researcher observed a specific period for each class. For example, the gameplay data not 
recorded during the classroom sessions were removed, since some students accessed the 
program after school or during the holidays. The researcher used Python to transform the 
navigation data into sequence data to perform sequence analyses. The navigation data 
were then translated into a vertical id-list database as an input file including a student ID, 
event ID, item size and item/tool(s) (see Table 5). An event ID indicates a sequential 
order of each action of a student, and an item size indicates the number of tools used in 
each event. 
Student ID Event ID Item size Tool name 
147893 1 1 alien database 
147893 2 1 probe design 
147893 3 1 notebook 
147893 4 1 alien database 
147893 5 1 solar database 
147893 6 1 solar database 
147893 7 1 spectra 
147893 8 1 periodic table 
147893 9 1 probe design 
147893 10 1 alien database 
147893 11 1 alien database 
147893 12 1 solar database 
Table 5:  An Example of Input File for Sequence Analyses. 
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Probe Design Activity Data 
One of the cognitive tools in Alien Rescue is Probe Design Center. This 
interactive tool provides students a novel experience, which allows the students to design 
probes using authentic space exploration instruments that will return important 
information about planets and moons in our solar system. Probe Design Center supports 
students’ scientific inquiry process to generate and refine their own hypotheses. Students 
first need to select a destination(s) out of the 19 planets in our solar system and justify a 
hypothesis. Then, they choose one of the following probe types: flyby, orbiter, or orbiter 
with a lander. Finally, they select a power source, communication tool, and scientific 
instruments to install on their probe. 
During this process, students are given a limited budget; therefore, they need to 
consider how to manage their budget. They might decide not to install a scientific 
instrument that would return information already provided in the Solar System Database, 
or that would cause malfunction in a certain world. For example, installing a 
seismograph—an instrument to detect any seismic activity—on a probe headed for any 
gas giant like Jupiter would cause an error, since a seismograph only works on worlds 
with hard surfaces. Therefore, this tool encourages students to refine their design process. 
Students’ design decisions directly influence data available later at the Mission Control 
Center. However, research on scientific problem-solving indicates that young students 
have difficulties in conducting scientific inquiry (Gobert et al., 2015; Hmelo-Siver & 
Azevedo, 2006; Lederman et al., 2014). For example, when designing experiments, 
students often collect limited evidence to test a hypothesis, attempt a few trials or 
repeated trials without changing any variables or conditions, or change too many 
variables (Gobert et al., 2015). Therefore, game metrics that can measure students’ 
specific behaviors need to be developed to better understand how diverse students 
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conduct scientific inquiry and facilitate their inquiry process in a complex learning 
environment such as Alien Rescue. 
Students’ gameplay data in Probe Design Center contains every instance of action 
when a student builds a probe. Data includes a user identifier, probe name, selected 
destination, written hypothesis, probe launched (or not), selected probe type (i.e. flyby, 
orbiter, orbiter with lander), selected instruments, and timestamp. To understand 
students’ different inquiry processes and strategies using the Probe Design Center, five 
game metrics of measuring scientific inquiry skills were defined: (a) number of launched 
probes, (b) number of repeated trials, (c) amount of new information, (d) amount of 
redundant information, and (e) number of errors (see Table 6). 
 
Metrics   
Number of launched probes Number of launched probes 
Number of repeated trials Number of launched probes to the same 
destinations with any previous probes 
Amount of new information Number of instruments that return new data 
Amount of redundant 
information 
Number of instruments that return information 
that can be found elsewhere (e.g., Solar System 
Database) 
Number of errors Number of instruments that return errors 
Table 6: Game Metrics of Measuring Scientific Inquiry Skills in Probe Design Center 
First, the number of launched probes metric simply counts the number of probes 
launched by each student. Second, if a student launched a probe to the same 
destination(s) in addition to previous probes, this action counts as a repeated trial. Third, 
the amount of new information metric counts a number of instruments that return new 
data with a lander. Fourth, the amount of redundant information metric counts the 
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number of instruments that return information obtainable elsewhere (e.g., Solar System 
Database) or the number of instruments already selected in the previous trial. Lastly, the 
number of errors metric counts instruments that return errors. For example, spectrograph, 
seismograph, thermometer, and barometer in any flyby or orbiter probe cause an error, 
since these instruments only work properly with a lander with orbiter probe. As 
previously explained, a seismograph on a lander probe to any gas giant (i.e. Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune) will cause an error. Accordingly, all instruments only with the 
probe type, a lander, can gather the data without any malfunction; therefore, only a lander 
probe type was only considered when counting the amount of new information. In this 
analysis, only launched probes were considered because students can continue revising a 
probe before launching it. Additionally, any probes launched to Earth or the Sun will be 
removed, since the probes will malfunction. Based on these definitions, a Python script 
was developed to calculate each metric. Appendix A contains the matrix of the amount of 
new information, amount of redundant information, and the number of error variables. 
Problem Solutions  
Students’ solutions were evaluated by how successfully a student solves the 
central problem. Students use the Message Tool to submit a solution(s) for each alien, 
and they must indicate an appropriate home for each species and provide a rationale (see 
the example in Table 7). Students can submit multiple solutions for each alien species, 
which reveals the results of students’ problem-solving processes—that is, justifications of 
their solutions using the gathered data. In a real classroom environment, students move 
through the problem-solving processes at their own pace. Therefore, some students can 
submit all solutions for six alien species while others cannot. In addition, since there are 
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multiple possible answers and multiple suitable homes for each alien, students can submit 
multiple solutions for each alien species.  
The solutions were evaluated using an 8-point rubric (Appendix B) used in 
previous studies (Bogard, Liu, & Chiang, 2013; Liu et al., 2009) in terms of the 
correctness of the solution and the number of reasons to the selected home. Two key 
criteria determine scores between 1-8: first, the feasibility of worlds students select 
(certain planets or moons are inhabitable while other worlds are uninhabitable choices 
given the characteristics of the alien species and the planets), and second, the number of 
reasons students provide to prove their choice of world. Students who recommend an 
uninhabitable planet are given a score of 1. A score of 2 is given to students who 
recommend an inhabitable world but provide one reason to explain their choice. An 
additional point is granted for each reason students provide that is informed by the data 
analysis they conduct while working in Alien Rescue. For example, students who provide 
two reasons for their choice get 3 points and students who provide three reasons get 4 
points. The maximum score of 8 is granted to students whose solutions provide six or 
more reasons and provide constraints of the proposed home or address how the 
limitations can be controlled. 
Two researchers went through the entire scoring process to get 100% inter-rater 
reliability. The researchers worked together at first to score 10% of solutions to ensure 
that they applied the same criteria for scoring. Then, each researcher scored the 






Student ID Alien Destination Justification Timestamp 
124959 Eolani Venus The temperature matches they can 
live on Earth and Venus is almost 
identical to Earth and Venus has 
Oxygen and it's close to the sun and 
good seismic activity and the 
Atmosphere is Oxygen so they can 





Io The atmosphere is good enough for 
them to live in the tempertautre is 
pretty nice and the magnetic feild is 
strong and they can survive the 
seismic activity and craters. 
6/01/16 
10:35 
Table 7: Example of Students’ Problem Solutions 
Ex Situ Data 
Space Science Knowledge Test (SSKT) 
Learning performance was measured by students’ comprehension of the various 
scientific concepts introduced in Alien Rescue. Twenty-four multiple-choice questions 
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.768) were administered before and after gameplay. This science 
knowledge test addresses both factual and applied knowledge in the game. The total 
range of the scores for this test is between 24 and 0. Each question has four answer 
choices, including a “not sure” option. Examples of each types of questions (i.e. factual 
and applied question) are as following: 
Factual: Which of these worlds is a gas giant?  
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A. Saturn  
B. Earth  
C. Pluto  
D. Not sure 
Applied: Suppose that you want to take close-up pictures of features on the 
surface of Callisto, but you can only afford to send an orbiter. What instrument would 
you include?  
A. Infrared camera  
B. Narrow angle camera  
C. Barometer  
D. Not sure 
 
ANALYSIS 
Identifying Navigation Behavior Patterns 
This study was particularly interested in understanding students’ navigation 
behavior patterns during their problem-solving process. Extant studies on cognitive 
processes in Alien Rescue used traditional statistical analysis including descriptive 
analysis. This study expanded on previous research by incorporating statistical and data 
mining techniques in the investigation of learning behaviors within a game environment. 
Two research questions were asked to identify navigation behavior patterns:  
1) Does the average posttest score significantly differ between at-risk and non-at-
risk groups?  
2) What differences exist between at-risk and non-at-risk students’ navigational 
behaviors as they interact with various in-game tools? 
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To answer the first research question, a One-Way ANCOVA was conducted on a 
dependent variable: SSKT posttest score. The independent variable was the at-risk 
classification (at-risk and non-at-risk). The SSKT pretest score was used as the covariate. 
As for the second research question, a Mann-Whitney U test was performed to determine 
if there were differences in the frequencies of each in-game tool use between at-risk and 
non-at-risk groups.  
Previous research revealed the problem-solving process used in this game can be 
grouped into different stages (e.g., Kang, Liu, & Qu, 2017; Liu et al., 2015, 2016). 
However, the classroom observation revealed the school in this study used the game only 
six days, and the students played the game longer in each day, while the other schools in 
the previous studies used the game approximately 10-15 days. Therefore, this study 
considered each day as one single stage of problem-solving process. The researcher used 
the navigation data to count each student’s daily frequency of each tool use. Then, the 
frequencies of each tool use by each day (a total of six days) were treated as an individual 
variable; that is, a total of 6 variables for each in-game tools. Then, Lag Sequential 
Analysis (LSA; Bakeman & Gottman, 1997) and a sequential pattern mining (Agrawal & 
Srikant, 1995) were conducted to further discover navigational behavior patterns between 
the non-at-risk and at-risk students to identify the most appropriate way of profiling 
students’ behavior patterns in this game context. The researcher performed both cSPADE 
and LSA using the vertical format of navigation data (see Table 5) by each group (i.e., 
non-at-risk and at-risk) each day.  
First, LSA on each group’s chronological tool use data (see Table 5) of each day 
was conducted to obtain daily sequential behavior patterns for each group. LSA yields a 
series of sequential analysis matrix calculations: transitional frequency matrix, 
transitional probability matrix, and adjusted residuals table (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). 
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In this study, a frequency of transition indicates the number of occurrences of transition 
from one tool to the consecutive tool among each group’s tool use data of each day. As 
shown in Table 8, considering only three of the ten in-game tools in Alien Rescue, Alien 
Database is followed by each of these tools: Alien Database 15 times, Solar System 
Database 20 times and Missions Database 5 times. A transitional probability indicates the 
likelihood that an initial tool follows a subsequent or same tool; that is, the occurrence for 
each cell (i.e., each transition) divided by the occurrence for that row. For example, the 
transitional probability of Solar System Database, given that AlieTrann Database just 
occurred, is 20/40 = .50, indicating that Solar System Database followed Alien Database 
50% of the time in the sequences of the group of students. 
 
  Target tool    
  Alien DB Solar DB Missions DB Totals 
Given 
tool 
Alien DB 15 20 5 40 
Solar DB 10 25 5 40 
Missions DB 0 5 10 20 
Totals 25 50 20 100 
Table 8: Example of Observed Frequencies for Two-item Sequences. 
Adjusted residuals (i.e., z-scores) of each transition were calculated to determine 
if the transitional probabilities deviated significantly from the expected value. The 








where &"# is an observed value for the transition from given (G) to target tool (T), ("# 
is an estimate of the expected frequency, &"+is the total observed frequencies in the G-th 
row, &+# is the total observed frequencies of the T-th column, and N is the total number 
of frequencies in the table. An adjusted residual identifies any transitions that occur at 
frequencies greater than chance; for example, a z-score above 2.32 denotes the behavioral 
transition from a tool to another in the process of problem-solving in a group of students 
reaches a significant level of 0.01 (p < .01).  
Next, cSPADE algorithm (Zaki, 2000, 2001) was applied to perform a sequential 
pattern mining. The cSPADE algorithm discovers constrained frequent sequences; that is, 
in this present study, frequent sequences of tools among students. The algorithm uses a 
vertical id-list database as an input file where each transaction includes an object ID, 
event ID, item size and item(s). The researcher specified two user-specified thresholds: a 
minimum support of .25 (minsup; indicating the results only show the sequences that 
more than 25% of students used) and a maximum gap of 2 (maxgap; specifying the 
maximum time difference between consecutive elements of a sequence). To compare 
cSPADE with LSA, the researcher specified 2 as maxgap (i.e., time difference), since 
LSA only looks up two consecutive items in this study (i.e., lag = 1; Bakeman & 
Gottman, 1997). lag 1 indicates the transitions from one action to the subsequent action 
(Pohl et al., 2015). This study examined only significant two-action sequences (i.e., lag 
1) since the previous studies found students do not typically make many actions in this 
game context because of the limited amount of time spent in using the game (Kang et al., 
2017; Liu et al., 2015, 2016).  
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Effect on Science Knowledge 
This study is further interested in understanding students’ inquiry behavior 
patterns of using a tool, Probe Design Center, which supports students’ scientific inquiry 
process by generating and refining hypotheses and designing their probes. Two research 
questions were asked to examine the effect of students’ inquiry behavior patterns on 
science knowledge: 
3) What is the relationship between students’ scientific inquiry behaviors in Probe 
Design Center and their learning performance?  
4) What scientific inquiry behavior patterns emerge as students engage with Probe 
Design Center? 
 
In order to investigate students’ scientific inquiry behaviors in Probe Design 
Center, five game metrics for measuring scientific inquiry skills were used: (a) number of 
launched probes, (b) number of repeated trials, (c) amount of new information, (d) 
amount of redundant information, and (e) number of errors (see Table 6). As mentioned 
in the Participants section above, the classroom observation and the gameplay data 
revealed that only 84 students (42.85%) accessed Probe Design Center, since the students 
were not allowed to proceed to use Probe Design Center until they submitted their paper 
worksheets of the research on our solar system, in which the students needed to fill in at 
least five factors of each planet and the moons. Therefore, many students spent most of 
their time for researching about our solar system and eventually could not make much use 
of any Probe Design related tools (i.e., Probe Design Center, Mission Control Center). 
Compared with the other schools previously observed (Kang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2015, 
2016), the students in this present study showed less access to Probe Design Center.  
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To discover game metrics as a key indicator of learning in this game context, 
which can be representative across schools, the researcher included additional data from 
School B (see Table 2) to build a model controlling for a school. In addition, since School 
B used the game longer than School A, the researcher considered the number of launched 
probes variable as another covariate, which could confound the regression results. That 
is, the researcher included the four predictors: (1) number of errors, (2) number of 
repeated trials, (3) amount of new information, and (4) amount of redundant information, 
and the two covariates: (1) school and (2) number of launched probes. To investigate 
both in-game and after-game learning performances, the researcher conducted two 
hierarchical regression analyses on: (1) average solution scores (a total solution score / a 
total number of solution submissions) as in-game performance, (2) SSKT posttest scores, 
as a dependent variable for each analysis. The participants of School B only took the 
SSKT posttest, not the pretest; therefore, the researcher only considered the posttest 
scores as after-game learning performance.  
To address the fourth research question, a cluster analysis was carried out to 
discover inquiry behavior groups in each school. Five game metrics were entered to 
conduct an unsupervised classification analysis (i.e. k-medoids cluster analysis) to 
identify the potential groups of students with similar behavior traits. This study 
conducted a k-medoids clustering using the partitioning around medoids (pam) algorithm 
in R (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990). Both k-means and k-medoids are the partitioning 
algorithms, which attempt to minimize the distance between observations assigned to be 
in a cluster. However, in k-means a center of each cluster is the average of observations 
in the cluster, while in k-medoids each center is one of the observations itself. That is, a 
medoid can be defined as the observation of a cluster whose average dissimilarity to all 
the observations in the cluster is minimal. Similar with the k-means method, k-medoids 
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also requires a predefined number of clusters. With the k-means method the centers of the 
clusters are only recalculated after all the observations have moved from one cluster to 
another. On the other hand, k-medoids constantly recalculate the sums of the distances 
between objects within a cluster as observations move around, which requires 
considerably more computation than the k-means method, but leads possibly a more 
reliable solution. The k-medoids method is more robust to outliers and noise as compared 
to k-means because it minimizes a sum of pairwise dissimilarities instead of a sum of 
squared Euclidean distances. Additionally, to examine the fuzziness of the data, this 
study conducted a fuzzy clustering, which is appropriate to analyze log data when prior 
information is little or unknown (Jain, Murty, & Flynn, 1999). The fuzziness of the data 
was examined by the normalized Dunn coefficients (ranging from 0 to 1): 0.949 (School 
A), 0.965 (School B), indicating the data is not fuzzy. That is, a fuzzy cluster analysis is 
not necessary, and the data can be well-partitioned with a hard cluster analysis such as k-
medoids (Kerr & Chung, 2012). 
Since a cluster analysis can only reveal the latent cluster patterns of learning 
behavior, a Kruskal-Wallis H test was applied to ascertain a statistical significance of the 
behavioral differences between clusters. In addition, the cluster patterns were visualized 
for deeper understanding of learning behaviors in each cluster.  
 
Visualization for Just-in-time Support 
This study was particularly interested if visualizations can be used to support 
teachers to provide the students just-in-time feedback. The researcher conducted the 
classroom observation to monitor how students engage in using diverse in-game tools in 
Alien Rescue and how teachers interact with students and facilitate students’ problem-
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solving processes. The following research question on visualization was asked to address 
the challenges of understanding students’ problem-solving processes through information 
interpretation derived from massive user-generated data in this game: 
5) How can visualizations help to illustrate data-driven evidences of students’ in-
game behaviors to provide teachers just-in-time support?  
 
Data visualization techniques can address the challenges to information 
interpretations derived from large amounts of user-generated data. Diverse graphical 
representation techniques support better comprehension of differences among student 
groups. Different visualization techniques embedded in Tableau such as charts, diagrams, 
and heatmaps using a juxtaposition strategy were applied to deliver insight about diverse 
students’ in-game behaviors. The visualizations were proposed as an example of 
teachers’ interactive dashboard to help teachers to track students’ participation and 
identify students who have fallen behind, which ultimately enables teachers to facilitate 







Chapter 4: Results 
 
IDENTIFYING NAVIGATION BEHAVIOR PATTERNS 
The purpose of this study is to identify students’ navigation behaviors in cognitive 
processes in Alien Rescue. This study incorporated statistical and data mining techniques 
using gameplay data to investigate in-depth navigation behavior patterns between at-risk 
and non-at-risk students within this game environment. Two research questions were 
asked to identify navigation behavior patterns:  
1) Does the average posttest score significantly differ between at-risk and non-at-risk 
groups?  
2) What differences exist between at-risk and non-at-risk students’ navigational 
behaviors as they interact with various in-game tools? 
 
Research Question 1: Does the average posttest score significantly differ between at-
risk and non-at-risk groups? 
Little is known about at-risk students’ cognitive processes or challenges in open-
ended serious games such as Alien Rescue that require higher-order thinking skills such 
as reasoning through problem-solving. As mentioned in the participants section, the 
classroom observations revealed the challenges of at-risk students’ cognitive processes in 
Alien Rescue, in which most students spent their time for researching about our solar 
system using the information in Solar System Database during the entire gameplay 
period. Therefore, the first research question addressed what differences exist between at-
risk and non-at-risk students’ navigation behavior patterns. 
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The researcher first investigated whether one group has a higher SSKT posttest 
score mean after the gameplay; that is, the differences in the SSKT posttest means after 
accounting for the pretest scores between at-risk and non-at-risk groups. One-Way 
ANCOVA was conducted with an independent variable of at-risk classification (at-risk 
vs. non-at-risk) and a dependent variable of SSKT posttest score. The SSKT pretest score 
was used as the covariate. Before conducting the ANCOVA to verify the effects of the 
variables, requirements and assumptions were confirmed. First, the independent variable 
was categorical variable. Second, no significant outliers were found. Third, examining a 
Shapiro-Wilks test on the residuals indicated the residuals were approximately normally 
distributed for each category of the independent variable. Fourth, a diagnostic test to 
assess the homogeneity of regression slopes was performed. The test evaluates the 
interaction between the covariate (i.e., pretest score) and the independent variable (i.e., 
at-risk classification) in the prediction of the dependent variable (i.e., posttest score). A 
significant interaction between the covariate and the factor suggests that the differences 
on the dependent variable among groups vary as a function of the covariate. The 
interaction source is labeled At-risk*Pretest (see Table 9). The results suggested the 
interaction was not significant, F(1, 192) = .425, p = .515 (i.e., p > 0.05). Fifth, there was 
homogeneity of variances, as assessed by F(1, 194) = .579, p = .447 (i.e., p > 0.05). 
Overall, there was no significant violation of assumption to implement ANCOVA, 
















2418.743a 3 806.248 89.830 .000 .584 
Intercept 676.799 1 676.799 75.407 .000 .282 
At-risk 9.156 1 9.156 1.020 .314 .005 
Pretest  1300.670 1 1300.670 144.917 .000 .430 
At-risk * 
Pretest  
3.816 1 3.816 .425 .515 .002 
Error 1723.257 192 8.975    
Total 34418.000 196     
aR Squared = .584 (Adjusted R Squared = .577) 
Table 9: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on SSKT Posttest Score 
 The One-Way ANCOVA results revealed there was a significant difference in 
mean SSKT posttest score (F(1, 193) = 16.911, p < .01, partial eta-squared (ηp2) = .081) 
between non-at-risk and at-risk groups (see Table 10). Table 11 shows the adjusted SSKT 
posttest score means controlling for the covariate SSKT pretest score for each group. 
Comparing the estimated marginal means showed that the non-at-risk group showed 
significantly different scores on the SSKT posttest score (M = 13.34, SE = .31) compared 
to the at-risk group (M = 11.40, SE = .33). That is, the non-at-risk group showed 
significantly higher improvement on science knowledge than the other group. However, 
the effect size of at-risk classification is small (partial eta squared (ηp2) = .081) by the rule 

















2414.926a 2 1207.463 134.934 .000 .583 
Intercept 673.474 1 673.474 75.261 .000 .281 
Pretest 1455.384 1 1455.384 162.639 .000 .457 
At-risk 151.331 1 151.331 16.911 .000 .081 
Error 1727.074 193 8.949    
Total 34418.000 196     
Corrected 
Total 
4142.000 195     
aR Squared = .583 (Adjusted R Squared = .579) 
Table 10: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on SSKT Posttest Score without 
Interaction Term 
Independent Variable 
Dependent Variable  
(SSKT Posttest Score) 
95% Confidence Interval 





Non-at-risk 13.337 .307 12.731 13.944 
At-risk 11.401 .329 10.753 12.050 
Table 11: SSKT Estimates by At-Risk Classification 
 
Research Question 2: What differences exist between at-risk and non-at-risk 
students’ navigational behaviors as they interact with various in-game tools? 
Considering the previous result that the non-at-risk group had a higher SSKT 
posttest mean score after the gameplay, the researcher further examined what behavior 
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patterns emerged as students in at-risk and non-at-risk group interacted with various in-
game tools during their problem-solving process.  
Daily Frequencies of in-game tool uses 
The researcher first addressed whether the daily frequencies of each in-game tool 
use differed between at-risk and non-at-risk students. The variables were evaluated for 
the normal distribution. The Shaprio-Wilk statistic showed the data were not normally 
distributed for all variables (p < 0.05). Since ANOVA is robust against deviations from 
normality, the researcher evaluated the violation of assumptions for non-parametric test. 
First, all dependent variables were measured at the continuous level. Second, the 
independent variable consisted of two categorical, independent groups: at-risk and non-
at-risk groups. Third, the data set met the independence of observations assumption; that 
is, there was no relationship between the observations in each group or between the 
groups themselves. Lastly, two distributions of each tool use frequencies for both groups 
(i.e., at-risk and non-at-risk groups) showed the same or at least similar shape. Overall, 
there was no significant violation of assumptions to implement a non-parametric 
statistical analysis, Mann-Whitney U test.   
A Mann-Whitney U test was performed to determine if there were differences in 
the frequencies of each in-game tool use between at-risk and non-at-risk groups. Table 12 
shows that the results of the Mann Whitney U-test applied to the frequencies of each in-
game tool use of the students in the non-at-risk and at-risk groups. Bonferroni correction 
(Bland & Altman, 1995) was used to control for the inflated family-wise Type I error rate 
when counteracting the problem of multiple comparisons (e.g., n hypotheses; a number of 
gameplay days for each tool) at a statistical significance level of ./0	(i.e., 0.05/6 = 
0.0083 in this study). The results revealed a statistically significant differences of Alien 
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Database use (p < .0083) on Days 4-6 (UDay4 = 3707.500, Z Day4 = -2.907; UDay5 = 
3786.000, Z Day5 = -2.877; UDay6 = 3811.500, Z Day6 = -2.698). During these days, the rank 
averages of the tool use frequencies of the non-at-risk group students were higher than 
the students in the at-risk group. The results also indicated the frequencies of 
Communication Center use during Days 5 and 6 of the non-at-risk students were 
significantly higher that the students in the at-risk group (UDay5 = 3814.000, Z Day5 = -
2.900; UDay6 = 3809.000, Z Day6 = -2.712). Similarly, the non-at-risk group showed 
significantly high use of Probe Design Center than the other group during Days 4-6 
(UDay4 = 3818.000, Z Day4 = -2.665; UDay5 = 3398.500, Z Day5 = -3.782; UDay6 = 3108.500, 
Z Day6 = -4.345). As for the frequencies of Mission Control Center use, the results 
revealed statistically significant differences between the non-at-risk and at-risk groups 
during Days 5-6 (UDay5 = 3536.000, Z Day5 = -3.956; UDay6 = 3461.000, Z Day6 = -3.748). 
The non-at-risk group also showed significantly high use of Spectra than the other group 
on Day 4 (UDay4 = 3736.500, Z Day4 = -3.345).  
The analyses showed no significant difference between the rank averages of the 
groups’ frequencies of Solar System Database use during the most of the days except for 
Day 4 (UDay4 = 3785.000, Z Day4 = -2.641, p = 0.008). The rank average of the frequencies 
of tool use of the non-at-risk group students was 108.11, while the students in the at-risk 
group had a frequency rank average of 87.64. Similarly, the non-at-risk group students 
used Spectra significantly more only on Day 4 (UDay4 = 3736.500, Z Day4 = -3.345, p = 
0.001). The rank average of the frequencies of Spectra use of the non-at-risk group 
students was 108.57, while the students in the at-risk group had a frequency rank average 
of 87.11.  
Interestingly, the analyses had shown almost no significant difference between the 
rank averages of the groups’ frequencies of tool use on the early days; however, an 
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examination of the rank averages of their frequencies of tool use during the later days 
demonstrated that the students in the non-at-risk group tended to interact with all in-game 
tools more often than those in the at-risk tools. This result indicates that problem-solving 
strategies were differently used between the non-at-risk and at-risk students within this 
environment.  
 




U Z p 
Alien Database 
1 
Non-at-riska 101.88 10595.50 4432.500 -.927 .354 
At-riskb 94.68 8710.50 
2 
Non-at-risk 104.44 10862.00 4166.000 -2.056 .040 
At-risk 91.78 8444.00 
3 
Non-at-risk 99.38 10335.00 4693.000 -.265 .791 
At-risk 97.51 8971.00 
4 
Non-at-risk 108.85 11320.50 3707.500 -2.907 .004* 
At-risk 86.80 7985.50 
5 
Non-at-risk 108.10 11242.00 3786.000 -2.877 .004* 
At-risk 87.65 8064.00 
6 
Non-at-risk 107.85 11216.50 3811.500 -2.698 .007* 
At-risk 87.93 8089.50 
Communication 
1 
Non-at-risk 95.74 9956.50 4496.500 -.770 .441 
At-risk 101.63 9349.50 
2 
Non-at-risk 95.41 9923.00 4463.000 -1.037 .300 
At-risk 101.99 9383.00 
Table 12 (continued) 
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3 
Non-at-risk 98.68 10262.50 4765.500 -.066 .948 
At-risk 98.30 9043.50 
4 
Non-at-risk 106.25 11049.50 3978.500 -2.487 .013 
At-risk 89.74 8256.50 
5 
Non-at-risk 107.83 11214.00 3814.000 -2.900 .004* 
At-risk 87.96 8092.00 
6 
Non-at-risk 107.88 11219.00 3809.000 -2.712 .007* 




Non-at-risk 97.24 10112.50 4652.500 -.388 .698 
At-risk 99.93 9193.50 
2 
Non-at-risk 95.49 9930.50 4470.500 -1.322 .186 
At-risk 101.91 9375.50 
3 
Non-at-risk 93.16 9689.00 4229.000 -2.151 .032 
At-risk 104.53 9617.00 
4 
Non-at-risk 105.00 10920.50 4107.500 -2.230 .026 
At-risk 91.15 8385.50 
5 
Non-at-risk 110.50 11492.00 3536.000 -3.956 .000* 
At-risk 84.93 7814.00 
6 
Non-at-risk 111.22 11567.00 3461.000 -3.748 .000* 










At-risk 104.26 9591.50 
2 






At-risk 95.63 8798.00 
Table 12 (continued) 
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3 






At-risk 95.40 8776.50 
4 






At-risk 88.00 8096.00 
5 






At-risk 83.44 7676.50 
6 
Non-at-risk 114.61 11919.50 3108.500 -4.345 0.000* 










At-risk 101.56 9343.50 
2 






At-risk 98.03 9019.00 
3 






At-risk 97.83 9000.00 
4 






At-risk 87.64 8063.00 
5 






At-risk 101.34 9323.00 
6 
Non-at-risk 99.18 10314.50 4713.500 -0.203 0.840 
At-risk 97.73 8991.50 
Spectra 
1 






At-risk 101.45 9333.50 
2 






At-risk 97.27 8949.00 
Table 12 (continued) 
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3 






At-risk 96.78 8903.50 
4 






At-risk 87.11 8014.50 
5 






At-risk 93.68 8618.50 
6 
Non-at-risk 104.90 10909.50 4118.500 -2.579 0.010 
At-risk 91.27 8396.50 
Note. Only the tools showed significant differences were reported. 
an = 104. bn = 92. 
*p < .0083. 
Table 12: Results of the Mann Whitney U-Test to Compare the At-risk and Non-at-
risk Groups’ Daily Frequencies of Each Tool Use 
Sequential Pattern Analyses 
The previous study (Kang et al., 2017) performed sequential pattern mining using 
the cSPADE algorithm and identified students’ learning behavior patterns of problem-
solving and different behavior patterns of different performing groups. cSPADE mines 
constrained frequent sequences to discover sequences of actions among objects (e.g., 
students) in a given time period (Zaki, 2000, 2001). LSA is a statistical technique to 
examine whether a sequence of actions (i.e., an action follows another or the same action) 
in the overall behaviors of students achieves statistical significance (Bakeman & 
Gottman, 1997; Hou, 2015; Pohl et al., 2016). That is, LSA provides transitional 
probabilities indicating the likelihood that an action follows another or the same action. 
Then, a z-score of each transition is calculated to examine whether a transitional 
probability deviates significantly from its expected value (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). 
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This process of analyses determines certain behavior transitions that occur significantly 
more often than others, which indicate significant behavior patterns.  
The researcher extended the analysis of sequential behavior patterns using 
cSPADE with LSA, in order to propose an appropriate way of profiling students’ 
behavior patterns using sequential gameplay data generated in the serious game. Table 13 
shows each group’s daily significant sequences with the adjusted residuals—calculated 
from LSA—and daily frequent sequential patterns—identified by cSPADE—by each 
group. A support value of cSPADE indicates that the percentage of students in a group 
used the sequence. A z score greater than 2.32 of LSA indicates the sequence in a group 
reaches a level of significance statistically (p < .01). Based on the significant sequences 
defined by LSA, transitional diagrams were created as shown in Figures 6-11. As 
described in the research contexts section, the game consists of ten in-game tools in a 
two-layer interface: the first layer including Alien Database, Probe Design Center, 
Mission Control Center, and Communication Center, and the second layer including 
Solar System Database, Missions Database, Concepts Database, Spectra, Periodic Table, 
and Notebook. Especially, the tools in the second layer can be overlaid anytime with any 
tool. In Figures 6-11, a square shape indicates a tool in the first layer, an octagon shape 
indicates a tool in the second layer, an arrow indicates the direction of a significant 
sequence, the number indicates z scores, and the line thickness indicates the level of 
significance. 
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Days Non-at-risk Group At-risk Group 
 LSA Resultsa cSPADE Resultsb LSA Resultsa cSPADE Resultsb 
Day1 periodic → spectra  
(z = 12.08) 
notebook → periodic  
(z = 7.22) 
missions → notebook  
(z = 5.97) 
spectra → concepts  
(z = 5.42) 
concepts → missions  
(z = 4.89) 
concepts → periodic  
(z = 4.85) 
concepts → notebook  
(z = 4.47) 
pdesign → mcontrol  
(z = 3.69) 
alien → alien  
(z = 3.45) 
communication → 
communication  
(z = 3.18) 
solar → communication  
(z = 2.67) 
solar → solar  
(z = 2.45) 
solar 
(supc = .96)  
alien 
(sup = .73)  
communication  
(sup = .60) 
alien → solar  
(sup = .52) 
communication → solar 
(sup = .42) 
mcontrol  
(sup = .38) 
solar → solar 
(sup = .30)  
solar → communication 
(sup = .30) 
alien → alien 
(sup = .28) 
communication → alien 
(sup = .25) 
 
concepts → missions  
(z = 12.53) 
missions → notebook  
(z = 10.35) 
notebook → periodic  
(z = 9.59) 
periodic → spectra  
(z = 8.38) 
communication → 
communication  
(z = 5.74) 
alien → alien  
(z = 5.16) 
mcontrol → mcontrol  
(z = 4.76) 
pdesign → mcontrol  
(z = 4.30) 
notebook → notebook  
(z = 4.25) 
concepts → notebook  
(z = 4.06) 
pdesign → pdesign  
(z = 3.87) 
periodic → solar  
(z = 3.75) 
solar 
(sup = .95)  
alien 
(sup = .66) 
communication 
(sup = .63) 
alien → solar 
(sup = .46) 
mcontrol 
(sup = .40) 
solar → solar 
(sup = .39) 
communication → solar 
(sup =.35) 
pdesign 
(sup = .30) 
missions 
(sup = .29) 
alien → communication 
(sup = .29) 
communication → alien 
(sup = .29) 
mcontrol → solar 
(sup = .27) 
alien → alien 
Table 13 (continued) 
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solar → spectra  
(z = 3.13) 
solar → solar  
(z = 3.01) 
(sup = .26) 
periodic 
(sup = .25) 
Day2 notebook → periodic  
(z = 6.75) 
concepts → missions  
(z = 6.54) 
communication → 
communication  
(z = 5.65) 
alien → alien  
(z = 4.98) 
missions → notebook  
(z = 4.81) 
periodic → spectra  
(z = 4.64) 
notebook → notebook  
(z = 3.83) 
pdesign → mcontrol  
(z = 3.28) 
spectra → spectra 
(z = 3.04) 
solar → solar 
(z = 2.64) 
concepts → periodic 
(z = 2.48)  
solar 
(sup = .99)  
solar → solar 
(sup = .44)  
alien 
(sup = .35) 
communication 
(sup = .27) 
 
concepts → missions 
(z = 11.64) 
notebook → periodic  
(z = 9.05) 
missions → notebook  
(z = 7.84) 
pdesign → pdesign  
(z = 5.84) 
periodic → spectra  
(z = 5.39) 
alien → alien 
(z = 5.32) 
communication → 
communication 
(z = 4.93) 
pdesign → mcontrol  
(z = 4.24) 
solar → solar 
(z = 3.40) 
solar → pdesign 
(z = 3.02) 
mcontrol → mcontrol 
(z = 2.51) 
spectra → mcontrol  
(z = 2.47) 
solar 
(sup = .96) 
solar → solar 
(sup = .47)  
communication 
(sup = .37) 
 
Table 13 (continued) 
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concepts → notebook  
(z = 2.43)  
Day3 concepts → missions  
(z = 10.23) 
missions → notebook 
(z = 9.58) 
periodic → spectra 
(z = 6.72) 
pdesign → pdesign 
(z = 6.55) 
notebook → periodic  
(z = 5.97) 
pdesign → mcontrol  
(z = 5.86) 
communication → 
communication  
(z = 5.05) 
solar → solar  
(z = 3.03) 
solar → alien  
(z = 3.02) 
mcontrol → pdesign  
(z = 2.41)  
solar 
(sup = .93)  
alien 
(sup = .43)  
solar → solar 
(sup = .36) 
pdesign 
(sup = .26) 
 
notebook → periodic  
(z = 10.94) 
pdesign → mcontrol  
(z = 9.23) 
concepts → missions 
(z = 8.39) 
periodic → spectra 
(z = 8.04) 
missions → notebook  
(z = 6.92) 
solar → solar 
(z = 5.45) 
mcontrol → pdesign  
(z = 5.39) 
communication → 
communication 
(z = 5.19) 
spectra → spectra  
(z = 4.71) 
concepts → notebook 
(z = 4.4) 
mcontrol → mcontrol 
(z = 2.8) 
alien → alien  
(z = 2.58) 
concepts → periodic 
(z = 2.58) 
solar 
(sup = .92)  
alien 
(sup = .43) 
solar → solar 
(sup = .40)  
communication 
(sup = .30) 
missions 
(sup = .26) 
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notebook → concepts 
(z = 2.43)  
Day 4 pdesign → mcontrol  
(z = 10.52) 
missions → notebook 
(z = 9.65) 
periodic → spectra 
(z = 6.31) 
spectra → spectra  
(z = 5.64) 
communication → 
communication 
(z = 4.97) 
spectra → periodic 
(z = 4.91) 
pdesign → pdesign 
(z = 4.75) 
solar → alien 
(z = 4.61) 
concepts → missions 
(z = 4.29) 
mcontrol → mcontrol 
(z = 3.7) 
mcontrol → pdesign 
(z = 3.54) 
alien → spectra 
(z = 3.53) 
concepts → concepts 
(z = 3.39) 
solar 
(sup = .83)  
alien  
(sup = .71)  
pdesign 
(sup = .57)  
communication 
(sup = .41)  
spectra 
(sup = .39)  
pdesign → pdesign 
(sup = .36)  
solar → alien 
(sup = .36)  
mcontrol 
(sup = .34)  
periodic 
(sup = .29)  
solar → solar 
(sup = .29) 
missions → notebook  
(z = 9.9) 
pdesign → pdesign  
(z = 9.13) 
notebook → periodic 
(z = 8.78) 
communication → 
communication 
(z = 8.46) 
concepts → missions 
(z = 7) 
periodic → spectra 
(z = 5.92) 
mcontrol → mcontrol 
(z = 5.88) 
solar → solar 
(z = 5.57) 
concepts → notebook 
(z = 4.05) 
alien → alien 
(z = 3.75) 
pdesign → mcontrol 
(z = 3) 
spectra → spectra 
(z = 2.42)  
solar 
(sup = .79)  
alien 
(sup = .54)  
pdesign 
(sup = .47)  
communication 
(sup = .31) 
solar → solar 
(sup = .28) 
missions 
(sup = .27) 
mcontrol 
(sup = .26) 
solar → alien 
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communication → alien  
(z = 3.24) 
mission → solar  
(z = 3.01) 
mcontrol → communication  
(z = 3) 
concepts → notebook 
(z = 2.92) 
solar → solar  
(z = 2.69)  
Day 5 concepts → missions  
(z = 8.17) 
pdesign → mcontrol  
(z = 7.96) 
periodic → spectra 
(z = 7.42) 
notebook → periodic 
(z = 7.36) 
missions → notebook 
(z = 7.19) 
concepts → notebook 
(z = 6.09) 
communication → 
communication  
(z = 5.63) 
mcontrol → mcontrol  
(z = 4.52) 
solar → alien 
(z = 3.69) 
pdesign  
(sup = .65)  
alien 
(sup = .51)  
communication 
(sup = .48)  
solar 
(sup = .47)  
mcontrol 
(sup = .42)  
pdesign → mcontrol 
(sup = .35)  
pdesign → pdesign 
(sup = .33) 
mcontrol → pdesign 
(sup = .25) 
notebook → periodic  
(z = 9.13) 
missions → notebook 
(z = 7.14) 
concepts → missions 
(z = 5.61) 
pdesign → mcontrol 
(z = 5.05) 
alien → alien 
(z = 4) 
solar → solar 
(z = 3.9) 
spectra → periodic  
(z = 3.86) 
communication → 
communication  
(z = 3.67) 
pdesign → pdesign  
(z = 3.65) 
solar 
(sup = .62)  
pdesign  
(sup = .43)  
alien 
(sup = .37)  
communication 
(sup = .33) 
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alien → spectra 
(z = 2.99) 
mcontrol → pdesign 
(z = 2.98) 
notebook → spectra 
(z = 2.93) 
periodic → solar 
(z = 2.91) 
mission → solar 
(z = 2.91) 
pdesign → pdesign 
(z = 2.88) 
spectra → notebook 
(z = 2.7) 
alien → concepts 
(z = 2.47)  
periodic → spectra 
(z = 3.6) 
mcontrol → pdesign 
(z = 3.25)  
Day 6 missions → notebook 
(z = 13.19) 
concepts → missions 
(z = 11.59) 
periodic → spectra 
(z = 9.62) 
pdesign → mcontrol 
(z = 7.4) 
communication → 
communication 
(z = 7) 
pdesign → pdesign  
(z = 5.89) 
pdesign 
(sup = .81)  
alien 
(sup = .58)  
communication 
(sup = .55)  
mcontrol 
(sup = .55)  
pdesign → pdesign 
(sup = .52)  
solar 
(sup = .45)  
pdesign → mcontrol 
alien → alien 
(z = 11.72) 
concepts → missions 
(z = 11.39) 
periodic → spectra 
(z = 9.02) 
missions → notebook 
(z = 8.82) 
notebook → periodic 
(z = 8.41) 
pdesign → pdesign 
(z = 8.08) 
solar → solar 
pdesign 
(sup = .58)  
solar  
(sup = .49)  
alien 
(sup = .44)  
communication 
(sup = .44)  
mcontrol 
(sup = .33)  
pdesign → pdesign 
(sup = .32) 
Table 13 (continued) 
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spectra → periodic 
(z = 5.32) 
alien → alien  
(z = 4.87) 
mission → solar  
(z = 4.4) 
periodic → periodic 
(z = 3.86) 
concepts → notebook 
(z = 3.42) 
mcontrol → communication 
(z = 3.21) 
solar → alien 
(z = 3.12) 
concepts → periodic 
(z = 3.11) 
spectra → spectra 
(z = 3.04) 
communication → alien 
(z = 3) 
alien → spectra 
(z = 2.58)  
(sup = .45)  
mcontrol → pdesign 
(sup = .33)  
pdesign → pdesign → 
mcontrol 
(sup = .32)  
pdesign → communication 
(sup = .32)  
communication → pdesign 
(sup = .31)  
pdesign → pdesign → 
pdesign 
(sup = .31)  
mcontrol → communication 
(sup = .30) 
mcontrol → mcontrol 
(sup = .29) 
alien → pdesign 
(sup = .26) 
mcontrol → pedisign → 
mcontrol 
(sup = .26) 
solar → pdesign 
(sup = .25) 
pdesign → mcontrol → 
communication 
(sup = .25) 
(z = 5.44) 
mcontrol → mcontrol 
(z = 4.62) 
spectra → periodic 
(z = 4.18) 
communication → 
communication 
(z = 4.04) 
concepts → notebook 
(z = 3.85) 
concepts → periodic 
(z = 3.85) 
spectra → concepts 
(z = 2.85)  
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Note. aA Z-score identifying the probability that is higher than expected. Only the results showed above a z-score of 2.32 (p < 
.01; Bakeman & Gottman (1997)) were reported. bA set of frequent sequences mined ordered by its support value (maximum 
gap = 2, minimum support = .25). cA support value of a sequence of n-item (indicating a percentage of support value of 
students showed a sequence). 
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Figure 11: Navigational Transition Diagram of Day 6 (p < .01) 
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On the first day, both non-at-risk and at-risk students tended to navigate the game 
environment by switching between different tools, which indicates these students 
attempted to understand how different tools can be used together. For example, the 
students frequently accessed Periodic Table followed by Spectra (periodic → spectra; 
znon-at-risk = 12.08, zat-risk = 8.38) or Notebook followed by Periodic Table (notebook → 
periodic; znon-at-risk = 7.22, zat-risk = 9.59). These sequences are not surprising as students 
would be expected to explore different tools and figure out closely related tools such as 
Periodic Table and Spectra, which would be necessarily used together to seek for a 
detailed spectrum of each chemical element during the problem-solving processes. On the 
other hand, the results of significant sequences of at-risk students showed that most of the 
significant sequences consist of a tool followed by the same tool (e.g., communication → 
communication). That is, the at-risk students had a tendency to use the same tools 
repeatedly. For example, the at-risk students showed more sequences consisting of the 
same tools (46.15%, 6 out of 14 significant sequences), compared to the non-at-risk 
students (25%, 3 out of 12 significant sequences). Furthermore, the sequential patterns in 
Figure 6 indicate that only the students in the non-at-risk group showed a significant bi-
directional connection of ‘Notebook after Periodic Table’ and ‘Periodic Table after 
Notebook,’ while the at-risk group showed none bi-directional link. On the other hand, 
cSPADE found bi-directional transitions for both the non-at-risk (communication « 
solar) and at-risk groups (communication « alien). The results indicate both LSA and 
cSPADE found alien → alien, solar → communication, solar → solar as important 
sequences for the students in the non-at-risk group; however, the rest of significant 
sequences were not found in the cSPADE results. That is, although a sequence like 
periodic → spectra was not occurred very frequently in the non-at-risk group, the 
transitional probability of this sequence is higher than expected (z = 12.08).  
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On the second day, cSPADE found only a few frequent sequences for both groups 
including only one sequence of two items (solar → solar), which indicates almost the half 
of the students in each group (44% of non-at-risk students, 47% of at-risk students) used 
Solar System Database repeatedly. Similar to the LSA results of Day 1, both non-at-risk 
and at-risk students performed a certain degree of the learning behavior of switching 
different cognitive tools (i.e., periodic → spectra, notebook → periodic, missions → 
notebook, concepts → missions, pdesign → mcontrol). It is worth noting that the at-risk 
group was supplemented by additional sequences of pdesign → pdesign (z = 5.84), 
mcontrol → mcontrol (z = 2.51), and spectra → mcontrol (z = 2.47). In comparison, the 
non-at-risk group used Mission Control Center significantly only after Probe Design 
Center (z = 3.28). This suggests that the at-risk students were more prone to experiencing 
the tools which can be more appropriate to use during the later days of problem-solving 
processes. Since this is the second day, students are expected to access mainly Solar 
System Database and Alien Database to get an overview of the problem and gather 
information about planets and alien species (Kang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2012).   
On the third day, similar to Day 2, cSPADE discovered only a few frequent 
sequences for both non-at-risk and at-risk groups. The students in both groups still 
accessed Solar System Database the most frequently to find information about planets; 
however, a relatively small number of students, compared to Day 2, showed a frequent 
sequence of solar → solar (36% of non-at-risk students, 40% of at-risk students). 
Interestingly, the non-at-risk students showed an additional significant sequence of solar 
→ alien (z = 3.02), indicating these students began matching planets with alien needs to 
find suitable places for each alien, while the at-risk students did not show any transition 
between these two tools: Solar System Database and Alien Database, but showed only the 
sequences consisting of the same tools (i.e., solar → solar, alien → alien). Another 
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noticeable finding is that both groups had the unidirectional sequential pattern of pdesign 
→ mcontrol for the first two days, and then used the tools in the reverse way (i.e., 
mcontrol → pdesign) on the third day (see Figure 8). This interaction suggests that the 
students first explored these tools at the early days, and then tended to gather additional 
information about planets or moons in our solar system that they needed to confirm a 
suitable home for the aliens. For example, they designed and launched probes in Probe 
Design Center and then opened Mission Control Center to view the gathered results from 
the probes they launched. The students either received the information they needed to 
confirm the potential homes for the aliens, or received error messages they needed to 
interpret why their probes failed. After this exploring phase, the students learned how to 
design appropriate probes, and then they revisited Probe Design Center to remedy errors 
from previous probe and gather new information about the planets that was not gathered 
with previous probes (Liu et al., 2009).  
 From Day 4, the results of both cSPADE and LSA (see Figure 9) show the non-at-
risk students had more sequential links between different tools, while the at-risk students 
had the most probable cases of those where one tool follows the same tool. This indicates 
the non-at-risk students became more actively involved in the process of problem-
solving, while the at-risk students had a tendency to do the same things repeatedly. For 
example, approximately 40% of the non-at-risk students continuously accessed Solar 
System Database and Alien Database in order to gather the necessary information, which 
can be used to confirm good choices of planets or eliminate bad planet choices. The 
sequence of alien → spectra (z = 3.53) indicates that the non-at-risk students figured out 
Alien Database included incomplete information of the required chemical elements for 
some aliens (e.g., providing only a picture of spectrum of the element without the name 
of the element), which can be found in Spectra. These students also had the bi-directional 
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sequential pattern of periodic « spectra, which can be shown as they compared the 
chemical elements’ information of planet and moons with the aliens’ need. Previously, 
the Mann Whitney U-test revealed the significant differences of the frequencies of four 
in-game tools between two groups: Alien Database, Probe Design Center, Solar System 
Database, and Spectra. Especially, the mean frequency differences of Solar System 
Database and Spectra between two groups achieved the level of significance only on Day 
4. Together with the significant sequences discovered from cSPADE and LSA, these 
results suggest the most critical tools to make a progress of problem-solving before 
students generate a hypothesis of testing a suitable home for the aliens: Alien Database, 
Solar System Database, Spectra, Periodic Table, Probe Design Center, and Mission 
Control Center. Additionally, the LSA results showed the interesting sequences related to 
Communication Center, which allows students to select a suitable planet for each alien 
species, write a rationale for their choice of alien habitat, and then submit the 
recommendation. The transition from Mission Control Center to Communication Center 
(i.e., mcontrol → communication, z = 3) indicates the non-at-risk students confirmed that 
a planet met all of alien’s needs and then accessed Communication Center to write a 
recommendation. Classroom observation revealed that the teachers randomly assigned 
one alien species to each student. Once the student successfully sent the alien to the 
possible homes, the teacher assigned another alien for the student to get additional points. 
Therefore, the sequence, communication → alien (z = 3.24), suggests the non-at-risk 
students began to research about new alien after submitting the final solution of the 
previous alien.        
The cSPADE results of Day 5 show the at-risk students had none frequent 
sequences of two items, while the non-at-risk students had more active transitions 
between Probe Design Center and Mission Control Center (i.e., pdesign → mcontrol, 
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pdesign → pdesign, mcontrol → pdesign). The most interesting finding of Day 5 is the 
non-at-risk students’ solar → solar sequence did not reach a level of significance. This 
finding suggests most of these students acquired enough information from Solar System 
Database and therefore did not necessarily revisit the tool. A sequence of periodic → 
solar (z = 2.91) is also the unique transition existing only in the non-at-risk students’ 
significant sequences. Although the at-risk students showed the same sequence on Day 1, 
it was not considered as a meaningful behavior since students were expected to explore 
different tools without any strategies on the first day. In addition, similar to Day 4, the at-
risk group did not show any significant transition between Alien Database and any other 
tools, but only the transition from Alien Database to Alien Database (alien → alien, z = 
4.00), indicating these students did not make any further progress of matching aliens’ 
needs and other information provided in the rest of tools such as Solar System Database.  
Interestingly, cSPADE yielded the highest number of frequent sequences 
including the sequences of the three items for the non-at-risk group on the last day 
(minsup > .25). This indicates, compared with the previous days, more students in this 
group accessed the tools in similar sequences more frequently during this day. Since the 
fifth day, the non-at-risk students continuously accessed Probe Design Center and 
Mission Control Center to integrate all gathered information to confirm their 
recommendations, and then visited Communication Center to submit their final solutions. 
In contrast, the at-risk students (approximately 30%) had only one frequent sequence of 
two items (pdesign → pdesign). Unlike the previous days, the non-at-risk students had 
the unidirectional sequence, pdesign → mcontrol (z = 7.4) on the last day. This finding 
suggests, through trial-and-error during the previous days, these students learned how to 
remedy the errors from their probes, and therefore, they were less likely to return to 
Probe Design Center to send multiple probes. The sequence, mcontrol → communication 
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(z = 3.21), indicates these students accessed Communication Center after they gathered 
more information about the planets from Mission Control Center. Furthermore, the non-
at-risk students had the significant sequences of communication → alien and mcontrol → 
communication on Day 4 and Day 6, and periodic → solar on Day 5. These patterns 
suggest that, as discussed on Day 4, the non-at-risk students most likely gathered 
additional information about the first assigned alien species during the process of writing 
a recommendation, or submitted at least one recommendation of a good home for the first 
alien and gather information about new species (i.e., communication → alien). On Day 5, 
the non-at-risk students were still in the process of gathering the new information across 
different databases such as Solar System Database and Periodic Table (i.e., periodic → 
solar), which is expected since they needed additional information to eliminate choices of 
worlds for the second alien or determine second possible world for the first alien. Then, 
finally they attempted to submit a solution(s) (e.g., communication → alien, mcontrol → 
communication) on the last day.  
 
Summary of Analyses on Identifying Navigation Behaviors 
The purpose of the first research question was to examine what differences exist 
between at-risk and non-at-risk students’ navigation behavior patterns. First, the 
researcher investigated the differences in the posttest performance after adjusting for the 
pretest scores between at-risk and non-at-risk groups using One-Way ANCOVA. The 
results showed the non-at-risk group had significantly higher improvement on science 
knowledge than the at-risk group. However, the effect size of at-risk factor is small 
(partial eta squared (ηp2) = .081) by the rule of thumb (Cohen, 2013; MRC Cognition and 
Brain Sciences Unit, 2009). 
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Considering the previous result, the researcher further examined what navigation 
behavior patterns emerged for students in the at-risk and non-at-risk groups during their 
problem-solving process. The researcher first adapted a Mann Whitney U-test to examine 
whether the daily frequencies of each in-game tool use differed between at-risk and non-
at-risk students. The results showed that there were significant differences between the 
rank averages of the groups’ frequencies of tool use during the later days (i.e., Days 4-6); 
that is, the students in the non-at-risk group tended to access overall in-game tools more 
often than those in the at-risk group. In addition to the U-test, the researcher integrated 
LSA and cSPADE to identify the two groups’ navigation behavior patterns in this game 
context. The results from both methods revealed that problem-solving strategies were 
differently used between the non-at-risk and at-risk students within this environment 
through the six days of their gameplay period. During the first day, both groups showed a 
similar tendency to explore most of the in-game tools. On the second day, the at-risk 
group was prone to use more tools repeatedly (i.e., pdesign → pdesign, mcontol → 
mcontrol), while the other group showed the transitional behavior between the tools (i.e., 
pdesign → mcontol). The significant patterns discovered over the later days suggest that 
the at-risk group continued to revisit the same tools, which means these students seemed 
not to understand how different tools could be used together. On the other hand, the non-
at-risk group showed transitions between different tools, which indicates that they 
became more strategic in their problem-solving processes. Together with the U-test 
results, the sequential analyses helped to explore students’ various navigation behavior 
patterns as well as discover the different problem-solving processes between the non-at-
risk and at-risk students. 
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EFFECT ON SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE 
This study is further interested in understanding students’ behaviors in Probe 
Design Center that supports students’ scientific inquiry process by generating and 
refining hypotheses and designing their probes. Five game metrics were proposed to 
understand students’ scientific inquiry behaviors in the game. Two research questions 
were asked to examine the effect of students’ inquiry behaviors on science knowledge 
and to identify students’ inquiry behavior patterns: 
3) What is the relationship between students’ inquiry behaviors in Probe Design 
Center and their learning performance?  
4) What scientific inquiry behavior patterns emerge as students engage with Probe 
Design Center? 
 
Research Question 3: What is the relationship between students’ inquiry behaviors 
in Probe Design Center and their learning performance? 
Two hierarchical regression analyses were carried out to investigate how much 
extra variation in students’ learning performance (i.e., average solution scores for the first 
analysis and SSKT posttest scores for the second analysis) can be explained by the 
addition of scientific inquiry behavior variables generated from Probe Design Center. The 
predictors are the four behavior variables (i.e., number of repeated trials, amount of new 
information, amount of redundant information, and number of errors), and the covariates 
are the number of launched probes variable and the school variable (School A, School B). 
As mentioned in the participants section, the classroom observations in School A 
revealed their limited usage of Probe Design Center; therefore, the researcher included 
additional data from School B (see Table 2) to build a model controlling for a school.  
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Prior to performing the regression analyses, the data were evaluated for violation 
of assumptions. First, the linear relationships between the dependent variable and each of 
the predictors were examined by plotting residuals against each predictor and the 
residuals against the predicted values. The plots did not show any systematic pattern or 
clustering of the residuals, indicating no violations in linearity (Stevens, 2009). 
Homoscedasticity was checked by visual examination of the plots of the standardized 
residuals by each predictor and the regression standardized predicted value. The residuals 
were randomly scattered around zero indicating even distribution (Osborne & Waters, 
2002). The multicollinearity was examined by VIF (i.e., VIFs < 10), an index of the 
amount that the variance of each regression coefficient is increased over that with 
uncorrelated independent variables (Keith, 2006). The boxplot of the residuals and 
Durbin-Watson statistic (i.e., 1.765 for the first analysis and 2.318 for the second 
analysis) confirmed the independence of the residuals, indicating that errors associated 
with one observation were not correlated with the errors of any other observation. The 
ordered leverage values indicated the two cases that had the values above .2. Therefore, 
the two cases were removed to run a regression analysis. Also, there was no Cook's 
Distance values above 1, which indicates there is no cases that are influential. (Cook & 
Weisberg, 1982). Lastly, the normal P-P plots of regression standardized residuals 
indicated that the assumption of normality was not violated. Table 14 shows the 






Variable M SD 
Number of errors 1.92 2.417 
Number of repeated trials .48 .734 
Amount of new information 4.76 4.404 
Amount of redundant information .509 .611 
Number of launched probes 2.03 2.549 
Average solution score 1.96 1.83 
SSKT posttest score 65.61 17.04 
Table 14: Basic Descriptive Statistics of Variables (N = 133) 
Specifically, the first hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to determine 
if the addition of four scientific inquiry behavior variables generated from Probe Design 
Center improved the prediction of in-game learning performance (i.e., average solution 
scores) over and above a school and number of launched probes alone. The covariates 
were entered first in the regression equation, and then the four independent variables of 
interest were entered into the equation. Table 15 shows the details on the first regression 
models. The full model of five game metrics and school to predict an average solution 
score was statistically significant, R2 = .188, F(4, 126) = 4.859, p < .01; adjusted R2 = 
.149. The addition of weight to the prediction of average solution score (Model 2) led to a 
statistically significant increase in R2 of .081.  
Together, the predictors explained about 14.9% of the variability in the average 
solution scores. A student’s predicted posttest score is equal to	0.771 + 	0.377×
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)*ℎ,,- + 0.023× /0,123 − 0.010× 500,03 + 0.135× 72829:2;	<0=9- +
	0.151× >2?	@AB,0C9:=,A + 0.046× 72;FA;9A:	@AB,0C9:=,A , in which the 
school variable is 1 (School A) or 0 (School B) and the last five variables are the game 
metrics. The standardized beta coefficient indicates the new information (β = .365, p < 
.01) was significantly and positively related to the average solution scores. Although the 
other three game metrics did not contribute to the full regression model, all predictors 
were included to see if this prediction is related to the criterion after controlling for all the 
other predictors in the model. In general, the more a student receives new information, 
the higher solution scores they will get from the solution submission on average, after 
controlling for the other variables in the model. In other words, for every additional 
amount of new information, a student would be predicted to have approximately 0.365 











 In-game Performance (Average Solution Score) 
 Model 1 Model 2 
Variable B  β B  β 
Constant .781**  .771  
School .422 .113 .377 .101 
Number of launched probes .222** .350 .023 .037 
Number of errors   -.010 -.013 
Number of repeated trials   .135 .054 
Amount of new information   .151** .365 
Amount of redundant information   .046 .064 
R2 0.107  0.188  
F 7.815**  4.859**  
DR2 0.107  0.081  
DF 7.815**  3.126**  
Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; B: unstandardized regression coefficient; β: standardized 
coefficient 
Table 15: Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Average 
Solution Score (N = 133) 
 Table 16 shows the details on the second set of regression models. The full model 
of five game metrics and school to predict a SSKT posttest score was statistically 
significant, R2 = .299, F(4, 126) = 8.941, p < .01; adjusted R2 = .265. Specifically, the 
addition of weight to the prediction of SSKT posttest score (Model 2) led to a statistically 
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significant increase in R2 of .058. Together, the predictors explained about 26.5% of the 
variability in the SSKT posttest scores. A student’s predicted posttest score is equal 
to	64.625 − 9.812× )*ℎ,,- + 2.53× /0,123 − 0.727× 500,03 − 2.57×
72829:2;	<0=9- + 	0.423× >2?	@AB,0C9:=,A − 1.392×
72;FA;9A:	@AB,0C9:=,A , in which the school variable is 1 (School A) or 0 (School 
B) and the last five variables are the game metrics. The standardized beta coefficients 
indicate the school classification (β = -.281, p < .01) and the amount of redundant 
information (β = -.208, p < .01) were significantly and negatively related to the SSKT 
posttest scores. The number of launched probes (β = .428, p < .01) was positively related 
to the posttest scores. All predictors were included to see if each predictor is related to the 
criterion after controlling for all the other predictors in the model. In specific, for every 
one difference on the number of launched probes, a student would be predicted to have 
approximately 2.53 higher points on the posttest score. An increase in the redundant 
information of 1 is associated with a decrease in the posttest score of 1.392 points. The 
school variable was coded as: 1 = School A and 0 = School B. Therefore, all other things 
being equal, students in School B have the posttest scores that are 9.812 points greater 






 Post-game Performance (SSKT Posttest Score) 
 Model 1 Model 2 
Variable B  β B  β 
Constant 67.382**  64.625**  
School -12.309** -.353 -9.812** -.281 
Number of launched probes 1.406** .238 2.53** .428 
Number of errors   -.727 -.104 
Number of repeated trials   -2.573 -.111 
Amount of new information   .423 .109 
Amount of redundant information   -1.392* -.208 
R2 0.241  0.299  
F 20.587**  8.941**  
DR2 0.241  0.058  
DF 20.587**  2.610**  
Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; B: unstandardized regression coefficient; β: standardized 
coefficient 
Table 16: Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting SSKT 
Posttest Score (N = 133) 
 
Research Question 4: What scientific inquiry behavior patterns emerge as students 
engage with Probe Design Center in the serious game Alien Rescue? 
In the previous analysis, two hierarchical regression analyses were performed to 
investigate how much extra variation in students’ learning performance can be explained 
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by the addition of scientific inquiry behavior variables generated from Probe Design 
Center. The analyses confirmed the addition of scientific inquiry behavior variables to the 
prediction of both in-game and after-game learning performance (i.e., average solution 
scores and SSKT posttest scores) led to statistically significant increases in the scores. 
For this research question, the researcher further conducted cluster analyses with five 
game metrics to discover any distinctive inquiry behavior groups in each school and 
examined the characteristics of each group. Table 17 shows the basic descriptive statistics 
of students’ game metrics and learning performance in each school.  
 
Variable 
School A (n = 82)  School B (n = 51) 
M SD M SD 
Number of errors 1.74 2.38 2.22 2.49 
Number of repeated trials 0.43 0.67 0.57 0.83 
Amount of new information 3.87 3.85 6.2 4.88 
Amount of redundant 
Information 1.99 2.58 2.1 2.53 
Number of launched probes 3.33 2.60 5.43 2.85 
Number of saved aliensa .99 .98 2.84 2.60 
Average solution score 1.94 1.91 1.99 1.69 
Total solution scoreb 3.06 3.63 9.20 9.74 
SSKT Posttest score 59.76 17.53 75.02 11.03 
 
 
Table 17 (continued) 
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Note. aThe number of aliens, for which students submitted at least one solution; bSum of 
all submitted solution scores 
Table 17: Basic Descriptive Statistics of Game Metrics and Learning Performance for 
Each School 
Each variable was standardized before the cluster analyses to deal with a different 
scale of each variable. A partitioning method such as k-means requires a researcher to 
specify the numbers of clusters to be generated. The numbers of clusters can be 
subjective depending on a method used for measuring similarities or parameters used for 
partitioning (Charrad, Ghazzali, Boiteau, & Niknafs, 2014). Therefore, to inspect the 
optimal number of clusters for each school, this study used two different methods: Ward 
method and the average silhouette. The Ward method minimizes the total within-cluster 
variance. This method finds the pair of clusters that leads to minimum increase in total 
within-cluster variance after each step of merging (Charrad et al., 2014). The average 
silhouette measures the quality of a clustering, which determines how well each object 
falls in its cluster by computing the average silhouette width of observations for different 
numbers of clusters. A high average silhouette width indicates a good clustering 
(Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990).  
As shown in Figure 12, an elbow in each graph (Stevens, 2009) indicates that the 
number of clusters that the elbow indicates can minimize the distance between cases 
within each cluster and maximize the distance between clusters, as well. Although the 
average silhouette graphs recommended 6 and 8 clusters for School A and B, the average 
silhouette widths were not much different from the ones near the recommended number 
of clusters. In addition, the researcher conducted several cluster analyses by increasing 
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the number of clusters from two to eight, as suggested in the within groups sum of 
squares results. The results indicated a bigger number of groups yielded a group with 
only a few students and additional clusters merely split the objects into the predefined 
number of cluster without additional interpretive value. Therefore, four clusters were 
determined in consideration of different perspectives such as the within groups sum of 
squares and average silhouette graphs for each school.  
  
  
(a) School A (b) School B 
Figure 12: Within groups sum of squares (above) and Average Silhouette by number of 
clusters (below)  
Note. Black dotted line is the determined number of clusters; Blue dotted line is the 
suggested number of clusters. 
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This study conducted a k-medoids clustering using pam algorithm on the derived 
cluster number for each school. Then, the clustering results were examined if there were 
differences in the scientific inquiry behaviors (i.e., five game metrics) between four 
clusters of students in each school. The researcher conducted a non-parametric test, a 
Kruskal-Wallis H test, since the data failed the major assumption of the one-way 
ANOVA, the non-normally distribution assumption. 
Figure 13 showed the results of cluster analyses including the cluster plots and 
average silhouette plots for each school. Since k-medoids applies a dimension reduction 
algorithm to partitioning data to the given number of clusters, it produces a two-
dimensional plot for indicating the partitioning results (see Figure 13). Overall, the 
clusters do not show any significant ambiguity between different clusters; that is, the 
cluster plots show the most of members belong to a certain cluster. The silhouette plots 
provide more detail information of the partitioning results by calculating a silhouette 
value of each member in each cluster and the average silhouette value of each cluster. 
The silhouette value ranges from -1 to +1, in which a high silhouette value indicates that 
a member is well assigned to its own cluster, and a low value indicating poorly assigned 
to neighboring clusters. Figure 13 shows a few negative silhouette values. For example, 
two negative values of Cluster 2 in School A and four negative values of Cluster 1 in 
School B. However, the researcher concluded these clustering solutions are appropriate 
as most members show high silhouette values (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990). 
Table 18 shows that the average values and mean ranks of the scientific inquiry 
behaviors (i.e., five game metrics) as exhibited by the four clusters of students in each 
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school achieved the level of significance (c2), which indicates the students were well-
partitioned into each group. The four clusters of School A comprise 49, 9, 13, and 13 
students, respectively, accounting for 58.33%, 10.71%, 15.48%, and 15.48% of the total 
students. The four clusters of School B comprise 10 (19.61%), 18 (35.29%), 13 (25.49%), 
and 10 (19.61%) students. This study further examined the background of the four 
clusters of students in each school by indicating the average posttest SSKT scores, 















(a) School A (b) School B 
Figure 13: Cluster Analyses Results: Cluster plots (up) and Silhouette plots (down). 
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Table 18 (continued) 
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 Cluster 4 
(n = 10, 19.61%) 










 c2   24.72*** 25.58*** 38.12*** 26.77*** 34.52*** 
Note. aThe number of students who submitted at least one solution (Percentage of the students in each group); ***p<0.001 



















To further interrogate potential patterns between the metrics, radar plots—as the 
representation of behavior patterns between different groups—were derived as shown in 
Figures 14 and 15. Since each metric has a different scale, this study used the mean rank 
of each metric to visualize each group’s behavior patterns. Along with the analysis results 
(see Table 18), the radar plots (see Figures 14-15) indicated that the students’ inquiry 




    
Saved 
aliensa 0.61 1.71 1.31 1.69 
Total 
solutionb 1.76 6.43 3.46 5.77 
Avg. 
solutionc 1.31 3.29 2.15 3.38 
Posttestd 56.63 61.90 62.50 67.63 
 (a) Cluster 1 (n = 49) (b) Cluster 2 (n = 7) (c) Cluster 3 (n = 13) (d) Cluster 4 (n = 13) 
Figure 14: Radar Plots of Cluster Analysis Results and Students’ Learning Performance of School A 
Note. All mean ranks were converted into a percent for the radar plots. aAverage of the numbers of aliens, for which students in 
each group submitted at least one solution; bAverage of the total solution scores of students in each group; cAverage of the 






    
Saved 
aliens 2.00 2.50 3.46 3.50 
Total 
solution 5.30 7.61 11.38 13.10 
Avg. 
solution 1.35 1.50 2.40 2.96 
Posttest 76.52 69.08 81.94 75.22 
 (a) Cluster 1 (n = 10) (b) Cluster 2 (n = 18) (c) Cluster 3 (n = 13) (d) Cluster 4 (n = 10) 




As for School A, approximately 60% of the students are centered in Cluster 1, and 
the mean ranks of five inquiry behaviors were lower than those of the other three clusters. 
That is, more than half of the students in School A did access Probe Design Center 
infrequently compared with the rest of clusters. This group showed the lowest solution 
submission rate; that is, 46.4% of the students in this group did not submit any solution, 
and this group saved less than one alien (i.e., 0.61) on average during the entire 
gameplay. In addition, these students achieved the lowest solution scores and SSKT 
posttest scores than the other three clusters.  
Only seven students (9%) are centered in Cluster 2; their mean ranks of inquiry 
behaviors were higher than the other three clusters. In terms of the solution submission 
rate, approximately 86% of the students in this group submitted at least one solution, and 
the students saved one or two aliens (i.e., 1.71) on average during the entire gameplay. 
Therefore, approximately 10% of the students playing this game were prone to 
experiencing Probe Design Center (i.e., the highest number of launched probes). In 
specific, this group received relatively lower amount of new information compared with 
other metrics—the highest ranks of the amount of redundant information, the number of 
errors, the number of repeated trials, and the number of launched probes. These findings 
suggest this group tend to adopt a trial-and-error approach by launching many probes. 
The students in this group achieved relatively higher in-game performance 
(SolutionAverage = 3.29; SolutionTotal = 6.43); however, lower after-game performance 
(Posttest = 61.90), compared with other three groups. Together, these findings suggest 
that the trial-and-error approach may positively affect their learning performance, but it 
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may require more time. That is, the students obtained additional information that they 
needed to recommend possible homes for aliens; however, they did not achieve enough 
knowledge required for successful after-game performance. 
About 16% of the students in School A (n = 13, 15.85%) are in Cluster 3. The 
students exhibited the average inquiry behavior regarding all five metrics; that is, their 
overall mean rank of each metric lies between Cluster 1 and Cluster 2. This group 
showed relatively lower ranks of the amount of new and redundant information, 
compared with the other metrics. In terms of the solution submission rate, approximately 
92% of the students in this group submitted at least one solution, and the students saved 
one or two aliens (i.e., 1.31) on average during the entire gameplay. The students in 
Cluster 3 performed lower (SolutionAverage = 2.15; SolutionTotal = 3.46) than the students 
in Cluster 2 (SolutionAverage = 3.29; SolutionTotal = 6.43) at their in-game performance. 
However, these students achieved their SSKT posttest scores slightly above the mean 
score of School A (Posttest = 62.50), which is similar to Cluster 2. The results of the 
regression analyses showed the amount of new information as a significant variable in 
prediction of students’ in-game performance. In support of the regression analyses, these 
findings showed the amount of new information is positively related to students’ in-game 
performance.  
Lastly, the rest of the students (n = 13, 15.85%) are centered in Cluster 4. Every 
student in Cluster 4 was able to submit at least one solution during the entire gameplay 
period. Overall, these students showed the highest learning performance from both in-
game and after-game performance scores (SolutionAverage = 3.38; Posttest = 67.63), 
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among all groups. As shown in Figure 15, the radar plot of this group showed a spike on 
the new information. It is worth noting that these students launched approximately four 
probes—slightly above the average of School A (i.e., 3.33)—but they received the 
highest amount of new information compared with the other groups. In addition, this 
group got the second highest mean rank of the amount of redundant information (mean 
rank = 55.31), which was between Cluster 2 (mean rank = 79.00) and Cluster 3 (mean 
rank = 47.50). Furthermore, their mean ranks of repeated trials and errors are relatively 
lower than the other groups. That is, their repeated trials and errors ranked the third with 
39.19 and 24.54, followed by Cluster 1 with 31.38 and 35.39.  
The cluster results of School B also showed different inquiry behavior patterns 
among four clusters. First, approximately 20% of the students are centered in Cluster 1. 
These students exhibited the mean ranks of all five metrics lay between other clusters, 
which is similar with Cluster 3 of School A. Similar to Cluster 3 of School A, these 
students performed relatively lower than other clusters at their solution scores 
(SolutionAverage = 1.35; SolutionTotal = 5.30); however, they achieved their SSKT posttest 
scores (Posttest = 76.52) slightly above the mean score of School B (Posttest = 75.02), 
which is similar to Cluster 4. In terms of the solution submission rate, approximately 60% 
of the students in this group submitted at least one solution, and these students saved two 
aliens (i.e., 2.00) on average during the entire gameplay period. Interestingly, these 
students showed similar behavior patterns with Cluster 3 of School A regarding the 
amount of new and redundant information, which were relatively lower than the other 
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metrics in this group. This finding also supports that new information is positively related 
to the prediction of in-game performance. 
Approximately 35% of the students are centered in Cluster 2 (n = 18, 35.29%), 
which is the biggest group in School B. Like the largest group in School A (i.e., Cluster 
1), this group achieved the lowest after-game performance scores (Posttest = 69.08) and 
relatively lower in-game performance scores (SolutionAverage = 1.50; SolutionTotal = 7.61). 
The mean ranks of five inquiry behaviors were lower than those of the other three 
clusters. This group also shows the lowest solution submission rate; that is, about 44% of 
the students in this group did not submit any solution during the gameplay.  
About 26% of the students in School B (n = 13, 25.49%) are in Cluster 3. This 
group achieved the highest after-game performance scores (Posttest = 81.94) and 
relatively higher in-game performance scores (SolutionAverage = 2.40; SolutionTotal = 
11.38). The proportion of the students from Cluster 3 submitting at least one solution was 
approximately 77% (n = 10); these students saved between three and four aliens (i.e., 
3.46) on average during the gameplay. This group launched six probes on average, which 
is close to the average number of launched probes in School B (i.e., 5.43). However, they 
received relatively higher new information (mean rank = 35.65) and lower redundant 
information (mean rank = 25.81), compared with the other groups. Notably, the number 
of repeated trials and errors of this group ranked the third with 17.69 and 20.62. 
The rest of the students of School B (n = 10, 19.61%) are centered in Cluster 4. 
The radar plot shows the biggest pentagon, indicating the most active behaviors among 
all groups. The behavior patterns are similar to Cluster 2 of School A. The students in 
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both groups performed better at their in-game performance, but lower at the after-game 
performance than the other groups. Most students in this group (n = 8, 80%) submitted at 
least one solution during the gameplay; these students saved about 3.50 aliens on 
average. 
Overall, the cluster analyses above suggest four unique behavior groups across 
two schools: (1) Lack of activity group, (2) Average activity group, (3) Trial-and-error 
group, and (4) Best performance group (see Table 19). To further interrogate the group 
membership and learning performance, two metrics were particularly selected: the 
amount of new information and the amount of redundant information, which are the 
significant predictors as found in the results of regression analyses. The researcher then 
presented multiple-layered information in a single view (see Figure 16) to illustrate the 
relationship between the amount of redundant information (Y-axis) and the amount of 
new information (X-axis) of four inquiry groups along with their SSKT posttest scores. 
Figure 16 shows four quadrants divided by two solid lines; that is, the horizontal solid 
line represents the average of amount of redundant information of all students, and the 
vertical solid line represents the average of amount of new information. Each point 
presents each inquiry group, and the size of the point indicates an average posttest score 
of each group as shown in Figure 16. In support of the regression analyses, the 
visualization in Figure 16 also showed the relationship between inquiry behaviors and 
performance scores and the characteristics of each inquiry group in terms of new 
information and redundant information.  
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Inquiry Behavior groups School A School B 
Lack of activity group Cluster 1 Cluster 2 
Average activity group Cluster 3 Cluster 1 
Trial-and-error group Cluster 2 Cluster 4 
Best performance group Cluster 4 Cluster 3 
Table 19: Four Inquiry Behavior Groups of School A and School B 
 
Figure 16: Redundant Information and New Information with Posttest Scores by 
Inquiry Behavior Groups 
Note. See the interactive visualizations at http://tinyurl.com/utar-analytics 
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The two inquiry groups—relatively lower performing groups—are positioned at 
the bottom-left quadrant, indicating the students tended to receive both less amount of 
redundant information and new information. However, the average activity group 
received more new information and higher scores from their submitted solutions and 
SSKT posttests than the lack of activity group. Another group, trial-and-error group, is 
positioned at the top-right quadrant, indicating these students were prone to sending 
many probes and less likely reflect on the returned feedbacks from the probes. Last 
group, the best performance group, positioned at the bottom-right quadrant received 
relatively greater amount of new information compared with their amount of redundant 
information. Compared with the trial-and-error group, this group received slightly less 
amount of new information, indicating the students in the best performance group seemed 
to find a solution quickly using the less amount of information necessary. 
To further investigate the members in each group, the researcher visualized the 
relationships between the new information metric and in-game performance and the 
redundant information metric and after-game performance in a scatter plot (see Figure 
17). In the previous analysis, the amount of new information was a significant predictor 
of in-game performance, and the amount of redundant information was a significant 
predictor of after-game performance. Each visualization includes the grey dotted trend 
line with the confidence band. While Figure 17 (b) reveals non-linear relationship 
between the amount of redundant information and posttest scores among all students, 
Figures 17 (d) and (f) show different trends between the variables when specifying each 
cluster. For instance, the relationship between the amount of redundant information and 
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posttest scores of the best performance group shows negatively stronger than the 
relationship of the lack of activity group. Figures 17 (c) and (e) show the students who 
received less amount of new information (i.e., between 0 and 6) were assigned into the 
lack of activity group, while the students who received greater amount of new 





     
(a) New Information and Solution 
Scores of All students 
(c) New Information and Solution 
Scores of Lack of Activity Group  
(e) New Information and Solution 
Scores of Best Performance Group 
Figure 17 (continued) 
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(b) Redundant Information and Posttest 
Scores of All students  
(d) Redundant Information and Posttest 
Scores of Lack of Activity Group 
(f) Redundant Information and Posttest 
Scores of Best Performance Group 
Figure 17: Redundant Information and New Information with In-game and After-game performances by Inquiry Behavior 
Groups 
Note. See the interactive visualizations at http://tinyurl.com/utar-analytics 
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Summary of Analyses on Effect on Science Knowledge 
The purpose of the third and fourth research questions regarding the effect on 
science knowledge is first to address the relationship between students’ learning 
performance (i.e., in-game and after-game performances) and their inquiry behaviors, 
which emerged as students engaged with Probe Design Center in the serious game. The 
second purpose is to identify any unique behavior groups using students’ scientific 
inquiry behavior metrics.  
To address the third research question, two hierarchical regression analyses were 
carried out to investigate how much extra variation in students’ learning performance 
(i.e., average solution scores as the in-game performance and SSKT posttest scores as the 
after-game performance) can be explained by the addition of scientific inquiry behavior 
variables generated from Probe Design Center. The predictors are the four behavior 
variables (i.e., number of repeated trials, amount of new information, amount of 
redundant information, and number of errors), and the two covariates are the number of 
launched probes and the school classification (School A, School B). In order to increase 
the sample size and control for a school, an additional sample of 51 sixth graders from 
School B was included to understand students’ scientific inquiry behaviors in Probe 
Design Center across schools and build a model controlling for a school. The hierarchical 
regression analyses confirmed that the addition of scientific inquiry behavior variables to 
the predictions of in-game performance (i.e., solution scores; R2 = .188, F(4, 126) = 
4.859, p < .01, adjusted R2 = .149) and after-game performance (i.e., SSKT posttest 
scores; R2 = .299, F(4, 126) = 8.942, p < .001, adjusted R2 = .265) led to statistically 
significant increases.  
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In addition to regression analyses, the researcher further conducted k-medoids 
cluster analyses with five game metrics to discover any distinctive inquiry behavior 
groups in each school and then examined the characteristics of each group. The results 
confirmed four unique inquiry behavior groups across two schools. The first group 
showed that the mean ranks of all five inquiry behaviors were lower than those of the 
other three groups; that is, this group can be categorized as a lack of activity group. This 
group performed relatively lower at both in-game and after-game performances. The 
second group overall showed an average activity and achieved relatively lower in-game 
performance scores and higher after-game performance scores. The students received the 
amount of new information below or slightly above the average of two schools and the 
amount of redundant information below the average. The third group showed the highest 
activity and appeared to possess a trial-and-error approach. They performed better at their 
in-game performance, but worse at their after-game performance. Compared with the 
other groups, they launched the most number of probes and collected a significant 
amount of new and redundant information. The last group appeared to be the best 
performance group. These students received the highest amount of new information with 
less redundant information, errors, and repeated trials, compared with the other groups. 
 
VISUALIZATION FOR JUST-IN-TIME SUPPORT 
The last purpose of this study is to address the challenge of understanding 
students’ problem-solving processes through information interpretation derived from the 
large amount of user-generated data in the serious game, Alien Rescue. The researcher 
focused on Solar System Database and Probe Design Center and visualized students’ in-
game activities to support teachers to monitor students’ problem-solving processes 
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through the visualizations. The following research question was asked to address the 
challenge of understanding students’ problem-solving processes in Alien Rescue:  
5) How can visualizations help to illustrate data-driven evidences of students’ in-
game behaviors to provide teachers just-in-time support? 
 
Research Question 5: How can visualizations help to illustrate data-driven evidences 
of students’ in-game behaviors to provide teachers just-in-time support? 
In the previous studies using this game in the classroom, one noticeable finding 
was that teachers needed some support to provide just-in-time feedback regarding how 
students were using this game. Therefore, one of the research questions in this study is if 
visualizations could be used to provide teachers just-in-time feedback based on data-
driven evidence. To address this question, the researcher conducted the classroom 
observation, in which the teachers provided the students a project checklist presenting 
each step of problem-solving processes: (1) solar system research, (2) alien species 
research, (3) elimination chart, (4) probe prototype, (5) probe design, (6) probe launch, 
(7) probe results, and (8) recommendation. The students mainly filled out a paper-based 
worksheet for each step. During the gameplay, the teachers emphasized their worksheets 
must be approved by the teacher before they proceed to next step. The teachers obviously 
tried to monitor their students’ progress by checking the worksheets and guide their 
problem-solving processes. However, the classroom observations revealed many students 
attempted to access different tools that they were not supposed to use in the step based on 
the teachers’ checklist. Interestingly, many students were still in the solar system research 
part almost until the last day of gameplay. Although the teachers attempted to check out 
the worksheets of the less productive students, it seemed hard for the teachers to facilitate 
the students’ problem-solving processes within the limited time for each class period. 
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Based on the classroom observations, the main challenges in the classroom use of Alien 
Rescue were that many students lacked the requisite knowledge of the productive in-
game tool use within this open-ended serious game environment and required the 
significant teachers’ support. These challenges therefore highlighted the teachers’ 
advanced needs of tracking their students’ problem-solving processes, instead of visiting 
an individual student’s desk to check their worksheets. Since Alien Rescue is designed as 
a unit in the science curriculum, it aligns with the National Science Education Standards 
and Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS). Particularly, Solar System Database 
contains information about our solar system including our sun, the nine planets, and ten 
of the moons, which is directly related to the science curriculum in school. The classroom 
observation also revealed that Solar System Database is one major in-game tool that the 
teachers wanted to track their students’ research progress of and many students were 
struggling with. Beyond that, the previous analyses suggested the game metrics within 
Probe Design Center can be an indicator of students’ in-game or after-game learning 
performance. This study examined the students’ usage of Solar System Database and 
Probe Design Center and visualized their activities using diverse techniques in Tableau.  
The findings from this study could inform the development of dashboard for 
teachers. Figure 18 shows the example of teachers’ interactive dashboard to provide 
students’ Solar System Database usage, which enables teachers to track daily Solar 
System Database accesses of students in each class. The bubble chart on the top right 
corner (Figure 18 (a)) displays students’ aggregated accesses to Solar System Database 
up to the selected date by a date filter in cluster of circles format. The individual circle 
indicates each student, and both the size and color depth of each circle show the total 
access of Solar System Database by an individual student; that is, the bigger (or the 
darker) the circle, the more access the student made. Figure 18 (b) displays the list of 
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individual students’ accesses to each planet system (i.e., planet and its moons) in a 
highlight table format. The number with color depth in each cell indicates the total 
number of access (i.e., the darker the violet, the more access the student made). The 
information in this table can be sorted by any planet system. Additionally, the interactive 
feature of Tableau was applied to these visualizations; that is, the bubble chart can be 
used as a filter. For example, a teacher can display only one student’s Solar System 
Database usage by clicking a student who showed less access by the selected date in the 
bubble chart and then review which planet systems the student has not yet accessed in the 













(a) Filters (Left) and Bubble Chart of Students’ Solar System Database Access (Right) 
 
(b) Highlight Table of Students’ Solar System Database Access 
Figure 18: Solar System Database Usage of Each Class 
Note. A number in each circle (a) and the first column (b) indicates the school ID of each 
student. See the interactive visualizations at http://tinyurl.com/utar-analytics. 
 
In addition, a teacher can track more in-depth Solar System Database usage of an 
individual student as shown in Figure 19. Figure 19 applied the background image of our 
solar system to visualize how many times an individual student has accessed each planet 
and moon up to a selected day. The color of a map marker indicates each planet system 
(e.g., a yellow marker indicates Jupiter and its moons), and the size of the marker shows 
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an accumulated number of visits to each planet or moon. Two filters on the left side can 
be used to select an individual student and a date of gameplay.  
 
 
Figure 19: Solar System Database Usage of Individual Student  
Note. Two filters on the left side are a Student’s ID filter and a Date filter. A color of map 
marker indicates each planet system (e.g., a yellow color for Jupiter and its four moons). 
See the interactive visualizations at http://tinyurl.com/utar-analytics 
 The analyses conducted in the previous research questions suggested two 
significant game metrics generated as students interacted with Probe Design Center—the 
amount of new information and the amount of redundant information. Probe Design 
Center provides students authentic scientific inquiry learning experience, in which they 
can practice generating, testing, and evaluating a hypothesis by designing a probe with 
authentic space exploration technology. Throughout this experience, students can figure 
out that their decisions will impact the data—returned from the designed probe—which 
will challenge them to learn from their mistakes. The classroom observations revealed 
that many students repeatedly designed a probe with the same condition (e.g., same 
instruments or same probe type) with their previous probes, or launched several probes to 
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the same destination. The students struggled with errors returned from the launched 
probes and requested support from their teacher. However, the teachers often got 
distracted by some misbehaviors of students (e.g., chatting loud with other classmates, 
listening music, surfing internet). One teacher seemed frustrated when some students 
progressed further and requested any guidance from her in their probe design research 
part, since she spent most of time to arrange students who could not concentrate on their 
work to a separate seat from their group table. 
To facilitate students’ scientific inquiry process and address their challenges in 
this game, a teacher needs to grasp the idea of an individual student’s interaction with 
Probe Design Center. The results of regression analyses particularly showed that the 
amount of new information can be a positive indicator of students’ in-game performance, 
while the amount of redundant information can be a negative indicator of students’ after-
game performance. Figure 20 shows the amount of new information and redundant 
information of students in each class. Since the amount of new information is a positive 
predictor of learning performance, the orange color indicates that a student received less 
amount of new information compared with the school average (grey dotted line), while 
the green color indicates more than the average. As the amount of redundant information 
is the negative predictor, the red color shows that a student received more amount of 
redundant information compared with the school average (grey dotted line), while the 
blue color shows less than the average. The reference line (grey dotted line) supports 
teachers to figure out to what extent the amount of game metric of each individual 






Figure 20: Probe Design Activity of Individual Students in Each Class  
Note. See the interactive visualizations at http://tinyurl.com/utar-analytics 
 
Summary of Analysis on Visualization 
The purpose of the research question is to address if visualizations based on data-
driven evidences of students’ problem-solving processes can provide teachers just-in-
time support. The classroom observations and results of previous analyses suggest two 
in-game tools which are critical to students’ problem-solving processes: Solar System 
Database and Probe Design Center. Especially, Probe Design Center supports students’ 
authentic scientific inquiry process by allowing them to discover that their choices will 
impact the data they receive. But, at the same time, this tool challenges them to learn 
from their mistakes and operate strategically. The researcher therefore proposed 
interactive visualizations to inform teachers not only an individual student’s diverse tool 
usage, but also the student’s progress or challenge in their problem-solving process 
involving in Solar System Database and Probe Design Center. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
This study seeks to investigate sixth-grade students’ scientific thinking processes 
in a three-week space science unit with an open-ended serious game, Alien Rescue, 
through using statistical methods in combination with data mining and visualization 
techniques. First, this study intends to identify navigation behavior patterns—as captured 
by the students’ gameplay data—between non-at-risk and at-risk students. Second, this 
study seeks to examine the relationship between students’ scientific inquiry behaviors 
emerged as students engaged with Probe Design Center in this serious game and their 
learning performance. Lastly, the study intends to address if visualizations based on data-
driven evidences of students’ problem-solving processes can provide teachers just-in-
time support. 
First, this study examined what differences exist between at-risk and non-at-risk 
students’ navigation behavior patterns. The findings showed the non-at-risk group had 
significantly higher improvement on science knowledge than the at-risk group. The 
researcher further examined whether the daily frequencies of each in-game tool use 
differed between at-risk and non-at-risk groups, and found the non-at-risk students tended 
to access more often overall in-game tools than the at-risk students during the later days. 
The researcher integrated LSA and cSPADE to identify two groups’ navigation behavior 
patterns in this game context. The results from both methods revealed that problem-
solving strategies were differently used between the non-at-risk and at-risk students 
within this environment through the six days of their gameplay period. 
Second, the researcher investigated the relationship between students’ inquiry 
behaviors (i.e., game metrics) emerged as students engaged with Probe Design Center in 
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the serious game and their learning performance (in-game and after-game performances). 
The classroom observation and the gameplay data revealed that only 84 students 
(42.85%) accessed Probe Design Center; therefore, the researcher included additional 
gameplay data from another school to build a prediction model controlling for a school. 
Due to the different total days of gameplay, one game metrics, the total number of 
launched probes, was also treated as a covariate. The results from two hierarchical 
multiple regressions showed that the addition of four game metrics (i.e., amount of new 
information, amount of redundant information, number of errors, and number of repeated 
trials) improved the prediction of in-game and after-game performance over and above 
school and number of launched probes alone. The researcher further conducted cluster 
analyses with five game metrics to discover any distinctive inquiry behavior groups in 
each school and examined the characteristics of each group. The results confirmed four 
unique inquiry behavior groups across two schools: (1) Lack of activity group, (2) 
Average activity group, (3) Trial-and-error group, and (4) Best performance group.  
Lastly, the researcher addressed if visualizations based on data-driven evidences 
of students’ problem-solving processes can provide teachers just-in-time support. The 
classroom observations and results of previous analyses suggest two in-game tools that 
are critical to students’ problem-solving processes: Solar System Database and Probe 
Design Center. Therefore, this study proposed interactive visualizations to inform 
teachers not only of an individual student’s diverse tool usage, but also of the student’s 
progress or challenge in their problem-solving process. 
In the following section, the results are further discussed in the context of the 
literature. The directions of future research are suggested along with the limitations of 
this study. 
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IDENTIFYING NAVIGATION BEHAVIOR PATTERNS 
Serious games have the potential to develop students’ scientific thinking skills, in 
which the difference between experts and novices exists during their problem-solving 
processes (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 2005; Jonassen, 2000; van Merriënboer, 2013; Wiley, 
1998). Research has identified the challenges of understanding students’ behaviors in 
complex game systems (Gobert et al., 2015; Hmelo-Silver & Azevedo, 2006). 
Specifically, students with poor academic performance, a lack of motivation or self-
direction—that is, characterized as at-risk students (Hammons-Bryner, 1995)—may face 
the challenges during the processes of problem-solving in the serious games. However, 
there is little known about the at-risk students’ learning behaviors in the serious games. 
This study identified the latent learning behavior patterns of at-risk and non-at-risk 
students to understand their experience with the serious game.  
In the analysis of the differences in the posttest scores after accounting for the 
pretest scores between at-risk and non-at-risk groups, the non-at-risk group exhibited 
greater learning gains after the gameplay (F(1, 193) = 16.911, p < .01). Further 
investigation of the at-risk and non-at-risk students’ navigation patterns as they interacted 
with various in-game tools revealed that the learning gains on science knowledge can be 
associated with different navigation behaviors between the two groups. 
The examination of a daily frequency of each in-game tool showed no significant 
difference between the two groups’ tool frequencies in the early days, but notable 
differences on the later days, in which the non-at-risk group increasingly used multiple 
in-game tools (i.e., Alien Database, Probe Design Center, Mission Control Center, and 
Communication Center). The previous research found the students with high performance 
showed increasing use of these tools from early stages to later stages of the problem-
solving process (Liu et al., 2016). Additionally, the increasing use of multiple tools from 
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early stages to later stages in problem-solving appeared to be an indication of the 
improvement of students’ tool use strategies (Liu & Bera, 2005). The finding of this 
study, therefore, suggests the non-at-risk group exhibited more productive use of the 
tools.  
To discover in-depth navigation behavior patterns of each group, this study 
applied the integrated method of sequential pattern analyses using cSPADE algorithm 
with LSA. Clark et al. (2012) noted that the main challenge of sequential pattern mining 
is the inability to provide the information of the exact time each sequential pattern occurs. 
Therefore, the integrated method was conducted with the navigation data of each day to 
identify daily sequential patterns. The results revealed that the two groups (i.e., non-at-
risk and at-risk groups) exhibited different problem-solving behaviors as they interacted 
with different tools at different times throughout the entire gameplay.  
During the first two days, both non-at-risk and at-risk students tended to navigate 
the environment by exploring as many in-game tools as possible and switching between 
different tools. This navigation pattern indicates that the students attempted to understand 
what the function is of each tool and how different tools can be used together on their 
first day of problem-solving. On the second day, the at-risk students were more prone to 
experiencing the tools which are more appropriate to use during the later days of 
problem-solving processes (i.e., Probe Design Center and Mission Control Center). This 
finding is consistent with previous studies; low-performing students tended to use more 
fun tools (Kang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2015). Since the second day is still the early stage 
of problem-solving, students are expected to access mainly Solar System Database and 
Alien Database to get an overview of the problem and gather information about planets 
and alien species (Liu et al., 2009, 2015).  
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On the later days, the at-risk students did not show any significant transition 
between Alien Database and any other tools, but the transition from Alien Database to 
Alien Database. In addition, most of the navigation patterns of at-risk students were 
sequences where one tool follows the same tool after Day 3. This type of patterns 
indicates the at-risk students repeatedly visited the same tools and did not make any 
further progress of integrating important information provided across different tools. 
Research shows expertise critically influences students’ problem-solving processes 
(Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 2005; van Merriënboer, 2013). The previous studies found that low-
performing students seemed to struggle to find out important information embedded in 
different tools (Kang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2009, 2015, 2016). Another study on the 
experience of at-risk students with Alien Rescue noted a majority of the at-risk students 
showed boredom due to the confusion or difficulty dealing with a less guided instruction 
(Samsonov et al., 2006). Similarly, during the classroom observations in this present 
study, the at-risk students were overwhelmed by the amount of information provided in 
Solar System Database and stagnated in the step of solar system research. These students 
seldom reflected on their problem-solving processes, but merely asked simple questions 
to their teacher. That is, most of the students ended up with the solar system research step 
at the end of the gameplay and therefore, could not move forward to the next step of 
probe design activity. Thus, the navigation behaviors of at-risk students, which had 
remained stagnant on the later days, could be possibly explained by their lack of 
structured knowledge and metacognitive skills in their problem-solving processes, which 
suggests the needs of support for the at-risk students. Research highlights novice students 
possess a low level of meta-awareness regarding the strategic tool use in different 
cognitive processes (Simons & Klien, 2007). Novice students need support for 
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developing a procedural model such as developing plans for solving a problem in the 
game environment (Bogard et al., 2013).  
Together with the U-test results, the significant patterns discovered by cSPADE 
and LSA suggest the most critical sequences that support students to progress in solving a 
complex problem in this game. For example, the transition from Mission Control Center 
to Communication Center was significant only for the later days in the non-at-risk group, 
which indicates these students proceeded to make a recommendation for each alien based 
on the critical information gathered from Mission Control Center. During the same 
period, the at-risk group repeatedly accessed the same tools (i.e., mcontrol → mcontrol; 
communication → communication). The classroom observations also revealed how 
students became more strategic in tool use on the later days. As an example, one of the 
non-at-risk students tended to use his own prior knowledge to find out a possible home 
for the alien species, Sylcari, which turned out to be inappropriate home choices. During 
the conversation with other classmates, this student mentioned one documentary about 
Ganymede from the National Geographic channel and believed Ganymede as a possible 
home for Sylcari. He was first frustrated about his failure. However, he soon figured out 
his prior knowledge was not correct and needed to gather the additional temperature data 
in Mission Control Center, which was not provided in Solar System Database. He 
accessed Mission Control Center to check out the returned data from the probe he 
launched in Probe Design Center. Finally, he eliminated Ganymede from the list of 
possible homes and opened Communication Center to write a correct solution. Advanced 
prior knowledge of the domain forwards cognitive processes or knowledge construction 
processes (Livingston & Borko, 1989). Previous research (Bogard et al., 2013) noted that 
students with prior domain knowledge had a tendency to misrepresent the problem and 
ignore the functions of cognitive tools that allow them to collect contextual knowledge 
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about the aliens, habitats, and other relevant factors. The various in-game tools enable 
students to facilitate their information processing by coordinating multiple cognitive 
skills in this game (Liu & Bera, 2005). The non-at-risk group tended to explore the 
available tools and discover their capabilities at the beginning of gameplay and then 
develop their own strategies for how and when to effectively use the tools. The results of 
ANCOVA demonstrated the non-at-risk students performed better at the posttest SSKT 
scores (i.e., after-game performance). That is, the non-at-risk group seemed to achieve 
both conceptual and procedural knowledge while solving a complex problem throughout 
problem-solving processes.  
This study aggregated students’ navigation data by using the student-based 
sequence modeling. Therefore, the identified frequent sequential patterns across a group 
of students can indicate frequent or common learning behaviors within this group. The 
integrated method of two different sequence analyses confirmed different navigation 
patterns between the at-risk and non-at-risk students are associated with their learning 
gains on science knowledge, which is consistent with the findings of previous studies 
(e.g., Kang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2016). The previous studies revealed different 
problem-solving strategies between low- and high-performing students. For example, less 
productive tool use can affect their learning performance, as all students in a class were 
given the same amount of time to solve a problem in the game. Accordingly, this study 
found that at-risk students possess the behavior patterns similar to low-performing 
students, while non-at-risk students exhibit the productive strategies similar with the 
behavior patterns of high-performing students.  
This study conducted two sequential analyses: lag sequential analysis (LSA) and 
sequential pattern mining with cSPADE algorithm. LSA examines each group’s 
transitional probabilities of all the pairs of in-game tools and provides a significant 
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sequence, which deviated from their expected values, while cSPADE revealed the 
navigation behaviors across each group of students (min_sup > 0.3). That is, more than 
30% of students within the group used the constrained frequent sequences. Although 
cSPADE can identify a frequent sequence of a number of items, the results showed only 
the sequences of three items at most. This can be explained by the fact students do not 
typically make the large number of “open” actions in this game context due to the limited 
amount of time per day (i.e., approximately thirty to forty minutes) spent in actually 
using the game (Kang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2016). Another reason can be due to the 
two-layer interface structure: the first layer consisting of four main tools and the second 
layer consisting of six tools, in which the tools in the first layer cannot be overlaid 
together. Also, the purpose of this study is to examine the daily sequences of tool use in a 
group of students, which decreased the data size; therefore, a sequence with many items 
was not expected.  
Understanding the sequential structure of interaction in serious games with 
science context supports in-depth understanding of learners’ problem-solving processes 
(Chung & Baker, 2003; Hou, 2015; Pohl et al., 2016). The integrated method of LSA—as 
a statistical approach—and cSPADE—as a data mining approach—helped to explore 
students’ various navigation behavior patterns and determine the different problem-
solving processes between the at-risk and non-at-risk students. The results of LSA 
provided detailed daily navigation behaviors between the two groups based on 
transitional probabilities of all possible pairs of in-game tools. Although the findings of 
cSPADE revealed only a few sequential patterns when most of the students mainly used 
Solar System Database (i.e., Days 2-3), the overall results supported the group 
differences found in the LSA results. Furthermore, the state transition diagrams based on 
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adjusted residuals (see Figures 6-11) allow in-depth understanding of the differences of 
the two groups’ significant sequences.  
 
EFFECT ON SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE 
To discover significant game metrics to predict students’ in-game and after-game 
performances (i.e., average solution scores as the in-game performance and SSKT 
posttest scores as the after-game performance) after controlling for a school, an additional 
sample of 51 sixth graders from School B was included. Two hierarchical regression 
analyses were conducted to investigate how much extra variation in students’ learning 
performance can be explained by the addition of scientific inquiry behavior variables 
generated from Probe Design Center. The findings confirmed the addition of scientific 
inquiry behavior variables to the prediction of both in-game and after-game learning 
performance (i.e., average solution scores and SSKT posttest scores) led to statistically 
significant increases. In addition to the regression analyses, this study further conducted a 
k-medoids clustering analysis with pam algorithm using five game metrics of each school 
and found four clusters in each school. Then, the researcher cross-examined the identified 
clusters in each school and discovered four distinctive inquiry behavior groups across the 
two schools: (1) Lack of activity group, (2) Average activity group, (3) Trial-and-error 
group, and (4) Best performance group (see Figure 16).  
The first cluster group, Lack of activity group, showed overall a lack of activity, 
indicating they did not actively access Probe Design Center and achieved the lowest 
after-game performance. This group performed relatively lower at both in-game and 
after-game performances. Probe Design Center provides additional information about 
planets that would not be otherwise possible to find anywhere else. Previous studies 
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showed Probe Design Center supports students’ hypothesis testing, in which students can 
collect critical information that they need to eliminate or confirm potential home choices 
and finalize a solution of each alien (Kang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2009). Therefore, the 
characteristics of a lack of access to Probe Design Center suggest that the students had a 
tendency to misuse tools with the cognitive processes or use ineffective tools for their 
knowledge development (Bogard et al., 2013). Ultimately, the students in this group were 
unsuccessful performing both in-game and after-game performances due to the limited 
evidences—gathered from Probe Design Center—to examine the affordances and 
constraints of a potential home for the aliens.  
The second behavior group, Average activity group, overall showed average 
activity. Specifically, the students showed most inquiry behaviors (errors, repeated trials, 
and launched probes) slightly above the average of the two schools. The clusters from 
both schools showed the students performed relatively lower at their in-game 
performance, but higher at the after-game performance (i.e., the second highest SSKT 
posttest scores). The regression analyses found the amount of new information was 
positively related to students’ in-game performance. In terms of the amount of new 
information, the School A’s was close to the school average, and the School B’s was 
lower than their average. Therefore, these students’ low in-game performance can be 
explained by the fact that both clusters showed the students received the amount of new 
information far below the school average. By applying new information students 
additionally obtained from the launched probes, students were more likely to find a 
solution, since the obtained information can be the critical clues to find a possible home 
for the aliens. On the other hand, the students in both clusters showed the amount of 
redundant information to be below the average. This finding confirmed the results of 
regression analyses that the students with less redundant information performed better at 
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their after-game performance. The amount of redundant information counts the number 
of instruments that return information obtainable in Solar System Database or the number 
of instruments already selected in any previous launched probes. That is, the students in 
this group strategized using Probe Design Tool to build a probe to find out the missing 
information that they could not find elsewhere in the game environment. Therefore, 
students who received less redundant information demonstrated that they were more 
strategic in their problem-solving processes in this game context. Previous study (Bogard 
et al., 2013) noted the highly self-regulated students often showed evaluating outcomes, 
responding productively to their failures, and adjusting plans and strategies. 
Consequently, these traits helped the students to become successful problem solvers.  
The third behavior group, Trial-and-error group, showed the highest activity 
among all groups. The tendency of this high activity suggests that the students appeared 
to possess a trial-and-error approach. That is, these students attempted many trials 
(launched many probes), evaluated their failures (errors or redundant information), and 
manipulated their hypotheses (designed new probe). However, the highest frequencies of 
the amount of redundant information and the number of repeated trials indicate the 
students did not successfully remedy their mistakes by interpreting errors or redundant 
information from previous probes since they also showed many repeated trials or 
redundant information. Students’ hypothesis testing strategies in science education games 
are strongly associated with their learning effectiveness (Spires, Rowe, Mott, & Lester, 
2011). The solution scores of these students demonstrated their higher levels of in-game 
performance. For example, they found plenty of new information that was the direct clues 
to find right homes for the aliens. This finding showed they had a tendency to send a 
probe without consideration of costs or feasibility and merely to seek information instead 
of testing their hypotheses. In addition, they tended to repeat incorrect manipulations by 
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launching probes to the same destinations with any previous probes. This tendency may 
make them to waste too much time to find out effective problem-solving strategies and to 
exacerbate backward reasoning processes (Chi & Bassock, 1991; Glaser, 1989; 
Thorndike, 1913). This ineffective reflective process ultimately did not yield learning 
gains in science content knowledge that was assessed by the posttest.  
The last group, Best performance group, showed a spike in the amount of new 
information. The students showed the number of launched probes to be slightly above the 
average of the two schools. They received the highest amount of new information and 
relatively lower amount of redundant information compared with the other groups. 
Furthermore, they obtained additional information—required to eliminate or confirm 
their solutions—with less errors or repeated trials. Gick (1986) proposed the model of the 
problem-solving process, in which learners who have previously solved a similar problem 
or have a high level of expertise can be more efficient to discover a solution scheme to 
solve a problem by avoiding any redundant iteration processes. Accordingly, the findings 
in this study suggest the students in this group may possess more effective problem-
solving strategies—that is, explicit knowledge of how to design appropriate probes. 
Therefore, they could reduce time on their cognitive processes in this game. Students 
who showed this effective problem-solving strategies achieved the highest SSKT posttest 
scores, which demonstrates they gained greater science content knowledge throughout 
the entire problem-solving processes during the gameplay time—equally given to all 
students.  
In sum, the regression models of five scientific inquiry behaviors and school 
variable to predict in-game and after-game performances were statistically significant. 
Specifically, the amount of new information appeared to be associated with students’ 
ability to apply the information to complete a task within the game, and therefore 
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positively associated with students’ in-game performance. The amount of redundant 
information was negatively associated with students’ problem-solving strategies; that is, 
students who received less redundant information demonstrated effective problem-
solving strategies in this game context and therefore performed better at after-game 
performance.  
Novices appear to have difficulties to recognize the problem, find a workable 
solution path, retrieve the knowledge that is relevant to a particular task, or integrate 
meaningful information (Bransford et al., 2000). Recognizing the tools to best support 
developing solution procedures or building the associations between tools is not 
automatic behavior for novice learners. Tools that can offer guidance in developing their 
structural knowledge are suggested for students in the lack of activity group. Analyzing 
the problem and identifying the function of cognitive tools are critical to develop a 
procedural knowledge. The findings of this study are aligned with the previous study to 
examine students’ self-regulation (Bogard et al., 2013), which suggest that students who 
possess a low level of self-regulation need support to readjust a plan and strategies after 
evaluating outcomes. Such needs can be embedded in the game environment as a new 
tool. When evaluating outcomes, students with the traits of the trial-and-error cluster may 
need scaffolds to recognize the gaps in their knowledge development and reflect their 
procedural knowledge to devise next steps using tools with a prompt to trigger their 
cognitive processes. 
 
VISUALIZATION FOR JUST-IN-TIME SUPPORT 
Visualization supports various purposes of different stakeholders: providing just-
in-time feedback by tracking students’ progress for teachers, monitoring learning 
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progress for self-reflection for students, or assessing game design or pedagogical 
effectiveness for researchers or game designers (Wallner & Kriglstein, 2015). In this 
study, visualizations were applied to address two purposes; First, to support the results of 
analyses and second, to see if visualizations can provide teachers just-in-time support 
based on data-driven evidences of students’ problem-solving processes.  
First, the visualizations in this study support the results of statistical analyses (i.e., 
ANCOVA, hierarchical regression analyses). The state transition diagrams based on 
adjusted residuals allowed in-depth understanding of the differences of significant 
sequences between at-risk and non-at-risk students (see Figures 6-11). The radar plots 
revealed the latent patterns of scientific inquiry behaviors between four groups—found as 
the results of cluster analyses—and confirmed that the groups’ inquiry behavior patterns 
were distinctively different in this serious game (see Figures 14-15). The researcher also 
used two significant metrics (i.e., the amount of new information, the amount of 
redundant information) to further understand the cluster group membership (see Figure 
16) and visualized the relationships between the two metrics and in-game and after-game 
performances in an interactive scatter plot (see Figure 17). The diverse graphical 
representation techniques using a juxtaposition strategy support better comprehension of 
differences among different student groups.  
Second, as shown in Figures 18-20, the interactive visualizations in this study 
allow teachers to track students’ problem-solving processes and get involved in their 
activities as needed. Furthermore, teachers can monitor students’ activities at the level of 
the classroom and an individual student and therefore facilitate classroom management 
and assessment. Serious games with science context should allow learners to get involved 
in the problem-solving tasks by manipulating experiments and evaluating the results that 
enhance their problem-solving skills and motivation (Hou, 2015). The games can capture 
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what an individual learner is doing in the environments by tracking the student’s learning 
process using the captured data to evaluate their inquiry process and measure their 
learning performance (Gobert et al., 2013; Quellmalz et al., 2009). Research on the 
computer-based environments reported the challenges of teachers to integrate inquiry into 
classrooms such as the lack of materials, technical support, or teacher preparation 
(Anderson, 2002; Welch, Klopfer, Aikenhead, & Robinson, 1981). This study not only 
showed the potential of visualization to facilitate the interpretation of the relationships 
among multiple data, but also provided empirical support for the use of diverse 
visualization techniques to support teachers’ classroom use of the serious games.  
 
CONCEPTUAL AND PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE IN SERIOUS GAMES 
In serious games, learning occurs throughout the process of understanding the 
game system, conducting experiments, continuously adjusting problem-solving strategies, 
and communicating with other learners (Killi, 2007; Squire, 2008). Obviously, the 
findings of the current study showed that Probe Design Center is the major tool to allow 
students to experience interactive reflective processes by repeatedly testing their 
hypotheses in this game environment. Research on scientific problem-solving 
emphasized the importance of conceptual and procedural knowledge (Gott, Duggan, & 
Roberts, 2008; Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Wiley, 1998). That is, scientific problem-solving 
is always involved in conceptual change, which can be achieved only when learners 
possess both conceptual and procedural knowledge. Specifically, conceptual change can 
occur when learners recognize that the previous conceptual understanding of scientific 
phenomena is wrong and therefore needs to be changed (Mayer, 2008). Bogard et al. 
(2013) showed that highly self-regulated students tended to evaluate outcomes and 
readjust their strategies to discover knowledge constraints and build dynamic mental 
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model of the problem in a serious game. Therefore, the researchers highlighted the role of 
self-regulation to solve a complex problem and the need of support for novices’ 
knowledge development. These research findings are consistent with the characteristics 
of the best performance group identified in this study, indicating the students possess 
both conceptual and procedural knowledge throughout the gameplay. 
On the other hand, many researchers have observed students’ difficulties to 
understand complexities of system and scientific inquiry process (Gobert et al., 2015; 
Hmelo-Silver & Azevedo, 2006). Gobert et al. (2015) noted when students design 
experiments, they possibly collect limited evidence to test their own hypotheses, attempt 
only one trial or repeated trials with the same condition, or revise too many variables. 
This study also found that the two behavior groups—trial-and-error group and average 
activity groups—showed ineffective reflective processes and performed lower at the 
posttest scores than the other group with effective problem-solving strategies. Open-
ended serious games intend to provide students an opportunity to continuously practice 
their decision-making and evaluation skills with multiple solution paths in a less guided 
learning environment (Liu & Bera, 2005; Spring & Pellegrino, 2011). However, the 
findings of this study suggest the characteristics of open-ended serious game can be 
overwhelming for some students; therefore, different students need timely adequate 
supports to develop their own problem-solving strategies.  
 
NEEDS OF SERIOUS GAMES ANALYTICS 
The inquiry in this study built upon previous research on understanding students’ 
use of in-game cognitive tools and their cognitive processes in the serious game, Alien 
Rescue. Some studies were conducted by analyzing gameplay data (i.e., frequency or 
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duration of each tool use). For example, Liu and Bera (2004, 2005) investigated the use 
of cognitive tools across five contextual problem-solving stages (i.e. initial exploring, 
background research, hypothesis generation, hypothesis testing, and solution generation) 
through a cluster analysis of gameplay data (i.e., frequency of each tool use). The results 
showed that students were strategic in their tool usage over entire stages; that is, students 
used cognitive tools in more sophisticated ways during the later stages of problem-
solving. The students’ tool use was highly correlated with their performance. Liu et al. 
(2015, 2016) applied data visualization techniques to discover students’ tool use patterns 
and identify any contributing factors to student variations. The results indicated different 
tool usage patterns between different groups of students; for example, high performing 
and mastery goal-oriented students tended to use the appropriate tools relative to each 
problem-solving stage. 
A classroom observation or student interview is another type of data that were 
mainly used in previous studies. For instance, Liu et al. (2009) conducted a study with 
undergraduate students who played the serious game in a laboratory setting. Each 
student’s activities in the environment were observed, and an interview was conducted to 
determine students’ cognitive processes at a specific problem-solving stage. The authors 
confirmed the results from the previous studies of the strong association between 
cognitive tool use and cognitive processes. In another study with student interviews, 
Bogard et al. (2013) conducted the descriptive analysis (i.e., cross cluster analysis) using 
stimulated recall, think-aloud, and direct observation to address how students’ application 
and frequency of cognitive processes and behaviors contributed to differences in 
performance outcomes and mental model development. The findings revealed that 
students with consistent self-regulation—the most expert-like learners—kept their 
cognitive processes in carrying out operations in each threshold of knowledge 
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development: 1) Building a procedural model, 2) building a structural model, 3) building 
an executive model, and 4) building arguments. The students developed their mental 
models through each threshold and thereby focused on the most relevant aspects of the 
problem solutions.  
Overall, existing research on Alien Rescue provided empirical evidence that 
cognitive tools play a critical role to support students’ problem-solving and activate their 
cognitive processes in this serious game context (e.g., Bogard et al., 2013; Liu & Bera, 
2005; Liu et al., 2009, 2016). Research on serious games highlight the open-endedness of 
a serious game engages students’ scientific problem-solving process, however, a game’s 
complex system challenges researchers to understand students’ diverse behavior (Squire, 
2008). Especially, the use of traditional educational assessments is a great challenge in 
understanding how students learn complex skills through solving problems within open-
ended serious game environments. However, extant research is mostly based on 
traditional assessments such as pre- and posttests or self-reported surveys, or general 
analytics metrics such as frequency and time-to-completion rate. Therefore, this present 
study indicates the importance of using gameplay data and game metrics to better 
understand students’ behaviors and performances in different learning contexts.  
The emergence of serious games analytics with growing opportunities of 
collecting massive gameplay data enables the tracking of sequences of actions during 
students’ problem-solving as an evidence of learning performance in serious games and 
reduces claims of generalizability due to the data collected in context-specific situation. 
The current study conducted the integrated analysis of traditional statistical methods and 
data mining and visualization techniques using in situ gameplay data in order to discover 
meaningful patterns of students’ cognitive processes and identify their diverse problem-
solving strategies and the challenges students with different characteristics may face. In 
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addition, little is known about the potential meanings of a parameter of in situ data as a 
behavior indicator within this serious game context. Therefore, the researcher used game 
metrics—developed using gameplay data generated in Probe Design Center—as features 
of students’ scientific inquiry behaviors and identified different inquiry behavior groups 
across different schools. 
In this current study, the researcher integrated lag sequential analysis (LSA) and 
sequential pattern mining with cSPADE algorithm to identify latent navigation behavior 
patterns between the at-risk and non-at-risk students in this serious game. The findings 
discovered these two groups’ significant sequential patterns of cognitive tool use on each 
day of gameplay and identified different problem-solving strategies between these two 
groups. This study also conducted a k-medoids clustering using pam algorithm to explore 
the potential cluster patterns of students’ various inquiry behaviors in Probe Design 
Center across the school settings. The integrated method of cluster analysis and data 
visualizations enabled the investigation of in-depth scientific inquiry processes within a 




Research on scientific problem-solving emphasizes that students need to possess 
both conceptual knowledge and procedural knowledge, which are the critical components 
of twenty-first century skills (Clark-Midura et al., 2011; Gott et al., 2008; Lederman et 
al., 2014; Wecker et al., 2013). The main challenge of open-ended serious games is to 
identify students’ diverse solution paths in the complex game system (Squire, 2008). 
Identifying the sequential patterns of students’ cognitive tool use in serious games can 
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provide insights of students’ cognitive processes in the complex system of serious games. 
Prior research on Alien Rescue has identified students’ cognitive processes in the game 
environment based on observation and interview data, and general game metrics such as 
frequency or duration of cognitive tool use (e.g., Bogard et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2005, 
2009, 2016). The researcher in this study performed both LSA—as a statistical 
approach—and cSPADE—as a data mining approach—using the navigation data of non-
at-risk and at-risk students each day. This integrated method enabled to identify in-depth 
students’ cognitive processes in an open-ended serious game.  
cSPADE can identify frequent sequences of a number of tools (Zaki, 2000, 2001). 
The results of this study showed only the sequences of three items at most, which can be 
explained by the fact that the students did not typically make the large number of “open” 
actions in this game due to the limited amount of time per day (i.e., approximately thirty 
to forty minutes) spent in actually using the game. This finding informs future studies of 
behavioral analysis in Alien Rescue can apply cSPADE, if there is a certain situation such 
as a large amount of gameplay data and more students’ decision making allowed in a 
classroom. For example, a teacher does not provide any rigid guidance on students’ 
problem-solving processes, rather facilitate them to find out their own problem-solving 
strategies by accessing various in-game tools during the entire gameplay, without any 
restriction. In addition, sequential patterns discovered by a sequential pattern mining are 
determined by the parameter, support, indicating the number of occurrences of the 
patterns. However, in some contexts, support may not always represent the significance 
of a pattern. For example, some researchers might be interested not in frequent patterns 
with many occurrences, but infrequent patterns with only few occurrences because these 
patterns are expected or surprising in a certain context (Esmaeili1 & Gabor, 2010). The 
researcher in this study thereby conducted another sequential analysis, LSA, as a 
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statistical technique to examine whether a sequence of tools achieves statistical 
significance among all sequential tool pairs in a certain group of students. This study 
conducted LSA to find out only significant two-tool sequences (i.e., lag 1) due to the lack 
of diverse tool use and limited amount of time spent in using the game of the students in 
the school (i.e., School A). LSA can be conducted to identify a sequence of more than 
two elements. However, researchers should determine a method after considering the 
factors such as a gameplay period, data size, and a teaching style to reduce time and cost 
during the analysis. In addition, Clark et al. (2012) noted one challenge of sequential 
pattern mining is that it cannot provide actual time information when sequences of 
actions occur. Therefore, this study conducted a separate sequential analysis for each day 
to better understand when or why students actually access certain in-game tools in 
identified sequences, which researchers should consider when conducting sequential 
analyses. The findings of sequential analyses in this study can be also applied to other 
future research of behavioral analysis dealing with understanding student cognitive 
processes in serious games. 
Extant research on educational games is mostly based on traditional assessments 
such as pre- and posttests or self-reported surveys, or general analytics metrics such as 
frequency and duration of in-game tools. Therefore, discovering features as an indicator 
of diverse learning behaviors using gameplay data is essential to better understand 
students’ behaviors and performances in the context of serious games. However, little is 
known about the potential meanings of a parameter of in situ data as a behavior indicator 
within the context of serious games. Therefore, this study contributed to developing game 
metrics generated in students’ gameplay data from Probe Design Center as features of 
students’ scientific inquiry behaviors and conducted a k-medoids clustering using pam 
algorithm. Using the game metrics, this research conducted the cluster analyses and 
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identified different inquiry behavior groups across different schools. The results of 
hierarchical regression analyses confirmed the addition of four game metrics (i.e., amount 
of new information, amount of redundant information, number of errors, and number of 
repeated trials) in Probe Design Center improved the predictions of both in-game and 
after-game performance over and above the covariates of school and number of launched 
probes alone. However, the full prediction model on after-game performance showed two 
covariates as significant predictors, indicating a school and the number of launched 
probes are significantly related to students’ after-game performance even after the 
addition of game metrics, which is the limitation of this study. Therefore, this study 
suggests the need of considering a different school and the number of launched probes 
when building a prediction model. Another limitation is that the participants of School B 
only took the SSKT posttest, not the pretest; therefore, this study only considered the 
posttest scores as after-game learning performance to address the third and fourth 
research questions. In the future, researchers should consider the need of bigger data sets 
of gameplay data from diverse schools to understand students’ scientific inquiry 
behaviors in Probe Design Center across schools and build a model controlling for a 
school. This will consequently reduce the claims of generalizability due to the data 
collected in context-specific situation. Future study is suggested to develop additional 
features relevant to students’ scientific inquiry behavior to further understand their 
relationship with learning performance in this context of serious game.  
Research on scientific problem-solving indicates that young students have 
difficulties in conducting scientific inquiry and a challenge of measuring younger 
students’ inquiry strategies due to the difficulties to understand the complexities of 
system and scientific inquiry process (Gobert et al., 2015; Hmelo-Siver & Azevedo, 
2006; Lederman et al., 2014). Therefore, game metrics that can measure students’ 
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specific behaviors need to be developed to better understand how diverse students 
conduct scientific inquiry and facilitate their inquiry process in a complex learning 
environment such as Alien Rescue. Since scientific inquiry involves critical and logical 
thinking, traditional educational assessments do not demonstrate students’ conceptual and 
procedural knowledge related to inquiry (Clarke-Midura et al., 2011; Gobert et al., 2013; 
NRC, 1996; Quellmalz et al., 2009). This research proposed the use of visualizations to 
support teachers to provide just-in-time guidance based on the game metrics identified in 
this study. Such information will help teachers to identify students’ difficulties in their 
cognitive processes and why the students cannot immerse themselves in complex 
learning environments. Thus, teachers provide students a proper guidance to enhance 
their deeper reflection and increased learning. 
Research highlights the potential of cognitive tools to support knowledge building 
and scaffold higher-order cognitive tasks within complex learning environments (Bogard 
et al., 2013; Jonassen, 2004). In this current study, the in-depth sequential patterns of 
cognitive tool use between the at-risk and non-at-risk students showed the diverse 
problem-solving strategies of these two groups. This finding highlights that students such 
as those placed at-risk need support for developing contextual and procedural knowledge 
for solving a problem in this game environment. Consequently, this study suggests 
additional tools that can provide guidance in developing students’ knowledge. Such tool 
can prompt a window where students can monitor their knowledge development by 
answering a series of questions: what information they have found out so far, what 
information they still need to collect to find out a possible solution, and what tools they 
can use to gather the missing information. This current study can further inform practical 
guidelines for game developers to design different game levels and levels of guidance in 
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serious games with a complex problem for supporting students who possess a lack of skill 
in metacognition and self-regulation. 
In sum, this research indicates the importance of using gameplay data and game 
metrics to better understand students’ behaviors and performances in different learning 
contexts. Besides the benefits for teachers, the analyses in this study have provided the 
integrated method of traditional statistical analyses and data mining and visualization 
techniques of understanding in-depth students’ cognitive processes in the context of 
serious games, which can be beneficial for game designers, researchers, and students.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Open-endedness of a serious game engages students’ scientific problem-solving 
process. However, understanding how students learn complex skills through solving 
scientific problems is a challenge due to the complex learning systems. Recent research 
stresses the importance of using gameplay data to better understand individuals’ learning 
behaviors and performances in the context of serious games. This study analyzed in situ 
data of the serious game, Alien Rescue, by applying the integrated method of traditional 
statistical analyses, data mining, and visualization techniques to identify in-game 
behavior patterns and investigate the relationship between diverse behavior patterns and 
learning performance. This study first applied the integrated method of a lag sequential 
analysis and sequential pattern mining together with statistical analyses (i.e., ANCOVA, 
nonparametric U-test) to identify sequential patterns of cognitive processes between at-
risk and non-at-risk students. The results showed that the at-risk group had remained 
stagnant on the later days, while the non-at-risk group had developed their own strategies 
for how and when to effectively use the tools toward the end of gameplay. The integrated 
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method helped to reveal in-depth students’ latent navigation behaviors and confirmed the 
support needs of at-risk students to develop contextual and procedural knowledge for 
problem-solving in the game environment. The findings of sequential analyses also 
inform future researchers practical guidelines when determining a method of sequential 
analysis.  
The use of traditional educational assessments is a great challenge in 
understanding how students learn complex skills in solving a complex problem within 
open-ended serious games. Game metrics that can measure students’ specific behaviors 
need to be developed to better understand how diverse students conduct scientific inquiry 
and facilitate their inquiry process in a complex learning environment such as Alien 
Rescue. This study developed game metrics (i.e., amount of new information, amount of 
redundant information, number of errors, and number of repeated trials) derived in the 
cognitive tool, Probe Design Center, and confirmed four unique groups regarding 
students’ scientific inquiry behaviors in Probe Design Center: (1) Lack of activity group, 
(2) Average activity group, (3) Trial-and-error group, and (4) Best performance group. 
The findings suggest the needs of developing additional features as an indicator of 
students’ scientific inquiry behavior in this serious game and of considering bigger 
gameplay data to build a prediction model to better understand the relationship between 
the game metrics and students’ learning performance. Furthermore, the researcher 
proposed interactive visualizations of students’ in-game activities—as an example of 
teachers’ dashboard—which can support teachers to provide students real-time learning 
feedback as scaffolding. All in all, the integrated method of serious games analytics 
enabled researchers to investigate in-depth cognitive processes in the serious game to 
identify the challenges of students placed at-risk and their support needs. Taken together, 
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data-driven evidences are vital to facilitate cognitive processes in open-ended serious 

















Appendix A: Matrix of Scientific Inquiry Skills in Probe Design Center  
Destination Probe Seismograph Magnetometer Thermometer Barometer Infrared Camera Spectrograph 
Sun Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander R R R R R R 
Mercury Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N R R R R N 
Venus Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N R R N N 
Earth Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander R R R R R R 
Moon Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N N R N N 
Mars Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N R R N N 
Phobos Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N N R N N 
Deimos Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N N R N N 
Jupiter Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander E R R R R N 
Io Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
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 Lander R N R R R N 
Europa Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N R N N N 
Ganymede Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander R N N R N N 
Callisto Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander R N R R N N 
Saturn Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander E N N R N N 
Titan Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N R R N N 
Uranus Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander E N R R N N 
Neptune Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander E N R R N N 
Triton Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N R R N N 
Pluto Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N R R N N 
Charon Flyby E N/A E E N/A E 
 Orbiter E N/A E E N/A E 
 Lander N N R N N N 
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Note. E indicates an error, N indicates new information, R indicates redundant 
























Appendix B: Space Science Knowledge Test 
Name ________________ Teacher ______________ Period __________ 
 
Click the letter of the correct answer. 




D. Not sure 
 




D. Not sure 




D. Not sure 
 
4. Which of these worlds is farther from the sun than Saturn? 




D. Not sure 
 
5. Venus 
A. is a gas giant 
B. has an atmosphere denser than Earth's 
C. is very cold because of a greenhouse effect 
D. Not sure 
 
6. Io 
A. is the closest planet to the sun 
B. has active volcanoes 
C. is colder than Pluto 
D. Not sure 
 




D. Not sure 
 
8. What is the difference between a moon and a planet? 
A. moons are closer to the sun than planets 
B. planets have plant life and moons do not 
C. moons orbit planets but planets do not orbit moons 
D. Not sure 
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9. Which of the following does an atmosphere do for a world? 
A. causes volcanoes to erupt 
B. pushes heat out into space so the world doesn't get too hot 
C. protects it from meteors 
D. Not sure 
 
10. Which of the following does a magnetic field do for a world? 
A. protects it from the solar wind 
B. lowers its temperature 
C. gives it seasons 
D. Not sure 
 
11. Craters are caused by 
A. earthquakes 
B. magnetic fields 
C. meteor impacts 
D. Not sure 
 
12. You are standing on the surface of a world and see the sun in the sky. The rest 
of the sky is black and you can see stars. What do you know about that world? 
A. It is a gas giant. 
B. It has no atmosphere.  
C. It has no magnetic field. 
D. Not sure 
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D. Not sure 
 
14. Ice 
A. can be made of many substances, not just water 
B. covers most of the surface of Io 
C. is an element 
D. Not sure 
 
15. Which of these instruments can be used to learn about temperature on a 
world? 
A. seismograph 
B. infrared camera 
C. spectrograph 
D. Not sure 
 
16. Imagine that you need to determine whether or not a moon's surface has 
carbon. What instrument would you use? 




D. Not sure 
 
17. Scientists want to measure the pressure of Mars' atmosphere. What instrument 




D. Not sure 
 
18. Suppose that you want to take closeup pictures of features on the surface of 
Callisto, but you can only afford to send an orbiter. What instrument would you include? 
A. infrared camera 
B. narrow angle camera 
C. barometer 
D. Not sure 
 
19. You need to design a probe to go to Titan to find out if it has a magnetic field 
or earthquakes. Which of the following would you choose to include on your probe? 
A. a battery and a solar panel 
B. a barometer and a seismograph 
C. a magnetometer and a seismograph 
D. Not sure 
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20. Scientists want to gain more accurate information about the atmosphere of 
Venus, especially what it's made of. What type of probe would they use and what 
instrument would they include? 
A. an orbiter with an infrared camera 
B. a flyby with a seismograph 
C. a lander with a barometer 
D. not sure 
21. At a temperature of absolute zero 
A. water melts 
B. atoms stop moving 
C. carbon changes from a liquid to a solid 
D. not sure 
 
22. Water boils at which of the following temperatures? (Remember to think 
about the different temperature scales.) 
A. 32 degrees C 
B. 100 degrees C 
C. 100 degrees F 
D. Not sure 
 
23. Which of these could be considered a "signature" for an element? 
A. a seismograph 
B. an infrared picture 
C. a spectrum 
D. not sure 
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24. A world will have a magnetic field if 
A. it has a thick atmosphere 
B. it has liquid water 
C. it has a core made of liquid metal 



















Appendix C: Solution Form Rubric 
Description Points Awarded 
The student does not submit any solution. 1 
The student recommends an unsuitable home for the alien 
species. 2 
The student recommends an unsuitable home, but provides 
almost correct reasons to a suitable home. 
 
The student recommends a suitable home, but does not 
provide any correct reasons to substantiate their choice.  
3 
The student recommends a suitable home and is awarded 
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